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Ha tudnánk, mit csinálunk, akkor nem neveznénk kutatásnak, igaz?

Albert Einstein

If we knew what it is we were doing, it would not be called research.
Would it?

Albert Einstein
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Philosophiæ Doctor

Ipar 4.0 és 5.0 megoldások fejlesztése ontológiák alapján - modellezés

és optimalizálás

írta: Nagy László

A hatékony információkezelés kritikus fontosságú a gyártási folyamatok fejlesztésé-
hez, különösen az intelligens gyártás korában, ami a kölcsönhatásban lévő elemek
kritikus halmazainak megfelelő modellezését és szisztematikus elemzését igényli.
A kutatás célja, bemutatni egy ontológiamodell-alapú keretrendszert az Ipar 4.0
megoldások fejlesztéséhez, valamint a gyártási adatok gráf alapú optimalizálásá-
ra szolgáló technikákat. A szemantikus technológiák átfogó áttekintése rávilágít
arra, hogy a gráftechnológiák integrálása a meglévő ipari szabványokba, tervezé-
si és végrehajtási rendszerekbe hatékony adatfeldolgozást és elemzést biztosíthat.
További vizsgált probléma az Ipar 5.0 megoldások tervezése, amely a gyártási fo-
lyamatnak, az operátorok képzettségeinek és állapotainak, valamint az intelligens
térben elhelyezett szenzoroknak a kollaboratív munka egyidejű megfigyeléséhez
szükséges problémaspecifikus leírását igényli. A hipotézis szerint az ontológia-
alapú adatok hatékonyan reprezentálják a vállalati és gyártási adathalmazokat,
továbbá az így kapott gráfok centralitásának és modularitásának vizsgálata képes
támogatni a kollaborációs és interakciós sémák kialakítását, valamint a gyártási
cellák tervezését. A dolgozat eredményei két részben, a modellezés, illetve az op-
timalizálás témakörében kerülnek bemutatásra. A szemantikus modellezési rész
áttekintést nyújt az Ipar 4.0 és 5.0 alkalmazások létrehozásában felhasználható
ontológiákról és tudásgráfokról, továbbá két részletes alkalmazást mutat be egy
reprodukálható ipari esettanulmányon. Az optimalizálási rész a hálózattudomány
alapú folyamatoptimalizálásra összpontosít, és különböző részletes alkalmazásokat
mutat be, például gráf alapú analitikát, gyártósor kiegyenlítést, valamint közösség
detektálást.
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Ontology-based development of Industry 4.0 & 5.0 solutions -

modeling and optimization

by László Nagy

Effective information management is critical for developing manufacturing pro-
cesses, especially in the era of smart manufacturing, which requires adequate
modeling and systematic analysis of the critical sets of interacting elements. This
research aims to present an ontology model-based framework for developing In-
dustry 4.0 solutions and a collection of techniques for graph-based optimization of
manufacturing data. An extensive overview of semantic technologies is provided,
highlighting that integrating graph technologies into existing industrial standards,
planning, and execution systems can provide efficient data processing and ana-
lysis. An additional investigated problem is the design of Industry 5.0 solutions,
which require a problem-specific description of the production process, the skills
and states of the operators, as well as of the sensors placed in the intelligent space
for the simultaneous monitoring of the collaborative work. The hypothesis is that
ontology-based data can efficiently represent enterprise and manufacturing data-
sets, moreover, studying the centrality and modularity of the resultant graph can
support the formation of collaboration and interaction schemes and the design of
manufacturing cells. The contributions of the thesis are presented in two parts,
modeling and optimization. The semantic modeling part provides an overview of
ontologies and knowledge graphs that can be utilized in creating Industry 4.0 &
5.0 applications, furthermore presents two detailed applications on a reproducible
industrial case study. The optimization part of the work focuses on the network
science-based process optimization and presents various detailed applications, such
as graph-based analytics, assembly line balancing and community detection.
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Ontologiebasierte Entwicklung von Industrie 4.0 und 5.0 Lösungen -

Modellierung und Optimierung

von László Nagy

Ein effektives Informationsmanagement ist für die Entwicklung von Fertigungsprozessen von

entscheidender Bedeutung, insbesondere im Zeitalter der intelligenten Fertigung, die eine an-

gemessene Modellierung und systematische Analyse der kritischen Gruppen von interagierenden

Elementen erfordert. Diese Forschung zielt darauf ab, einen auf Ontologiemodellen basierenden

Rahmen für die Entwicklung von Industrie 4.0-Lösungen und eine Sammlung von Techniken für

die graphenbasierte Optimierung von Fertigungsdaten zu präsentieren. Es wird ein umfassender

Überblick über semantische Technologien gegeben und hervorgehoben, dass die Integration von

Graphentechnologien in bestehende Industriestandards, Planungs- und Ausführungssysteme eine

effiziente Datenverarbeitung und -analyse ermöglichen kann. Ein weiteres untersuchtes Problem

ist die Gestaltung von Industrie 5.0-Lösungen, die eine problemspezifische Beschreibung des

Produktionsprozesses, der Fähigkeiten und Zustände der Bediener sowie der im intelligenten

Raum platzierten Sensoren zur gleichzeitigen Überwachung der kooperativen Arbeit erfordern.

Die Hypothese ist, dass ontologiebasierte Daten Unternehmens- und Fertigungsdatensätze effiz-

ient darstellen können. Darüber hinaus kann die Untersuchung der Zentralität und Modular-

ität des resultierenden Graphen die Bildung von Kollaborations- und Interaktionsschemata und

die Gestaltung von Fertigungszellen unterstützen. Die Beiträge dieser Arbeit werden in zwei

Teilen vorgestellt: Modellierung und Optimierung. Der semantische Modellierungsteil bietet

einen Überblick über Ontologien und Wissensgraphen, die bei der Erstellung von Industrie 4.0

und 5.0-Anwendungen genutzt werden können, und stellt darüber hinaus zwei detaillierte An-

wendungen anhand einer reproduzierbaren industriellen Fallstudie vor. Der Optimierungsteil der

Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die netzwerkwissenschaftlich basierte Prozessoptimierung und stellt

verschiedene detaillierte Anwendungen vor, wie graphbasierte Analytik, Fließbandbalancierung

ausgleichen und Community-Erkennung.
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Chapter A

Introduction and motivation of the

thesis

This PhD thesis is divided into two parts. Part I. introduces the field of semantic-
based modeling, using ontologies and knowledge graphs and shows application
examples in Chapter I.2 and I.3. Part II. discusses the network science-based
process optimization, where advanced manufacturing analytics is applied, using
graphs, and presents several methods in Chapters II.2-II.4. This Chapter aims to
provide the theoretical background and general problem statement, covering both
parts of the thesis.

First, Section A.1 summarizes the studied fields of engineering, network science,
and emerging technologies that form the research problem. Subsection A.1.1 gives
a background to ontologies, standards and semantic networks , while in subsection
A.1.2, the Industry 5.0 related field is described. Finally, subsection A.1.3 gives
the list of the problem statement. Additionally, Section A.2 presents a frame-
work that combines semantic-based modeling and network science-based process
optimization to develop Industry 4.0 & 5.0 solutions. Finally, the main research
questions of this PhD thesis are stated in Section A.3.

1
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A.1 Introduction of the research topics - problem

statement

This section describes the technology topics that lead to the research questions.
First, subsection A.1.1 presents the field of related industry standards and ontology-
based modeling, then subsection A.1.2 highlights the challenges of Industry 5.0 and
presents the human-centric approach in smart manufacturing. Finally, subsection
A.1.3 summarizes the problem statement.

A.1.1 Standards and ontology-based modeling of manufac-

turing

This subsection first gives the background to understanding ontology-based mod-
eling and its potentials. The concept of Industry 4.0 has already significantly
influenced how production and assembly lines are designed [1] and managed [2].
As Internet of Things-based products and processes are rapidly developing in the
industry, there is a need for solutions that can support their fast and cost-effective
implementation. There is a need for further standardization to achieve more flex-
ible connectivity, interoperability, and fast application-oriented development; fur-
thermore, advanced model-based control and optimization functions require a bet-
ter understanding of sensory and process data [3].

Managing information and data from production systems is critical for digital
transformation, especially in Industry 4.0 applications where the horizontal and
vertical integration of systems require more efficient data processing [4]. More
efforts have been made to standardize this area, such as the ANSI/ISA-951 inter-
national standard or the RAMI 4.02 [5]. Furthermore, there are ongoing studies
in the field of different methodologies and data structurization that aim to sup-
port production-related decision-making processes [6] or create models without
simulation software-specific knowledge [7]. For a similar purpose, process mining
solutions were also developed to discover, analyse, and improve business processes
based on event logs of information systems [8, 9].

1International Society of Automation
2Reference Architectural Model Industrie 4.0
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To efficiently manage big data in a product life cycle or just on the shop floor,
suitable methods such as digital twins are required. Although a digital twin is
a digital replica (model) of a physical system and information flow between the
elements of a complex system, they have various realisations. A digital twin sys-
tem may have different functionalities, such as data collection, data processing,
simulation, auto decision, synchronization and visualization [10]. Moreover, it
highlighted that ontologies and semantic approaches also play an important role
in developing digital twins [11]. The main objectives of a paradigm for architect-
ing digital twins for manufacturing processes are to ensure the following factors:
Modularity, Scalability, Reusability, Interoperability and Composability [12]. One
approach uses the IEC 61499 standard and includes multilayered, multi-levelled
(inspired by the ISA-95 standard) and multi-perspective concepts for building a
digital twin for manufacturing processes. Furthermore, it presents an ontology-
based implementation, the Digital Twin Architecture Ontology Model (DATOM)
[12].

Capturing knowledge is demanded in digital formats concerning different aspects
of the industry such as process planning, production, or design is increasing, as the
variety and complexity of product lifecycle applications have risen. It is hypothes-
ized that knowledge graphs, semantic web technologies and multi-agent systems
will be the driving forces to form data into knowledge and evolve how processes
are automated using interoperable data [13]. Furthermore, establishing proced-
ures to facilitate the structured and objective representation or communication of
domain-specific knowledge is essential in terms of smart manufacturing.

The Semantic Web stands for an extension of the World Wide Web with standards
aiming to make the internet data machine-readable. It involves publishing in
languages specifically designed for data, such as Extensible Markup Language
(XML), Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology Language
(OWL). An ontology can be determined as a graph-based data model that manages
how entities (individuals) are grouped into categories (classes) and which appear
on the most fundamental level. Additionally, ontologies can describe real-world
phenomena and their relationships among each other in a machine-readable way
by using formal elements, such as instances, rules, relationships and axioms [14].
A knowledge graph is a highly flexible non-SQL (Structured Query Language)
database representing data as “knowledge” through a graph-like structure of nodes
and edges. The nodes that refer to the knowledge are often defined in an ontology,
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the concepts that describe the domain. They can be traversed semantically using
domain knowledge.

Additionally, ontology models can facilitate contextualizing the KPIs (Key Per-
formance Indicator) [15], detecting indirect effects or influences, and analysing
relationships within a complex network [16]. Furthermore, these can support the
thematic visualization of KPIs, the creation of dashboards [17], and the aggreg-
ation of KPI related data [18]. Once the relationship with the decision variable
can be described in this form, responsive development and optimization become
possibble.

Based on the literature, it can be stated that in the era of Industry 4.0, efficient
data management systems are required, and semantic technologies combined with
the existing industrial standards can offer a solution. Although production mod-
els, semantic technologies, and graph representation can offer the technical back-
ground, with the emerging Industry 5.0 and human-centric approach, additional
aspects must be addressed, as presented in the following subsection.

A.1.2 Human-centric and collaborative approach - Chal-

lenges of Industry 5.0

This subsection aims to give an introduction to the human-centric approach of
modern industry. A strong necessity to increase productivity while not remov-
ing human workers from the manufacturing industry creates challenges for the
global economy and developers of MES (Manufacturing Execution System) or
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems [19], where the operator is still not
sufficiently integrated. The main aspects of Industry 4.0 aim to extensive digital-
isation, while in an Industry 5.0 environment, the goal is to integrate innovative
technologies with human actors, which can be stated as a more value-driven than
technology-driven approach [20]. Industry 4.0 focuses less on the original prin-
ciples of social fairness and sustainability and more on digitalisation and artificial
intelligence-driven technologies to increase flexibility and efficiency [21]. Industry
5.0 complements and extends the main features of Industry 4.0. At the same time,
it provides a different focus and highlights the importance of research and innov-
ation to support industry in its long-term service to humanity [21]. Additionally
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the research interest is emerging in aspects of industrial humanization [22], sus-
tainability and resilience [23]. Figure A.1 represents the main goals of the Industry
5.0 concept, which was not part of Industry 4.0, as the production should be not
only digitalized, but also resilient, sustainable and human-centric.

Figure A.1: The main pillars of Industry 5.0 [20]

From a human-centric point of view, the concept of Industry 5.0 [24] is considered,
where robots are intertwined with the human brain and work as a collaborator
instead of as a competitor. Integrating all parts of production, business processes
as well as Information and Communications Technologies facilitates the formation
of a complete digital copy of production as a digital twin. Therefore, a reflection of
all the fundamental physical processes in a virtual production model is achieved,
nevertheless, the results of digital modeling can provide feedback and control real
production processes, which are integral parts of the concept of Industry 5.0 [25].
As a result, human intelligence is a dominant and decisive factor in intelligent
manufacturing, which is consistent with the concept of Human-Cyber-Physical
Systems (H-CPSs) [26].

Future intelligent factory ensures the synergy of the skills of machines (such as
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robots) and humans to increase productivity and maintains healthy, safe and sus-
tainable working conditions [27]. One of the biggest challenges of modern manu-
facturing is to create an adequate human-machine relationship in complex human-
machine systems, especially when a strong synergy between the capabilities of ma-
chines and humans is needed. Personalized work instruction systems can facilitate
human-machine interaction, utilizing dynamic knowledge profiling and importing
[28]. Additionally, direct collaboration or task sharing within the same working
area requires connecting machines even more closely to humans [29].

In a so-called human-in-the-loop smart manufacturing concept, digitalisation aims
to facilitate relationships between humans and manufacturing sites [30]. Similarly,
in a human-centric smart manufacturing concept, the goal is to develop a H-CPS
[31]. The human influence on CPS (Cyber-Physical System) plays a dominant role
in the formation and development of CPS, e.g., the cognitive skills are taken into
account in interface design [32]. Therefore, human intelligence is a dominant and
decisive factor in intelligent manufacturing, consistent with the concept of H-CPS
[26].

The human-centric manufacturing aims that the industry should place the well-
being of shop floor workers at the center of manufacturing processes instead of
being system-centric. Practice should ultimately address human needs defined
in an Industrial Human Needs Pyramid – from safety and health to the highest
level of esteem and self-actualization. The five levels of industrial human needs,
and the five steps between them, are the followings: safety - coexistence, health
- cooperation, belonging - collaboration, esteem - compassion, self-actualization -
coevolution, based on Ref. [33]. The main aspects of Industry 4.0 aim to reach ex-
tensive digitalisation, while in an Industry 5.0 environment, the goal is to integrate
innovative technologies with human actors or can be regarded as more value-driven
than technology-driven approach [34, 35]. From the motivations mentioned above,
the concept of Industry 5.0 is considered [24], where robots are intertwined with
the human brain and work as collaborators.

The so-called industrial immersive technologies (IIT) summarize technical solu-
tions which play a key role in forming the new industrial revolution and the H-
CPS for complex manufacturing processes. A wide range of papers and patents
are available in this area, which also serves as a source of a domain ontology for
IIT in Ref. [36]. The overview of technology specifications divides these tools into
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four main groups: brain-machine interfaces, virtual reality, augmented reality and
industrial engineering [36].

A new trend in the research and development of human factors as well as the
stochastic nature of humans during manufacturing processes is the Operator 4.0
concept, which proposes eight different types of how workers on the shop floor
can be supported [37]. A workforce is one of the most critical manufacturing
resources as well as the most agile and flexible, therefore, the improvement of
human operator resilience can also make manufacturing systems more resilient,
which is discussed in the Resilient Operator 5.0 concept [38]. The central element
of these solutions is the integrated monitoring of the activities of the operators
and the manufacturing system. The Resilient Operator 5.0 concept is defined as a
competent and skilled shop-floor worker using human creativity, ingenuity and in-
novation, aided by information and technology to overcome difficulties or obstacles.
At the same time, it is also aimed to develop additional and cost-effective solutions
by the stakeholders to ensure long-term sustainability and workforce well-being in
manufacturing while facing unexpected conditions [38]. The development of the
enabling technologies of the Operator 5.0 concept requires a wide field of research.
Various frameworks integrating digital technologies such as Extended Reality, Big
Data Analytics, Artificial Intelligence, and Digital Twins must be standardized for
industrial usage. A survey set three main characteristics as assisting parameters
for this goal: human-centricity, (social) sustainability, and resilience [39].

Another research topic, namely the Intelligent Factory Space (IFS) concept, rep-
resents a framework for interaction between humans and an automated system
(digital factory) for which three key features are proposed: Observing, Learning
and Communication [29]. The IFS is composed of multiple layers (representing dif-
ferent services for the human user) and many modular components, which can be
extended to meet the requirements of users. The IFS relies on industrial standards
to communicate with existing machines while using novel two-way communication
possibilities to feedback to the human user [29]. A further approach, which needs
to take into account is the Smart Factory concept [40]. It aims to apply techno-
logies that lead to adaptive and flexible manufacturing such as IIoT (Industrial
Internet of Things) devices or cloud services [41].

Based on this introduction to the human-centric approach, it can be stated, that
there is a high demand on integrating human factors in CPSs and on developing
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adequate methods to facilitate collaboration and ergonomics of the shop floor
workers.

After the presented three main fields, in the following subsection the problem
statement of the present thesis is summarized.

A.1.3 Problem statement of the thesis

Based on the evaluation of the above-presented literature study, defining the re-
search gaps, and development tasks, this subsection summarizes the problem state-
ment of this thesis:

• Horizontal and vertical integration is needed in modern industry applications
for interoperability and standardization.

• Integrate semantic technologies into ERP and MES systems to facilitate data
access and contextualization using graph-based representation.

• Develop optimization methods for Industry 4.0 and 5.0 concepts, while
adapting network-based process models to industry standards.

• A large amount of data is needed to be processed in a way where interoper-
ability and re-usability factors are also satisfied.

• Integrate human factors into CPSs and develop adequate methods, based on
the Industry 5.0 concept, to facilitate collaboration and support the shop
floor workers.

After the research background of the studied field, the following subsection intro-
duces the proposed framework to handle the formulated problems.
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A.2 Proposed framework for ontology-based de-

velopment of Industry 4.0 & 5.0 solutions

This section describes a methodology suitable for developing production-related
ontologies and knowledge graphs and integrating graph-based models with network
science-based optimization methods.

Figure A.2 serves as a graphical abstract for the entire thesis. The blue elements
represent Part I., Semantic modeling, and the orange elements of the figure show
the Part II., Advanced manufacturing analytics topic of this thesis. The main
contribution of this framework is that the value of the information is increasing,
thanks to semantic data and data enrichment. The data collection and the graph
database parts of the framework are outside of the scope of the thesis and not
discussed in detail, as this work focuses on modeling and optimizing complex
systems.

Figure A.2: Graphical abstract of the PhD thesis - Main elements of the
proposed framework
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The following list gives a more in-depth description of the graphical abstract that
describes the proposed framework:

• Data collection

– The complex manufacturing processes of an Industry 4.0 environment
create a large amount of data, using variety of IoT (Internet of Things)
devices and sensors.

– The method performs pre-processing on the raw data and transforms
production data into ontology-based databases.

– The technology solutions and methods for data collection are not in the
scope of this thesis, therefore, this topic is not discussed in detail.

I. Semantic modeling - Part I.

– Adequately structured and contextualized production data is required.

– The semantic modeling method establishes the basic structural network
of the production process and includes interactions between groups or
classes.

– This solution determines descriptive and influential factors of the sys-
tem as cost parameters, requirements or optimizable elements.

– The development of the desired ontology, using appropriate software
tools is also required, additionally, the databases of production pro-
cesses have to be connected with the developed ontology.

• Graph database

– Graph databases are required to serve as a bridge within Part I. and
II. and provide accessible graph data for analysis and optimization al-
gorithms.

– Adequate procedures convert the semantic web-based data into a graph
database.
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II. Advanced manufacturing analytics - Part II.

– Using graph databases, a variety of process analysis and optimization
methods are accessible, which aim to meet the needs of Industry 4.0
and 5.0.

– Generate labelled multilayer networks from the ontology models, and
graph databases.

– Create visualization of the knowledge graph with normal, directed or
hypergraph.

– Analyse the previously defined descriptive and influential factors with
data queries.

– Utilize clustering and community detection on the aggregated graph
data.

– Use the enriched information to solve assembly line balancing problem,
optimize allocations, or support cell formation and layout design.

An essential step of the proposed methodology (also highlighted in Figure A.2) is
the application of visualization tools that can be beneficial during ontology mod-
eling and advanced manufacturing analytics phases as well. Appropriate visualiz-
ation of the created ontology with graph diagrams can support the development
process or provide additional internal information about the manufacturing pro-
cedure.

Additionally, Figure A.3 highlights the main engineering challenges and the corres-
ponding analysis tasks, such as the assembly line balancing problem can be solved
with multilayer analysis, the community detection algorithms can be utilized for
allocation optimization, and the evaluation of centrality metrics can help to handle
the complexity of the network.
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Figure A.3: Engineering challenges and tasks to solve in the present thesis

After presenting the research background, and the problem statement, the follow-
ing subsection describes the main research questions of this thesis.

A.3 Research questions and thesis outline

Based on the presented three fields of research and the proposed development
framework, this subsection states the research questions of the thesis.

Firstly, as a graphical summary, Figure A.4 represents the main stages of this
PhD thesis, where the top aim is to facilitate production optimization and develop
Industry 4.0 and 5.0 solutions. Regarding the two parts of this work, the elements
are colored differently as connecting to modeling (blue) or optimization (orange).

The two main pillars of the thesis are: performing process modeling to create
network-based representation (from a complex production or Industry 4.0 applica-
tion), using ontologies and standards ; additionally satisfying the goals and limita-
tions of the production process, using multilayer analysis for optimized allocation,
and develop optimization algorithms for multi-objective production optimization.
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Figure A.4: The principal investigated field of the thesis in modeling and
optimization categories, aiming to solve production optimization and create In-

dustry 4.0 & 5.0 solutions

The main research questions of the present PhD thesis based on Section A.1 are
the followings:

• How semantic technologies and ontologies can be applied in the modern in-
dustry?

The question relies on whether the ontology-based system representation can
serve as a basis for an efficient, structured analysis of production processes.
Chapter I.2 describes an industry related example of semantic modeling and
data query analysis, presented on a wire harness assembly-based case study.

• How can knowledge graphs be applied to support human-centric manufactur-
ing?

The main idea is that human-centric manufacturing can be effectively sup-
ported with knowledge graphs and ontology-based models. Chapter I.3 pro-
poses the Human-Centric Knowledge Graph framework adapting ontologies
and standards, that can model the operator-related factors, such as monitor-
ing movements, work conditions, or collaboration with robots. Graph-based
data query, visualization, and query analytics are also presented using an
industrial case study.
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• Is it possible to integrate graph-based process modeling with multi-objective
optimization, to solve the assembly line balancing problem?

The proposed approach is based on that the assembly line balancing prob-
lem can be solved with multi-objective allocation, combining an optimization
algorithm with graph models for detecting complex relationships in produc-
tion systems. Chapter II.2 introduces an optimization method that combines
the analytic hierarchy process and the multilayer network-based production
representation to solve the assembly line balancing problem.

• How can community detection and clustering be more efficient in the case of
large, graph-based datasets?

It is assumed that knowledge graphs store a large amount of data, therefore,
clustering the semantic data requires adequate algorithms. The proposal
is based on combining graph-based models with efficient segmentation and
optimization algorithms, a toolbox can be developed to support Industry 4.0
solutions. Chapter II.3 presents how communities in complex networks can
be detected by integrating barycentric serialization-based co-clustering and
bottom-up segmentation algorithms.

• Can hypergraph-based models be utilized for the analysis of collaborative man-
ufacturing?

Hypergraphs provide an effective tool to describe complex production pro-
cesses and analyse cases of supportive or simultaneous human-machine col-
laboration. Chapter II.4 describes a hypergraph-based analysis method that
can be applied in collaborative manufacturing. The description of manu-
facturing systems includes the skills and states of the operators, as well as
the sensors placed in the intelligent space for the monitoring of the collab-
orative work. Moreover, studying the centrality and modularity metrics of
the resultant network can support human-machine collaboration, operator
well-being, and ergonomics factors.

Concerning that some of the above-listed questions correspond to modeling and
some to optimization, the following part of the work is divided into two parts.
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Both parts of the present thesis start with an introduction chapter to the discussed
topic with an overview of the related literature. Then, the discussion of the applied
methodology and tools are followed by the description of the applied dataset and
the analytical results. The chapters discussing the research works are followed by a
conclusion section discussing the general ideas and results. Finally, the thesis ends
with the findings, containing the contributions to the ontology-based development
of Industry 4.0 solutions. The discussion of the wire harness assembly process,
used as a case study in several chapters throughout the thesis, is presented in the
Appendix.



Part I.

Semantic modeling - ontologies and

knowledge graphs

This part discusses the semantic-based modeling, using ontologies and knowledge
graphs, and presents two detailed application aspects in Chapters I.2 and I.3, using
industry related case studies.

First, Chapter I.1 introduces the theoretical and research background of semantic
modeling. Chapter I.2 presents a case study about developing an industry-specific
knowledge graph. Furthermore describes, how to create and evaluate data queries
with ontologies. In Chapter I.3 a more complex knowledge graph development is
presented, which aims to support Industry 5.0.

16



Chapter I.1

Introduction to the industrial

application of semantic technologies

Adequate information management is critical for the development of manufactur-
ing processes. Therefore, this chapter aims to provide a systematic overview of
ontologies that can be utilized in building Industry 4.0 applications and high-
lights that ontologies are suitable for manufacturing management. Additionally,
industry-related standards and other models are also discussed.

The contents of this introduction section are the followings:

• First, Section I.1.1 presents the main features of semantic modeling techno-
logies and the research trends.

• Section I.1.2 serves as an overview of the relevant standards and modeling
methods that are used in industrial practice such as ISA-95.

• The semantic & syntax elements and the most commonly used ontologies in
the manufacturing industry are discussed in Section I.1.3.

• In Section I.1.4 summarizes the product, process, resource modeling aspects.

• Section I.1.5 presents the field of semantic technologies and metrics to de-
scribe and support the operator in a Industry 5.0 environment.

– First, in subsection I.1.5.1 the topic of human activity recognition is
presented.

17
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– Subsection I.1.5.2 gives some examples of ontology-based modeling and
support systems for ergonomics and collaboration.

– In subsection I.1.5.3, the field of quality metrics to evaluate human-
machine interactions is discussed.

• Additionally, examples of ontology-based solutions in the industry are presen-
ted in Section I.1.6.

• Finally, section I.1.7 provides a brief comparison of ontology-based data pro-
cessing, with traditional relational databases, and summarizes the difficulties
of industrial application.

I.1.1 Ontologies and semantic models in general

Semantic data-based modeling structures the data in a specific logical way [42].
Ontology models also contain semantic information to provide a basic meaning of
the data and describe their internal relationships [43]. Knowledge graph models
provide a framework for data integration, processing, analytics, and sharing as
a collection of interlinked descriptions of entities – objects, events or concepts
[44, 45].

Figure I.1.1 shows the emerging trend of research papers related to ontologies. The
publication data have been gathered from Scopus, filtering to research and review
articles, without a limitation to the field of the journal, as ontologies and knowledge
graphs are applied in multidisciplinary fields. As can be seen, the technology
appeared around 2002 and the rapidly increasing number of publications in the
topic Knowledge Graphs confirm its success and wide applicability range.

Because of the importance of horizontal and vertical integration in Industry 4.0,
ontologies are being used in production systems to share information over an in-
creasingly wide range [5]. Manufacturing companies are faced with many information-
sharing tasks such as B2M, M2M, and B2B (communication channels between
business (B) and/or machine (M) units) [46, 47]. The information has to be
transferred between information systems, optimization methods, or digital twin
simulators [48]. Due to the growing demand, the previously proposed develop-
ments for ISA-95, ISA-88, AutomationML (Automation Markup Language) and
B2MML (Business To Manufacturing Markup Language) industry standards as
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Figure I.1.1: Number of publications since 2000 in the topic of Ontology and
Knowledge Graph - based on Scopus data

well as frameworks have intensified [5], moreover, these are based on knowledge
graphs or ontologies.

During the fourth industrial revolution, new methods emerged to deal with this
problem, and it can be stated that ontology modeling [49] and knowledge repres-
entation are part of the future trends [50], which can be presented using knowledge
graphs. A knowledge graph is a programmatic method that subject-matter experts
use to model a knowledge domain using data interlinking and machine learning
algorithms. Its tasks refer to removing noise, inferring missing information and
determining which facts should be included in a knowledge graph [51]. Also,
new collaboration groups are forming as the Industrial Ontologies Foundry (IOF)
[52, 53], or the European H2020 project OntoCommons: Ontology-driven data for
industry commons [54] in order to standardization and to support the industry
with advanced data interoperability, using reference ontologies. Another problem
is the need to improve the efficiency of assembly processes in the manufacturing
industry, where Computer-Aided Process Planning (CAPP) is gaining importance,
which aims to identify appropriate resources while minimizing the total assembly
time [55]. This is similar to the emerging importance of resource allocation and
process planning in modern industry [56].

Ontologies and knowledge graphs are both used to represent knowledge and in-
formation in a structured way, but there are some differences between them. While
ontologies typically consist of a hierarchy of concepts and relationships between
them, often defined using a formal language like OWL or RDF. Knowledge graphs,
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on the other hand, allow for more flexible modeling, which can accommodate di-
verse types of data and relationships, including instances and attributes, often
represented using complex graph databases. Furthermore, KGs can handle larger
and more complex datasets, enabling better integration of disparate data sources,
using more advanced reasoning and analysis, including natural language processing
and machine learning, due to their graph database structure. Developing a know-
ledge graph instead of an ontology may require additional work in several aspects.
As knowledge graphs can incorporate diverse types of data and relationships, there
may be a greater need for data cleaning and extraction to ensure consistency and
quality across the graph, so may require a more complex data integration and
mapping between diverse data sources. Additionally, since knowledge graphs can
support more advanced reasoning and analysis, there may be a need for additional
expertise in machine learning, natural language processing, and other areas to fully
leverage the capabilities of the graph [57]. In summary, a knowledge graph can
provide a more detailed and complete representation of concepts and relationship,
can support more complex queries, can be used for more advanced analytics and
reasoning, or can provide better entity resolution, which means identifying and
linking different instances of the same entity across different data sources, which
can be particularly useful for large and complex datasets.

Studies of Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2020 [58, 59] predict
that Ontologies and Graphs as technological solutions are going to be available
in two to five years. However, those are classified under the Trough of Disillu-
sionment section, which means these technologies require special precautions to
be applied effectively. Ontology modeling can be used for BPR (Business Pro-
cess Re-engineering) or the development of control systems. Furthermore, it has
a great importance as a form of system modeling in the concept of Industry 4.0
[60] and digital twin simulations [45]. The importance of this field is also proven
by the development of RAMI 4.0 [60] and the other most widely used industrial
system models that are characterised like ADACOR (ADAptive holonic COntrol
aRchitecture) for distributed manufacturing systems [61].

Summarizing the challenges of ontology modeling and analysis of manufacturing
processes are the followings:

• data processing, extraction and interoperability

• contextualization
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• standardization in the industry

• modeling of manufacturing processes

• horizontal and vertical integration

• share information

• knowledge representation

• improve the efficiency of assembly processes

• process planning

One of the central questions of the digital transformation is how a production
system can be utilized to fulfil all the requirements of Industry 4.0 while following
state-of-the-art developments. After introducing general ontologies and semantic
networks, the following subsection focuses on applying industry standards related
to modeling and data access.

I.1.2 Industry standard-based representation of man-

ufacturing

The application of a standard can improve the enterprise and manufacturing pro-
cesses of a company in many ways, such as by reducing costs, enhancing how ef-
ficient the flow of information between stakeholders and different enterprise levels
or human and physical segments, and handling data management challenges [62].
Figure I.1.2 summarizes the relevant international standards available in connec-
tion with smart manufacturing, which is categorized according to their fields of
application. At the intersection of Business and Supply Chain Logistics and Man-
ufacturing Operations Management (Figure I.1.2), the ANSI/ISA-95 (IEC 62264
from International Electrotechnical Commission) standard is advised, which uses
a five-level hierarchical control model to represent the Business Logistics, Man-
ufacturing Operations Management, Production Control and Production Process
functions [63, 64]. It is a widely used international standard produced by the In-
ternational Society of Automation for developing an automated interface between
enterprise and control systems [5]. The ISA-95 can be potentially related to the
creation of a manufacturing process ontology or knowledge graph, like:
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• Product/Process/Model hierarchy

• Product capability model

• Role-based equipment hierarchy

The different model parts from IEC 62264 are linked together logically to define
the hierarchy of sub-models as shown in Figure I.1.3. The production information
defines what was made and used in the process, that is, which elements correspond
to information during production scheduling that listed what was to be made and
used. The production scheduling elements correspond to the product definition
that shows what is specified to make a product. The process segment descriptions
are defined by the product definition elements that prove what can be done with
the production resources according to the information available. Process Specific-
ation and Production Capability prove the main information about the resources
[65].

Figure I.1.4 shows a UML (Unified Modeling Language) [66] diagram describ-
ing the Production Capability model regarding IEC 62264, the information from
sub-classes represent the capability and capability property characteristics of Per-
sonnel, Equipment and Materials.

In Figure I.1.5, the Personnel model is represented with a UML diagram, which
contains information about the Class type of person in the enterprise, such as a
production manager or operator; the Property as seniority, position, or division;
and Qualification such as a special task or position of the Personnel.

There are several new methods/frameworks for the standardization and model-
ing of modern production automation such as IICF (Industrial IoT Connectivity

Figure I.1.2: A summary of international standards for Smart Manufacturing
[62]
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Figure I.1.3: The IEC 62264 hierarchy model (IEC 62264) [65]

Figure I.1.4: The Production Capability Model (IEC 62264) [65]

Framework), IIRA (Industrial Internet Reference Architecture) [68], NIST (Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology) [69], and RAMI [70]. The basic
principle of these methods are similar to the ISA-95 standard; it organizes the
production/manufacturing processes into a unified hierarchy, allowing for the ap-
propriate communication of information.

Additional standards to consider in connection with semantic technologies and
manufacturing modeling are the following:
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Figure I.1.5: Personnel model from ISA-95 [67]

• ISO 15926 [71, 72] specifies an ontology for asset planning of process plants

and an XML (Extensible Markup Language) schema derived from the ontology

to exchange the data used for asset planning, including oil and gas production

facilities.

• IEC 62264 [73, 65] defines generic logic models to exchange product and process

information between business and manufacturing levels of enterprise applications.

Additionally, it enables the manufacturing operations to be integrated with the

control domain as an international standard for enterprise-control system integra-

tion.

• ISO 23247 [74, 75] provides an overview and general principles of a digital twin

framework for manufacturing systems, including all the terms, definitions and

requirements.

• IEC 61499 [76] defines a generic architecture and guidelines to function blocks in

distributed industrial-process measurement and control systems (IPMCSs), moreover,

offers textual syntax and graphical representations.

The B2MML is a highly utilized implementation of IEC/ISO 62264 to provide a
freely available XML for manufacturing companies [77]. In a standard B2MML
modelm the operator is described as Person as an XML schema, which is an
element of the PersonnelClass, and extendable with properties, such as Person-
Property, Location, PersonType or PersonnelCapability. Furthermore, a JobOrder
schema element is also can be interlinked in the model with an operator, where
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information as WorkType, Priority, Command, PersonnelRequirement or Oper-
ationLocation can be stored. B2MML standard elements are recommended for
developing problem-specific ontologies, as the concept of collaborative assembly
workplaces [78], where semantic technologies are utilized to enhance interoper-
ability with external legacy systems such as ERP and MES. The so-called VAR
ontology has three main parts, the tangible assets, the intangible assets and the
dynamic status. Another example of adapting the B2MML standard elements in
a problem-specific ontology has been published in a paper [78], about a concept of
collaborative assembly workplaces, using semantic technologies in order to enhance
interoperability with external legacy systems such as ERP and MES.

AutomationML [79] aims to standardize data exchange in the engineering process
of production systems. In an AutomationML environment the IEC 62264-2 per-
sonnel model [80] offers a method to model the operator in a production process
with the following elements: Personnel Class, Personnel Class Property, Person
and Person Property. AutomationML is also advised for an exchange file format
to be a step of automatic workplace design-based on optimized resource allocation
[81]. The so-called product-process-resource-triplets (PPR) [82] are a set of ap-
propriate and feasible resources for the assembly steps and the additional product
requirements. The creation of the PPR-triplets based on the workplace, products,
processes data, which can be stored in AutomationML file format. The map-
ping information of PPR can assist derive the processes and resources required to
manufacture the designed product.

Integrating the industrial aspects with linked data and semantic technologies leads
us to the field of knowledge graph solutions. Therefore, the following sub-section
discusses semantic modeling in manufacturing.

I.1.3 Semantic modeling, ontologies and descrip-

tion methods of manufacturing systems

In this sub-section, the goal is to provide a simple overview of describing the
previously mentioned production standards using the most critical elements of se-
mantics & syntax. This section provides the necessary theoretical background to
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understand the specific semantic models used in ontologies and description meth-
ods of a manufacturing system. Furthermore, the most relevant ontological meth-
ods are summarized to describe production systems within the scope of Industry
4.0. The RAMI and the AutomationML framework are discussed more widely,
as the literature review shows that leading state-of-the-art research is related to
RAMI.

The Semantic Web Stack (see Figure I.1.6) illustrates the hierarchy of (web) lan-
guages, where each layer uses the capabilities of the layers below it. It represents
how technologies (which are standardized for the Semantic Web) are organized to
make the Semantic Web possible [83]. A realistic architecture for the Semantic
Web must be based on multiple independent but interoperable stacks of languages
[84, 85]. Ontology and knowledge-graph development require these synergistic
syntaxes in the same way.

Figure I.1.6: The Semantic Web Stack [83]

The two main building blocks are the RDF (Resource Description Framework) [86]
and OWL (Web Ontology Language) [87]. The RDFS (RDF Schema) provides
interoperability between applications that exchange machine-understandable in-
formation on the Web via standard data representation. It has a wide range
of applications, for example, resource discovery to provide better search-engine
capabilities or to describe the content and content relationships available on a
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particular website. OWL can develop domain-specific schemas and ontologies (so-
called meta-models) and represent the meaning of terms in vocabularies and the
relationships between such terms.

RDF triples can be utilized to extend a graph between unique data instances,
collect general data as well as express semantics, attributes and schemas [88].
Complex RDF-based databases are called as triplestores. Another principle uses
URIs (Uniform Resource Identifier) to link data by creating triple sentences with
subjects, predicates and objects [89]. Figure I.1.7 shows a visualized example. The
Operator plays the role of the subject, which has a Data property link (about) to
additional data concerning the Operator data, Skill or ID. Furthermore, informa-
tion about the subject is provided by a predicate that is linked to an object using
an Object Property, so the RDF Operator (Subject) assigns an Operator (Object
Property) to the Activity (Object).

Figure I.1.7: Theoretical example of an RDF triple in a RDF model

Nowadays, the most utilized ontology language for Semantic Web applications is
OWL 2 [90], the structure of which is illustrated in Figure I.1.8. The main build-
ing blocks of OWL 2 are various concrete syntaxes that can be used to serialize
and exchange ontologies. Each part of the Semantic Web Stack (Figure I.1.6) can
be accessed with OWL 2. Therefore, the application of this language is regarded
as a highly versatile and well-applicable development method for ontologies. An
optional connection is highlighted by the Manchester syntax in Figure I.1.8, which
stands for the capability of OWL 2 to write database queries using SPARQL
(Structured Protocol and RDF Query Language) to manage knowledge explora-
tions in ontologies [91].

Standards have significant importance for realizing the Industry 4.0 vision and in-
dustrial digital chain monitoring to reduce costs. There are several studies [92, 93]
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Figure I.1.8: The structure of OWL 2 (Web Ontology Language) [90]

concerning the management of Industry 4.0-related standards and terminologies as
well as the creation of knowledge-based frameworks. A good overview is provided
by an ontology called Industry 4.0 Knowledge Graph [94], which has been de-
veloped in order to represent and categorize standards, standardization organiza-
tions and standardization frameworks involved in the domain of Industry 4.0 [93].
In Figure I.1.9, the complexity of this field is highlighted. Different domains are
connected to the RAMI 4.0 & Asset Administration Shell [95] such as Hierarchy
Levels, Communication Layers, Engineering and Semantics.

The Asset Administration Shell has also been established to provide a digital
representation of all related information and services involved in manufacturing
components [96, 70]. These layers are listed and categorised in Figure I.1.9. In
this part of the thesis, the focus is on Semantics and Hierarchy as building blocks
of RAMI 4.0 & the Asset Administration Shell, as is highlighted in red in the
figure. The Semantic Web Stack of the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) is a
significant building block of the RAMI 4.0 system (see Figure I.1.9).

Furthermore, some examples will be shown to prove the importance of the semantic
representation of industrial standards and processes. Therefore, the studied se-
mantic and descriptive methods are summarized in Table I.1.1.

In the modern industry, one of the most widely used frameworks to describe com-
ponents of CPSs from various perspectives is the AutomationML standard [79].
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Figure I.1.9: Industry 4.0 standards by means of Semantic Technologies [93]

An open, XML-based data exchange format aims to ensure consistent and lossless
data exchange in the design of manufacturing systems. It enables systems to be
modelled from single automation components to entire large and complex pro-
duction models. It supports the representation of various aspects of the system,
namely topology, geometry, kinematics and control behavior [79]. In addition,
AutomationML methods are capable of modeling IEC 62264-2-compliant informa-
tion too [80]. Furthermore, a specific ontology has also been developed, namely the
AutomationML Ontology (AMLO), to provide a semantic tool for the improvement
of engineering processes in the design of CPSs [97].

The Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator (SOSA) ontology provides a core
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Table I.1.1: List of the most relevant ontologies and description methods in
manufacturing

Name Short description
I40KG [94] Industry 4.0 Knowledge Graph
AutomationML
[79]

A standardized XML-based Automation
Markup Language, which aims to store and
exchange the information of plant engineering.

AMLO [97] AutomationML Ontology, which covers the
Computer Aided Engineering Exchange (CAEX)
section of the standard.

SOSA & SSN [98] Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator &
Semantic Sensor Network ontologies

SWE [98] Sensor Web Enablement, which is a suite of
standards that has been developed

MaRCO [99] Manufacturing Resource Capability Ontology
IoT-O [100] Internet of Things Ontology
BFO [101] Basic Formal Ontology
ASP [102] Assembly Sequence Planning ontology
MSDL [103] Manufacturing Service Description Language
DOLCE [104] Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognit-

ive Engineering
DUL [105] DOLCE-UltraLite, which is an upper and exten-

ded ontology of DOLCE

for Semantic Sensor Network ontology (SSN) as well as extends the target audi-
ence and application areas, making use of Semantic Web ontologies. It has been
used as part of an architecture for the Web of Things, sensing in manufacturing,
representing humans and personal devices as sensors, as well as part of a linked
data infrastructure for SWE (Sensor Web Enablement) [98].

The Manufacturing Resource Capability Ontology (MaRCO) supports the rapid
semi-automatic system design, reconfiguration and auto-configuration of produc-
tion systems. MaRCO has been developed for the quick identification of candidate
resources, and resource combinations for a specific production need [99]. IoT-O is
a core-domain modular IoT (Internet of Things) ontology that proposes a vocabu-
lary to describe connected devices and their relationship with their environment. It
describes concepts like Electronic Device, Smart Network, Smart Entity, Physical
Entity, Control Entity, and so on [106, 100].

Upper ontologies can define top-level concepts such as activities, physical objects or
topological relations from which more specific classes and relations can be defined.
Engineers, which Upper ontologies are used to develop a more specific domain
ontology by starting with the identification of crucial concepts utilizing activity
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modelling, use cases, and competency questions [72]. The following discusses the
more relevant upper ontologies concerning manufacturing systems.

The Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) serves as an upper-level framework, which
has been developed to assist the organization and the integration of data obtained
through scientific research [101, 107]. Furthermore, BFO is currently undergoing a
certification process with the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
as a top-level ontology for information technology [108].

Assembly Sequence Planning (ASP) ontology formally defines the assembly know-
ledge, where all the assembly knowledge in the sequence generation approach is ex-
pressed and stored. ASP determines the sequences and paths of parts to assemble
a product with minimum costs and over the shortest period of time [102, 109].

Manufacturing Service Description Language (MSDL) provides the simple building
blocks required to describe a broad spectrum of manufacturing services. MSDL
is a description of the manufacturing capabilities of manufacturing resources at
different abstraction levels, namely machine, workstation, cell, shop and factory
[103].

A widely used ontology with many extensions is the Descriptive Ontology for Lin-
guistic and Cognitive Engineering (DOLCE). The DOLCE upper ontology aims to
capture the ontological categories underlying natural language and human com-
mon sense, which is of great importance in terms of the Semantic Web [104].
DOLCE+DnS Ultra Lite (DUL) is the OWL version of DOLCE, extended to cover
the Descriptions and Situations (DnS) framework, and is a widely adopted onto-
logy in projects worldwide. The foundational concepts of DOLCE can be utilized
for aligning domain ontologies, e.g. for Semantic Sensor Networks [110]. DUL is
also used for creating a formal model of events to provide comprehensive support
to represent time and space, objects and people, as well as causal or correlational
relationships between events [105]. With another DUL application, the extraction
and description of emerging content ontology design patterns are achieved [111].

In summary, ontologies play a vital role in developing smart factory concepts [112],
and the application of their elements as namespaces or vocabularies in specific
manufacturing-related ontologies is justifiable.
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I.1.4 Product-process-resource modeling and work-

flow

This subsection gives a brief overview of the PPR (Product-Process-Resource)
modeling and workflow concept as well as their utilization.

Product-Process-Resource (PPR)-based modeling is compatible with Automa-
tionML and serves as an approach for creating a knowledge-driven product, process
and resource mappings in assembly automation [82]. The aim is to reduce the de-
velopment time and engineering costs by enabling collaboration within sectors as
well as realization of product and manufacturing resources in a virtual environ-
ment. The main benefit of PPR-based modeling is to manage the mapping of
engineering data sets as well as interconnect product attributes with manufac-
turing processes and resources. Additionally, knowledge-based PPR mapping can
be utilized for dynamic configuration and the analysis of assembly automation
systems [113].

In the PPR-triplets format, the information is described by three different domain
ontologies using the CPS knowledge repositories, namely Product Ontology, Pro-
cess Ontology and Resource Ontology [114]. Additionally, an approach has been
developed to manage modularity in production management based on the PPR
ontology [115] and the ISO 15531 MANDATE standard presented for exchanging
industrial manufacturing management data. The PPR approach also has been
extended with definitions of skills, creating the PPRS (product, process, resource,
skill) [116] model. The aim of PPRS is to exchange information about skill-based
adaptive production systems.

Another implementation of PPR modeling is the description of workflows. A PPR-
based model for an engineering workflow that aims to support factory automation
is presented in Figure I.1.10 [117]. The model defines four layers, that is, Team,
Tool, Middleware and Knowledge Base, as well as three domains, namely Product,
Process and Resource. Furthermore, the key tasks of such an engineering workflow
are labeled on the right-hand side of the Figure.

As the market must be continuously re-engineered and modern manufacturing
systems reconfigured, ontology modules that create functional links in the en-
gineering workflow are necessary. This architecture combines digital engineering
tools, standards, data models and a modular knowledge base to link the activities
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Figure I.1.10: Product-process-resource modeling-based conceptual engineer-
ing workflow [117]

as well as information across the PPR domains, as is shown in Figure I.1.10. Ad-
ditionally, AutomationML [79] is highlighted as an ideal intermediate layer to the
approach.

Regarding ontology modules, the OWL model of representing manufacturing data
allows the semantic description of each component to be inherited, extended or ad-
apted. Therefore, in the following subsection, some specific ontological, semantic-
based and KG solutions to support operators are discussed, starting with human
activity recognition.

I.1.5 Semantic technologies and metrics to describe

and support the operator

This section summarizes the relevant semantic technologies and metrics related
to the Industry 5.0 and operator support. First, subsection I.1.5.1 presents the
topic of human activity recognition. Subsection I.1.5.2 gives some examples of
ontology-based modeling and support systems for ergonomics and collaboration.
In subsection I.1.5.3, the field of quality metrics to evaluate human-machine inter-
actions is discussed.
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I.1.5.1 Human activity recognition

This subsection proposes some recommendations and examples of applications for
HAR solutions to support operators.

The design challenges of a HAR system proposed by a survey [118] are the follow-
ing: (1) selection of attributes and sensors, (2) obtrusiveness, (3) data collection
protocol, (4) performance recognition, (5) energy consumption, (6) processing and
(7) flexibility. During the development of a human-centered KG, each of these as-
pects has to be considered. In smart factories, wearable sensors are one of the most
significant emerging technologies, which can be highly utilized to support oper-
ators and perform activity recognition. Regarding the nature of sensors, whether
wearable or external, a HAR system can be online, supervised offline or semi-
supervised [118]. Such devices, for example, can be indoor positioning systems,
heart monitors or light sensors.

Different methods and ontologies for human behavior recognition can be classified
as data-driven and knowledge-based techniques. The integration of these two
methodologies is recommended to help manage limitations in scenarios with several
actors, provide semantics in a variety of production activities or for the purpose
of worker identification according to behavioral semantics [119].

Utilization of a machine learning-aided approach has been proposed, where online
activity recognition and activity discovery are combined in an algorithm [120],
moreover, the method identifies patterns in sensor data, which can provide insights
into behavioral patterns. The approach can be used to identify and correct possible
sources of annotation errors, thereby improving the quality of the annotated data.

Another recent paper shows how a machine learning semantic layer can comple-
ment augmented reality solutions in the industry by providing a so-called intelli-
gent layer [121]. The method can validate the performed actions of the operators,
such as checking whether the operator has activated a specific switch before mov-
ing on to the next step. Additionally, operator assistance is possible with this
semantic solution, e.g. to allow the operator to access valuable context informa-
tion in natural language [121].

In semantic-based human activity recognition, one of the most significant features
is its ability to recognise new activities that have not been pre-stored or trained
previously in the system. In a paper in which activities were recognised from
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image and video data with semantic features, combined with deep learning im-
age analysis [122], the activities were divided into four groups, namely atomic
actions, interactions between people, human–object interactions and group activ-
ities. Furthermore, the most popular features of an action should be included in
the semantic space, e.g. the human body and poses, attributes, related objects or
context of the scene.

Concerning activity recognition, it is also important to mention situation aware-
ness, which is a critical modeling element. Situation awareness heavily relies on
the knowledge of relations. The advantage of an ontology-based approach with
regard to situation awareness is that once facts about the world have been stated
in terms of the semantic network, other facts can be inferred using an inference
engine. The Situation Theory Ontology (STO) has been developed to express the
situation theory as a formal OWL ontology and provide computer-processable se-
mantics in situation theory [123]. Additionally, a study investigated the analysis of
eye movements to evaluate situation awareness in human-robot interactions [124].

After investigating the human activity recognition solutions, in the following sub-
section, the support of the operator is discussed from the view of ergonomics and
human-machine collaboration.

I.1.5.2 Ergonomics and collaboration

This subsection highlights the importance and benefits of integrating ontologies
into a human-centered knowledge graph, which facilitates ergonomics and collab-
oration in a production environment.

Ontology evolution must be supported through the entire life cycle. The Human-
Centered Ontology Engineering Methodology [125], following the human-centered
approach, strongly highlights the integration of ontology engineering environments
with the practices of knowledge workers, enabling knowledge workers to interact
directly with their conceptualisations at a high level of abstraction.

The operators must be allowed to easily interact with industrial assets while work-
ing on other more complex ones in an Industry 5.0 environment. To fulfill this
development goal, a generic semantics-based task-oriented dialogue system frame-
work such as KIDE4I (Knowledge-drIven Dialogue framEwork for Industry) [126]
may offer a solution to reduce the cognitive demand. The more process steps that
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can be made easier in terms of production with voice or motion control, the more
the procedures can be simplified for the operator and the more ergonomic a work
environment can be. Additionally, the takt times can be shortened thanks to the
developed features concerning human-machine interaction.

The ergonomics system can be divided into three subsystems, that is, the human,
machine and environment as well as the monitored elements and conditions of them
[127]. The physical load stands for how much manual labor the operator is able
to handle without decreasing their work efficiency, while mental load describes the
psychological pressure and information processing while working. In the design of
modern production space, it is essential to monitor several factors in the environ-
ment as well as on the machines and devices, as in the aforementioned example, to
observe as many physical and mental characteristics of the personnel as possible.
By embedding these parameters into the KG, efficient human-machine collabora-
tion and more ergonomic workspace could result with continuous improvement.

As evidenced in a previous study [128], it is recommended that a multi-ontology
approach and the Cynefin Framework [129] be applied with regard to ergonomics,
multiple views and interaction between multiple agents. In this approach, four do-
mains are used, namely the simple, the complex, the complicated and the chaotic,
to provide a way of re-perceiving situations where ergonomics-related problems
can occur or have already been identified. The design of an ergonomic work envir-
onment with a multi-ontology methodology could also facilitate human-machine
collaboration.

An additional aspect to mention is the integration of cyber, physical and socio-
spaces through Industry 4.0, leading to the emergence of a new type of production
system known as cyber-physical production systems (CPPSs). A paper that stud-
ied human-centered CPPSs in smart factories and active human-machine cooper-
ation proposed an ontological framework, the PSP Ontology (Problem, Solution,
Problem-Solver Ontology) [130]. The investigated problem linked the three super-
concepts of “Problem-Solving Semantically Profile”, “Problem-Solver Profile” and
“Solution Profile”. Besides the semantic representation and reasoning of the super-
concepts, they proposed the contingency vector, the vectors of competence and
autonomy as well as the solution maturity index for CPPS [130].
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After discussing the human-centric ergonomics and collaboration features, the fol-
lowing subsection presents the relevant metrics to evaluate these factors and pro-
cesses.

I.1.5.3 Metrics to evaluate human-machine interactions

In an Industry 4.0 environment, tools and techniques for monitoring as well as
supervising the performance of CPS and H-CPS systems are essential. Metrics,
e.g. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)
factors, are a set of parameters that permit the evaluation of the performance of
a specific asset, system or worker. Therefore, this subsection briefly describes the
importance of this field as well as presents some examples and recent applications
in smart factories.

The KPIs related to MOM (which were previously discussed in Section I.3.1) are
part of the ISO 22400 standard as "Key performance indicators for manufacturing
operations management" [131]. A study [132] presented a method for implement-
ing and visualizing these ISO 22400-based KPIs, which are described by an onto-
logy. The description is done according to the data models included in the KPI
Markup Language (KPIML), which is an extension of AutomationML as an XML
implementation developed by the international organization Manufacturing En-
terprise Solutions Association (MESA). The ontology-based KPI framework and
visualization features are presented in a study [132] that consist of five elements:
Knowledge-Based System Service, Manufacturing Plant, Orchestration Engine,
KPI Implementation, and User Interface. Additionally, the approach can be util-
ized to visualize the KPI as well as provide event notifications at a manufacturing
plant and updates of knowledge from and to an ontology for the users.

An important additional question to discuss regarding KPIs for manufacturing
operations management is whether the defined KPIs are perfectly suitable for the
process industry in the ISO 22400 standard. A gap analysis [133] within the ISO
22400 standard and the industrial needs of the process characterised the gaps into
three main categories, namely (1) only a few of the defined KPIs are suitable for
the process industry, (2) the relationships as well as working conditions of each
unit are different, and (3) some defined KPIs cannot be computed or are even
meaningless. Moreover, it has been concluded by the analysis that the indicators
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Figure I.1.11: Flexible scheduling supported by production ontology data [134]

appear to be primarily designed for discrete industries and ISO 22400 cannot meet
the requirements of the practical production process.

After evaluating the performance and interactions between factors, the following
subsection investigates the possible applications of semantic technologies for the
purposes of optimization and decision-making support.

I.1.6 Ontology-based analysis and solutions in man-

ufacturing systems

In this section, it is shown, through a couple of applications, that ontology- and
knowledge graph-based solutions for production are no longer just concepts but
methods that have already been implemented in the industry.

A research group of ABB company proposed a study about a scheduling solution
connected to a production environment aligned with the ISA-95 standard and using
B2MML to share information. The methodology of the ontology data-supported
workflow is shown in Figure I.1.11 [134]. The development of Enterprise Control
Ontology (ECO) [135] also exemplifies well that semantic models provide various
solutions to address operational issues in production. In ECO, more sub-ontologies
have been combined to create a manufacturing systems model, which provides do-
main information about entities and enables the reconfiguration of manufacturing
systems.
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Another application example is the SemCPS framework (Semantically Described
Cyber-Physical Systems) for enabling the integration of CPS descriptions in know-
ledge graphs. The approach can effectively integrate CPS perspectives using Un-
certain Knowledge Graphs of smart manufacturing-related standards such as Auto-
mationML [136]. Numerous application and research examples can be found for
AutomationML-related developments, like data modeling and Digital Twin Ex-
change [137, 45], or IEC 62264 standard-based AutomationML models can be cre-
ated [138]. Another important aspect is to implement the Bill of Process (BOP),
and Bill of Materials (BOM) in data models to map resources or abilities in or-
der to perform a task based on physical skills [139]. The integration of BOP and
BOM in resource description models can support assembly planning engineers and
provide a framework for clustering production information [140].

The Uniform Project Ontology utilizes linked data and the Semantic Web in or-
der to represent knowledge about mega projects to facilitate data processing and
utilization through their entire life cycle [89]. The purpose of a recently published
modular domain ontology is to describe the cyber and physical aspects of auto-
mation systems that support simultaneous engineering [48]. The effectiveness of
the knowledge-based approach to designing assemblies in agile manufacturing to
integrate a linked product and process data has been studied and proven [141].

A study by Siemens has proven that semantic technologies can improve the feature
selection method for machine learning models in industrial automation systems in
order to reduce the size of feature spaces for data labeling problems using only
a small amount of semantic relations [142]. During the Optique program [143],
the goal was to develop an Ontology-Based Data Access (OBDA) system and
provide access to Industrial Big Data stores using Semantic Web technologies.
An impressive demonstration of using Optique’s OBDA system customised for
the user is Siemens Energy’s data access challenge. The technology solution was
used to answer questions concerning data queries as follows "Return the TOP 10
errors and warnings for turbines of product family X" or “Which events frequently
occur before a specific point in time?” [144]. A further project in collaboration
with Siemens studied the application of ontologies to create industrial information
models in manufacturing and energy production. It led to the development of the
Siemens-Oxford Model Manager (SOMM) tool to support engineers in creating
ontology-based models [145].
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The applicability of a graph-based framework for advanced manufacturing ana-
lytics has been also demonstrated by representing manufacturing data as a multi-
graph using a semantic abstraction layer to integrate flexible data. Herewith
provides a tool for predictive and prescriptive decision making by detecting fault
patterns [146].

The methodology of RDF triples (discussed in Section I.1.3) how links data is
the same as in the case of bipartite graphs. Studies are published to formalise
the bipartite graphs as an intermediate model for RDF with a goal of graph-
based notions in querying and storage [147]. Furthermore, an RDF database can
be simultaneously analysed as layers of a multilayer network [148], providing a
solution for Production Flow Analysis.

One of the main challenges of manufacturing optimization is intelligent resource
allocation, which aims to transform data into knowledge while optimizing the al-
location between personalised orders and manufacturing resources. A study [149]
investigated how the complex data of workshop resources can be fully integrated
and the implicit semantic information mined to form a viable knowledge-driven
resource allocation optimization method. The Workshop Resource Knowledge
Graph (WRKG) model has been developed to integrate the semantic engineering
information in the machining workshop. Moreover, a novel knowledge graph-
based resource allocation optimization approach for a device has been proposed to
mine the implicit resource information for updating the WRKG in real-time [149].
Therefore, the research presented a unified knowledge graph-driven production
resource allocation approach, allowing fast decision-making regarding resource al-
location for given tasks concerning the insertion of orders in light of the resource
machining information and the device evaluation strategy [149].

Another study focused on the closed-loop optimization possibilities of a know-
ledge graph [13]. Better data exchange and representation are demanded, as the
application of different data transfer protocols results in scalability issues (when
integrating new hardware) as well as software and interoperability issues (when
collaborating between different platforms). A dynamic knowledge graph-based
approach towards automated closed-loop optimization has been proposed [13],
which consists of three layers, namely the real world layer, dynamic knowledge
graph layer and active agents layer. The middle layer is dynamic as it reflects
and influences the status of the real world in real-time. The study of closed-loop
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optimization and knowledge-graph development concluded that a dynamic know-
ledge graph-based approach would enable rapid integration of data and AI-based
agents for the purposes of data discovery as well as development [13].

The knowledge graphs and graph embedding also can be utilized to develop recom-
mendation techniques [150]. Such a method can offer an information representa-
tion technique alloying content-based and collaborative information. Furthermore,
the recommendation systems can facilitate the writing of SPARQL queries in a
semantic system, which is beneficial as the scheme of the dataset is usually not
known in advance [151].

An ontology module-based framework has been developed to support the self-
evolvability and self-configuration of production systems. The method provides
the possibility to represent the required information in module modeling based on
generic information standards together with the ontology of the modules, using
the semantic Reference Data Library (RDL) [152].

A recent paper proposes an ontology-based decision support system to assist the re-
configuration of manufacturing systems with multi-criteria decision making [153],
which combines semantic technologies with Technique for Order of Preferences
by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). Additionally, as the ontology can de-
scribe production requirements, disturbances and configurations, it offers a basis
for a Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) approach for system reconfiguration. The
knowledge-based reconfiguration of manufacturing systems is based on expert
knowledge captured by an ontology, which is used both to monitor the manu-
facturing system and recommend configurations [153]. Additionally, the system is
compatible with industrial enterprise information systems such as ERP or MES
as well as with legacy decision support software such as quality control and main-
tenance tools.

An additional aspect of the semantic-based application is ontology-based simu-
lation, which aims to fully automate digital twins. A recent paper published an
open-source, fully ontology-based discrete-event simulation [154], which also has
a user interface to analyse the agents in detail using KPIs. Another publication
investigated the transformation of semantic knowledge into a simulation-based
decision support system [155].
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A knowledge reasoning framework has been proposed, that utilizes semantic data
to improve real-time data processing in a smart factory setting [156]. The frame-
work uses an ontology-based knowledge representation method and a rule-based
reasoning engine to enable intelligent decision-making and optimization of factory
operations. To handle the real-time nature of the data, a stream processing engine
has been employed, that processes data in small batches, enabling real-time data
analysis and decision-making [156].

A hybrid semantic annotation, extraction, and reasoning framework for Cyber-
Physical Systems has been proposed, that aims to enable the development of a
Semantic Web of Things (SWoT). The framework utilizes both ontology-based
semantic annotation and natural language processing techniques to extract and
reason data in a CPS environment, which can improve the interoperability, auto-
mation, and decision-making capabilities of these systems [157].

A semantically-enhanced rule-based diagnostics language called SDRL for the In-
dustrial Internet of Things (IIoT) has been presented [158], which leverages Se-
mantic Web technologies to improve the accuracy and efficiency of diagnostics in
industrial systems. The authors also present a case study involving Siemens trains
and turbines to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, which
resulted in improved diagnostic performance and reduced maintenance costs [158].

Based on the above-listed application examples, the benefits of the ontology-based
features are the following:

• support flexible scheduling and solve operational issues in manufacturing, such as

resource allocation [134, 135]

• integrate CPS and describe cyber and physical parts of automation systems [136,

157]

• model Digital Twins and provide access to Industrial Big Data stores [137, 45]

• conceptual design of a data- model and warehouse [138, 139, 140]

• facilitate project lifecycle analytics of mega projects [89]

• effectively support assembly design and planning processes to evaluate risks and

costs before the realization of the production processes [48, 141]

• improve the efficiency of machine learning models [142]
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• data mining and root cause analysis [143, 144]

• support predictive and prescriptive decision-making [146, 145]

• perform intelligent resource allocation [149]

• closed-loop optimization with integrated knowledge graph [13]

• ontology-based decision support system [153]

• perform manufacturing simulation, using ontology-based discrete-event simulation

[154]

• intelligent decision-making with knowledge reasoning on real-time data [156]

• semantically-enhanced rule-based diagnostic for IIoT [158]

After evaluating the advantages of semantic technologies, the following section
focuses on the differences with rational databases and also on the limitations of
implementing ontologies in industry.
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I.1.7 Comparison of ontology-based methods with

relational databases and the difficulties of in-

dustrial adaptation

This section provides a brief comparison of ontology, and graph-based data pro-
cessing, with traditional relational databases. Additionally, the difficulties and
limitations of utilizing ontology-based methods in the industry is investigated.

A critical review has been presented [159], which studies lifecycle engineering mod-
els in manufacturing and compares the use of ontologies and semantic technologies
and databases such as RDBMS (Relational Database Management System) [160].
Various ontologies and databases have been analyzed, used in manufacturing and
also their strengths and weaknesses have been evaluated. Based on the results of
[159], [161] and [162], the following comparison can be made:

• Advantages of ontologies:

– Semantic interoperability: Ontologies provide a common vocabulary
and shared understanding of data, enabling easier integration of data
from different sources and applications.

– Flexible data modeling: Ontologies are more flexible than RDBMS in
terms of data modeling, as they allow for the representation of complex
relationships and concepts that may be difficult to represent in a tabular
format.

– Knowledge representation: Ontologies can represent not only data, but
also knowledge and concepts, allowing for more advanced reasoning and
decision-making capabilities.

– Performance of data queries: SPARQL queries can be more efficient
when working with highly interconnected data, as they can take ad-
vantage of the graph structure to optimize queries. In contrast, rela-
tional databases may suffer from performance issues when working with
highly interconnected data.

• Disadvantages of ontologies:

– Complexity: Developing and maintaining ontologies can be complex
and time-consuming, requiring significant expertise and effort.
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– Performance: Querying large ontologies can be computationally expens-
ive, and may not be as efficient as querying a well-designed RDBMS.

– Data storage: Storing large amounts of data in an ontology can be
challenging, as they are typically stored as triples and may not be as
efficient as a well-designed RDBMS.

• Advantages of RDBMS:

– Efficient data storage: RDBMS are well-suited for storing large amounts
of structured data, and can be highly optimized for performance and
scalability.

– Well-established technology: RDBMS are a well-established technology
with a large user base and extensive tooling available.

– Familiarity: RDBMS are a familiar technology to many developers and
can be easier to work with than ontologies.

• Disadvantages of RDBMS:

– Data integration: RDBMS can be difficult to integrate with other sys-
tems, as they typically rely on a fixed schema and may not be as flexible
as an ontology-based approach.

– Limited semantics: RDBMS are limited in their ability to represent
knowledge and concepts, and may not be as well-suited for advanced
reasoning and decision-making.

– Data silos: RDBMS can lead to data silos, where data is stored in
different systems that cannot easily be integrated.

An additional important method is the so-called SPARQL-to-SQL translation
technique. It is important as in practice most existing RDF stores for large se-
mantic networks, which serve as metadata repositories on the Semantic Web, use
an RDBMS as a backend to manage RDF data [163, 164]. Thanks to this tech-
nique users can query RDF data stored in a relational database using SPARQL,
without having to migrate the data into a triplestore or another RDF database.

Based on the literature review of this Chapter, the following list aims to summarize
the possible reasons why knowledge graphs may not be as widely used in the
industrial practice compared to other well applied fields as biology [165] or IT
[166]:
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• Differences in data complexity and diversity: The manufacturing industry
deals with a vast amount of complex data, but the data is often structured
and transactional in nature, making it easier to manage with traditional
databases. In contrast, the field of biology deals with a wide variety of
unstructured and semi-structured data, such as scientific papers, clinical
trials, and experimental results, which are better suited to be represented
using a knowledge graph.

• Focus on operational efficiency: The primary focus of industrial companies
is often on optimizing operational efficiency and reducing costs. Knowledge
graphs may not be seen as a priority as they are typically used to support
strategic decision-making and discovery rather than day-to-day operations.

• Lack of awareness and expertise: The concept of knowledge graphs is relat-
ively new and may not be widely understood in the manufacturing industry.
Additionally, the implementation of knowledge graphs requires a certain level
of technical expertise, which may not be readily available within the industry.

• Cost of implementation: The cost of implementing a knowledge graph can
be significant, particularly for smaller or mid-sized organizations. This may
make it more difficult for these organizations to justify the investment.

• Lack of skilled personnel: Building and maintaining a knowledge graph re-
quires specialized skills and expertise, particularly in graph theory, ontology
modeling, and RDF data structures. There may be a shortage of personnel
with these skills in the industrial sector.

Here are some of the key resources that may be required for constructing, main-
taining, and updating knowledge graphs in a production company:

• Data acquisition and integration: Depending on the size and complexity of
the organization, the data to be integrated into the knowledge graph may
come from multiple sources and formats. As a result, data acquisition and
integration can require significant resources, including personnel, hardware,
and software.

• Graph design and implementation: The design and implementation of a
knowledge graph can require significant expertise in graph theory, data mod-
eling, and database design. This may require hiring specialized personnel or
outsourcing the work to a third-party vendor.
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• Graph maintenance and updates: Maintaining a knowledge graph requires
ongoing monitoring and updates to ensure that the graph remains accurate
and up-to-date. This may require a dedicated team of personnel, as well as
the use of automated tools and processes to ensure efficiency.

• Hardware and software infrastructure: Depending on the size and complexity
of the knowledge graph, hardware and software infrastructure may need to
be updated or expanded to support the graph. This may include hardware
upgrades, cloud-based solutions, and specialized software tools.

As the benefits of knowledge graphs become more widely recognized and the tech-
nology becomes more accessible, it is possible that we may see increased adoption
in the manufacturing industry in the future.

In the previous sub-sections, a systematic overview of the ontology-based modeling
of production systems has been proposed and summarized; furthermore, collected
the most relevant application cases. The following section demonstrates the ap-
plicability of the proposed methodology in a wire harness assembly case study.
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Ontology-based modeling of a wire

harness manufacturing processes

This chapter describes an industry related example of semantic modeling and data
query analysis, starting with the description of the applied software elements in
Section I.2.1. The detailed industrial benchmark is presented in Section C.1 of the
Appendix, which is based on a wire harness assembly case study. The ontology-
based modeling and the development of a knowledge graph are described in Section
I.2.2. Section I.2.3 discusses the data queries with SPARQL and evaluates the
query results. Finally, in Section I.2.4, the results and final contributions are
presented in detail.

This chapter investigates wire harness manufacturing, which is still highly manual
due to the extremely complex maneuvers of the activities [167]. The operators
perform various activities with many different workpieces to assemble a complex
product. Typically complex modular production systems are applied, where the
challenge is that numerous activities and highly manual assembly necessarily re-
quire optimum assembly line balancing. As the utilized BOM is also complex, it
can serve as a good benchmark problem for ontology-based modeling and analysis.

48
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I.2.1 Applied software tools of ontology-based mod-

eling

Firstly, the different software features are presented, which are utilized in the
chapter. The main aspects of software tool selection were to have open-source
access and applicability possibility in both research and industry field. The applied
software packages involved in this work are as follows:

• Protégé for ontology development and to create the OWL/RDF format [168]

• GraphDB to manage SPARQL queries [169]

• OntoGraph and visualization plugins of the Protégé environment to visualize on-

tology structure

In the case of data collection of a wire harness manufacturing, a modular assembly
system has been studied. The relevant data are the physical parts of the final
product, stored in the BOM, the operators at the assembly line and their skill
and the necessary equipment. Quantitative factors are the activity times of a
particular step of the wire harness assembly and the costs of using different skills
or resource-related tools.

For the development of the ontology, the Protégé editor has been used, which is an
open-source tool developed by Stanford University to create and edit any ontology
[170]. This platform supports all kinds of semantics and data standards like the
XML, RDF, or OWL types of ontology datasets [171]. An in-depth knowledge of
the manufacturing system behaviour is required to assign which factors or identit-
ies will be a Class, Object Property, or Data Property in the formed ontology. For
this reason, the hierarchy of manufacturing processes must be adequately reflec-
ted using the tools provided by the ISA-95 standard or AutomationML framework
(as presented in Section I.1.3). Another critical part of ontology engineering is to
find the reusable Ontology and Vocabulary elements, which can be applied in the
current ontology. To accomplish this, firstly, industry-specific research papers and
semantic solutions (studied in Section I.1.3) can provide a guideline, but also the
use of the tool Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV) is recommended as it provides
an effective search engine to find adaptable namespaces or vocabulary elements
[172].
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For data analysis and SPARQL queries, the GraphDB software has been used,
which is an RDF-capable database tool, especially for Knowledge Graphs. The
most significant benefit of SPARQL queries is creating a structured version from
the data stored in the ontology or extracting data from RDF, which is an excellent
source to manage basic production analysis. However, if a more in-depth invest-
igation is needed or the production ontology or it has a high complexity, the tools
of Data Science can provide more accurate solutions.

Additionally, visualization tools play an essential part in the methodology in sev-
eral phases of the process. OWL visualization tools has been utilized, which are
part of the Protégé [173] as the VOWL (Visual Notation for OWL Ontologies)
[174]. The following sections prove the efficiency of the ontology-based modeling
methodology with a manufacturing-specific benchmark.

I.2.2 Ontology modeling - Creation of manufactur-

ing based knowledge graph

This section presents the modeling part of the ontology development, based on the
theoretical background presented in Section I.1.3. The classes and their interac-
tions are determined regarding the use case of wire harness manufacturing, which
is discussed in the appendix, in Section C.1.

As the first phase of the ontology development, the basic structure has to be
established. Therefore, different classes are defined as the elements of this specific
production process, as shown in Figure I.2.1. To characterise the relationships
between these classes, different types of connections are distinguished as cost,
optimizable, or technical parameters (highlighted with orange, green and purple
color). These properties related to interconnections, so-called Object Properties,
significantly determine the characteristics of the production process.

The presented wire harness manufacturing ontology consists of 9 Classes: Product,
Module, Component, Activity, Skill, Operator, Workstation, Equipment and Re-
source (namely electricity for some tools). Furthermore, interactions between these
Classes are denoted by arrows in Figure I.2.1, pointing to the Domain Class of the
Object Property.
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Figure I.2.1: Technology and cost-related factors of a wire harness manufac-
turing visualized on the theoretical ontology

Once the theoretical structure of the ontology is available, the following part is
the creation of a manufacturing-based knowledge graph. Where first, the relevant
vocabulary and namespaces elements are implemented. Table I.2.1 summarizes
the namespaces used for the wire harness manufacturing ontology. The sources of
the vocabularies are cited next to their prefixes in the table. Figure I.2.2 repres-
ents the structure of the wire harness manufacturing ontology after the integration
of vocabulary elements. As listed in the legend, the different Classes and Object

Table I.2.1: List of the integrated ontology namespaces.
Prefix Vocabulary namespace - Description
RAMI [175] RAMI is a Vocabulary to represent the Reference

Architectural Model for Industry 4.0.
SMO [176] Semantic Manufacturing Ontology
PROV [177] The PROV Ontology (PROV-O) provides a set

of classes, properties and restrictions that can be
used to represent and interchange provenance in-
formation or data coming from different systems
and in different contexts.

SCOR [178] The vocabulary SCORVoc formalises the latest
SCOR (Supply-Chain Operations Reference)
standards while overcoming the identified lim-
itations of existing formalisations.

DUL [179] DOLCE+DnS UltraLite ontology aims to
provide a set of upper-level concepts that can
form the basis for easier interoperability among
middle and lower level ontologies.
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Figure I.2.2: The ontology model of a wire harness assembly line, based on
the applied vocabulary and namespace elements

Table I.2.2: List of the applied Object and Data Properties
Object Properties Data Properties
hasPart activityTime
hasComponent activityType
componentRequireActivity activityTypeName
activityPrecedence activityTypeRemark
canOperate activityTypeUnit
requiresMachine additionalTime
activityRequireSkill componentType
equipmentRequireResource zoneOfAssembly
activityRequireEquipment equipmentName & equipmentCost
workstationHasResource resourceName & resourceCost
hasSkill skillName & skillCost
workstationRequireEquipment moduleName

Properties are denoted by different colours. Furthermore, industry-specific data
(described in Section C.1) has been implemented in the ontology as Data Proper-
ties, which are listed in Table I.2.2 together with the final applied Object Proper-
ties.

The final Protégé implementation of the wire harness manufacturing ontology
shown in Figure I.2.3 provides a structural overview of the model in VOWL
format. The dark-blue-coloured Classes and Object properties come from pre-
fixes/namespaces, and the Data properties denoted in green are visualized together
with their data types. This brings us to the end of the ontology modelling, which
can be exported in any RDF format and proceed with data analysis and queries.
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Figure I.2.3: The VOWL view of the created ontology of the wire harness
manufacturing process
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I.2.3 Data queries and evaluation of ontology data

This section describes the creation of the SPARQL queries of the ontology data
to analyse the current production state. The collected manufacturing data is
based on the wire harness assembly case study presented in Section C.1 of the
appendix (Chapter C). The method is evaluated to discover the potential of the
line balancing improvements.

In the first case, the scope is, how much unique Component is required for the
seven different Modules from the five distinct types of Components as a wire or
terminal. Figure I.2.4 shows the SPARQL query to get these Module-Component
data.

Figure I.2.5 represents the result of the query, and it can be stated in Figure I.2.5,
that the most complex wire harness module is m0, which is the base module, with
more than 350 Components, while m6 has the fewest. It can be seen that the
number of different components is evenly distributed in each module, so terminals
are the most and connectors are the fewest in every module. The implementa-
tion of the Bill of Materials in the ontology (or data model) may yield valuable
information, which can support the work of process engineers or designers. The
analysis of the assembled components per module is critical toward discovering
the relevance of the module to get more precise production scheduling.

In the second case, the most complex product (p64) is investigated. All seven
different modules are involved in this wire harness product and the entire assembly
process is distributed over ten workstations. Figure I.2.6 describes the query for
Workstation-Skill analyses regarding the workstation allocation and skill usage.

Figure I.2.4: SPARQL query - Module-Component
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Figure I.2.5: Results of the SPARQL query regarding built-in Components in
different Modules

Figure I.2.7 illustrates how much built-in Component related activity is assigned
to each workstation to assemble this Product. The figure also summarizes the
costs required to apply a skill, and the

∑
values on the bars represent the total

skill costs at each workstation. Based on the used skills, it can be noticed that the
w4−w7 workstations are similar, which means the activities between these stations
can be reallocated without causing additional cost by training. Furthermore, there
is a high correlation between skills and types of equipment, so it would not require
an additional tool or resource. Considering these, an update or redesign of activity
assignments among workstations could reduce the cost of the assembly process.

In the following, the p1 product is analysed, where only the base module (m0)

Figure I.2.6: SPARQL query - Workstation-Skill
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Figure I.2.7: Result of the SPARQL query regarding workstation allocation
and skill usage during the assembly of Product 64

is assembled because this is the most relevant one (see Figure I.2.5). The line
balancing has been analysed to perform further investigations. The part (a) of
Figure I.2.8 shows the current line balancing in the case of the p1 product. It
can be noticed that this is not a well-balanced production process. However,
the procedure of the applied conveyor line has to be followed. In an open-paced
conveyor, the start and the ending stations have more flexibility than the middle
ones. Based on that, the operators in the middle stages (w3 − w8) are usually
planned for lower capacity. Apart from that, it can be also highlighted that the
differences are significant nearly a minute between these stations, which is an
opportunity to make further analyses to discover the potential of merging these
workstations.
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(b) After line balancing

Figure I.2.8: The evolution of manufacturing time during assembly of p1
product before and after line balancing

The (b) part of Figure I.2.8 shows the result of line balancing after reallocation
assembly activities related to w3−w6 stations and eliminating the w7 station from
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the line. Based on the analytics, one workstation (and one operator) from the
production line could be eliminated. It is possible to redesign the conveyor line
with 9 stations instead of 10. Although there are still gaps among stations, this
is more efficient as the starting point. It must be highlighted that only one type
of product is in focus, and the open-paced conveyor has a special line balancing
rule, as mentioned above. However, the SPARQL-based data queries can make
the discovery of communities and critical elements of the production system more
efficient. This method can show the possibilities for process engineers to solve the
line balancing problem considering all production parameters.

I.2.4 Summary of the ontology-based modeling of

a manufacturing process

In this chapter, an ontology development method has been presented with a wire
harness assembly-based benchmark. The ontological modeling of a manufacturing
process and the data queries and evaluation can be very complex. As a summary,
the following list contains an advised strategy to facilitate this process:

• The integration of ISA and IEC standards is important in semantic model-
based system development.

• In-depth study of Open Vocabularies can facilitate ontological and semantic
modeling.

• There is a need to use and develop industry-specific ontologies and knowledge
graphs.

• Data query methods such as SPARQL provide an efficient data processing
solution, which can be utilized in semantic networks and knowledge graphs.

• SPARQL queries of the data model can serve as a source for analysing line
balancing problems.

This chapter highlighted that human frontline workers on the shop floor have
outstanding importance in the assembly industry. Therefore, the following chapter
describes the development of a knowledge graph related to the human-centric
approach.
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Knowledge graph-based framework

to support human-centered

collaborative and ergonomic

manufacturing in Industry 5.0

This chapter proposes the Human-Centric Knowledge Graph (HCKG) framework
by adapting ontologies and standards that can model the operator-related factors
such as monitoring movements, working conditions or collaboration with robots.
Furthermore, graph-based data queries, visualization and analytics are also presen-
ted in the form of an industrial case study. The main contribution of this work is
a knowledge graph-based framework, where the work performed by the operator is
of concern, including the evaluation of movements, collaboration with machines,
ergonomics and other conditions. Additionally, utilization of the framework is
demonstrated in a complex assembly line-based use case, by applying examples of
resource allocation and comprehensive support concerning collaboration between
the shop-floor workers and ergonomic aspects.

The main goal of this chapter is to propose a knowledge-graph framework for the
modeling, supporting, and scheduling of the operator, where in addition to efficient
data collection, the work of the operator can be facilitated by the use of a KG and
the implementation of Industry 5.0 technologies becomes possible.

This main contribution is proposed in Section I.3.1, where the building elements
of the HCKG design concept are defined. The applied industrial case study is
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discussed in the Appendix (Chapter C) in Section C.2. In Section I.3.2 the dif-
ferent human-robot collaboration scenarios are summarized. Then, Section I.3.3
proposes the relevant human-centric performance indicators. The utilized meth-
odologies and software tools are presented in Section I.3.4. Additionally, Section
I.3.5 describes the development procedure of the use case-specific knowledge graph.
In Section I.3.6, the results of the KG-based analytics are presented. Finally, in
Section I.3.7 the contributions are summarized.

I.3.1 Human-centered knowledge graph towards col-

laboration in manufacturing

This section discusses the main contribution of this chapter, the human-centered
knowledge graph (HCKG) design concept. Subsection I.3.1.1 discussed the man-
ufacturing operations management related activity model, then subsection I.3.1.2
presents a monitoring system concept. Finally, in subsection I.3.1.3 the structure
of the HCKG concept is presented.

Semantic technologies such as ontologies, graph databases, semantic analytics and
reasoning provide an efficient way to process a large amount of data from various
sources, as the entire data set becomes transparent and accessible [180, 181]. In
order to improve the working conditions of operators, different monitoring systems
can be used such as sensor networks, which can follow where the operator goes and
their physical conditions [182, 183]. Semantic networks and graph-based analytics
are recommended to handle the process information using linked data features.

Additionally, Industry 5.0 technologies pioneering solutions to provide safer and
more comfortable working conditions while ensuring access to technologies that
enable automation and increase productivity. The key enabling technologies of
Industry 5.0 are cobots, 6G and beyond, digital twins, blockchains, the Internet of
Every Thing, big data analytics, edge computing and artificial intelligence [35]. For
example, a service or assembly procedure can be facilitated by AR or production
development scenarios modeled with a digital twin before redesigning the shop
floor. The novelties of Industry 5.0 research are recommended to facilitate human-
machine collaboration such as AR-aided assembly or creating human digital twins
for optimization purposes.
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Figure I.3.1: Integration of the HCKG design concept into a production
process, using five segments

In general, the HCKG aims to offer effective human-machine collaboration, resi-
lience, agility and improved working conditions for the operator. The knowledge
graph includes the monitored information about the activities of the operator, the
environment as well as all robots and assets which are present in the manufactur-
ing space. By analysing the related knowledge graph data, the collaboration can
be improved and work instructions tailored to the workers, moreover, any changes
that may occur can be handled adaptively.

First, Figure I.3.1 shows a general integration method of the HCKG concept, which
also serves as a graphical abstract. In the first segment, the Production process
element represents the complex production environment, containing all human-
machine resources, processes, activities and interactions. The Monitoring system
element interacts with the production process and collects historical and live data
with sensors and IoT devices. Additionally, the Schema element provides the
semantic tools to get contextualized data model, and the Meta element contains
the meta information such as industry standards to ensure re-usability. The first
segment contains several structured, and unstructured data sources, that have
to be pre-processed. Therefore, the second segment contains the Data extraction
element, which includes processes, such as parsing, segmentation or aggregation
of data. The goal of data extraction is to identify and extract relevant data from
unstructured or semi-structured data sources of the first segment, to convert it
into a structured format that can be analyzed and used in optimization.
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The third segment contains the Semantic annotation and the Reasoning ele-
ments, which utilize semantic modeling and data analytics on a complex know-
ledge graph. The Semantic annotation block creates the Knowledge graph, using
the schema, meta information and extracted data. Semantic annotation involves
adding metadata, standardized labels, or tags to the entities and relationships in
the knowledge graph, such as industry-specific terminology or concepts from a
particular domain. It allows the application to more accurately identify and cat-
egorize different entities in the knowledge graph, by providing additional context
and allowing for more accurate categorization and identification of entities in the
data model. The HCKG block stands for the human-centered knowledge graph
element of the built semantic network, which can be the entire KG or only the
shop-floor worker-related part of it, depending on the use case.

The Reasoning element provides the enriched semantic information for the follow-
ing, fourth segment, which is the Application. The reasoning process is based on
the idea that the relationships and connections between different entities in the
knowledge graph can be used to draw logical conclusions and make new predic-
tions. In the context of analytics and optimization, semantic reasoning can be
used to identify patterns, correlations, and causal relationships between different
entities in the KG. By applying semantic reasoning, the application can identify
patterns and correlations between these different data points, such as identifying
which machines are most likely can cause time delays on a specific production line.
By reasoning over the knowledge graph, the application can identify the optimal
sequence of steps in the production process that will minimize waste and maximize
efficiency. Integrated human-centered knowledge graph applications can be util-
ized i.e. for the following tasks: alarm management, scheduling of operations or
manpower, monitoring, and optimization of human-machine collaboration, human
activity recognition or analytics of performance metrics.

The result of the application besides analytical results, can be the Operations
response (fifth segment), which is bypassed to the Production process element. A
response can be e.g. the following production orders: Change operation, Stop
operation, Reconfiguration or Maintenance.
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I.3.1.1 Manufacturing operations management

This subsection discusses an extended MOM (Manufacturing Operations Manage-
ment) activity model, which is visualized in Figure I.3.2, where the elements can
be considered according to the time they occur when the work is executed.

For a more comprehensive discussion of the problem, an extended MOM (Man-
ufacturing Operations Management) activity model has been investigated, based
on [184], which is visualized in Figure I.3.2, where the elements can be considered
according to the time they occur when the work is executed. The temporal view of
the generic activity model as Pre-, Actual-, Post-Work and Reference data is also
highlighted [185]. Furthermore, the extension modules of the standard activity
model of MOM [184] are visualized at the bottom in brown.

The MOM approach aims to show in detail the mechanisms associated with the
operator during a general manufacturing activity, moreover, focuses on the prop-
erties of the added monitoring and support framework elements. Since the generic
activity model is divided into four parts based on the temporal view, which are
highlighted with green labels on the figure the model is analysed and discussed in
a similar manner.

Figure I.3.2: Activity model of manufacturing operations management with
an operator-centric view
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The Reference data contains all the information about specific operators such as
capabilities, skills and experience in certain fields. The Resource and Definition
Management blocks of the MOM store aggregate this information and determ-
ine base data for the following work sections of the model. As an extension to
the reference data section, the Control and optimization block is recommended,
where machine learning [186, 187] or artificial intelligence-based solutions [188]
can improve the ongoing production processes.

The second part in Figure I.3.2 is the Pre-work, where the Detailed scheduling
is utilized based on the Operations Request, moreover, the Dispatching is per-
formed. These activities ensure that all operators receive adequate work instruc-
tions, scheduling and are optimally allocated.

The Actual-work section of the MOM describes the activities which are happening
at present and are controlled by Execution Management while Data Collection is
in progress. Some human-centered aspects are added (denoted in yellow text),
such as Collaboration or utilization of Human Activity Recognition (HAR) sensor
technologies. Given that real-time operator support should be reinforced, Alarm
management, Monitoring and visualization are added as extension elements. An
alarm management system [189] can prioritise, group as well as classify the alerts
and event notifications used in the Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
(SCADA) system, improving performance and monitoring levels of safety. A smart
monitoring system can collect data concerning various manufacturing objects such
as the temperature, noise or vibrations and obtain them in real-time to provide a
graphical visualization and alerts when an abnormality occurs [190]. For example,
a high-level visualization technique can be based on augmented reality that assists
the operator by providing information from the digital twin [191].

Finally, during the Post-work period of the activity, the Tracking of the operator
activities is performed to obtain an Operations Response for the MOM. Further-
more, the Operator performance analysis is utilized, which is the source of the
KPIs (key performance indicators) as well as HRE (human resource effectiveness),
key elements in the KG to enable resilient and agile conditions for the operators.

The briefly discussed extension modules of the activity model are interconnected to
the KG with semantic technologies. The emerging smart cyber-physical systems
create the framework where each human and machine segment of the complex
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manufacturing system is appropriately monitored and the information systems
are interoperable [192, 193].

The essential parts of the extended MOM model, from the perspective of the
shop-floor workers, are the Operator Performance analysis, HAR and Monitoring,
which are key to KPIs and metrics analysis. A comprehensive analysis of op-
erator performance can facilitate competence-based matching and the formation
of competence islands. Since the demand for reconfigurable production lines is
increasing, the static assembly lines may be replaced by autonomous workplaces
known as competence islands, where mobile robots move between these islands.
Additionally, the competence islands need to be equipped with collaborative robots
capable of working safely and reliably with operators [194]. Another related feature
is competence-based matching, where comparisons between work system require-
ments and the competences of employees are performed. The competence-based
description of employees plays an important role in reconfigurable manufacturing
systems [195]. Additionally, another paper studied the semantic modeling as well
as analysis of task and learning profiles in terms of human-machine collaboration
[196] to establish a qualitative and quantitative methodology for the optimal se-
lection of a competent jobholder profile. The so-called Vector of Competence and
Autonomy (VCA) is designed to identify the extent of human-machine collabora-
tion. Being highly important, in the following section, the monitoring perspective
of manufacturing operations is discussed in more detail.

I.3.1.2 Monitoring system concept

This subsection presents the theoretical structure of a conceptual monitoring sys-
tem (see in Figure I.3.3). Three different building elements are defined, namely
Production process, Sensor and Monitoring and supervision. Furthermore, the
evaluation segment is represented in the connected Manufacturing operation and
management element.

In the Sensor part, different characteristics and conditions are highlighted such as
vibrations, locations or noises. These environmental, position or behavioral factors
are measured with regard to the location of Machines, Operator or Automated
production, which can contain a collaboration of different actors. Furthermore,
some of the monitored factors are highlighted in blue in this figure. The evaluating
system is able to calculate the KPI measures from the monitoring system data
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Figure I.3.3: Monitoring system concept

about the operators as well as provide real-time functionality information about
the production line. Additionally, given uncertainties in the measurements and
possible inaccuracies in sensor databases, adequate data models are required to
represent these factors [197].

I.3.1.3 Design structure of the HCKG concept

This subsection summarizes the methodology, and provides an overview of the
proposed development framework in a block structure (see in Figure I.3.4), where
the aim is to position the human-centric KG block in a complex industrial envir-
onment. The framework consists of five different blocks (or segments), starting
with the meta-data sources of a business or industry network and finishing with
the application, where the information is utilized to create value.

Starting from the bottom, the Meta block contains all the data necessary to de-
scribe the business processes and the describable factors of a facility, e.g. material
or information flows. Markup languages and standards, e.g. B2MML (Business
To Manufacturing Markup Language), AutomationML or ISA-95, give the ini-
tial structure for addressing as well as managing the variety of data sources and
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Figure I.3.4: Theoretical structure of the proposed human-centered knowledge
graph-based design concept

processes in a complex network. Extension of already existing standards such
as ISA-95 is recommended. An essential aspect of industrial development is the
utilization of standardized models, which facilitates more efficient integration of
a new design concept into a production system as well as expansion of existing
methodologies, making the learning period of technical features more dynamic.

The second is the Schema and PPR block, which stands for the three descriptional
ontologies at an Industry 4.0 facility. The Product, Process and Resource ontolo-
gies can describe the entire network in a semantic form. Different assets, physical
or human characteristics, attributes, and concrete values are modeled as ontology
axioms (individuals), which are categorised into classes. Additionally, semantic
properties, rules and queries make the interoperability and description of connec-
tions possible, e.g. the capabilities of actors, sequence of manufacturing activities
or allocation of resources.

The IoT block contains the monitoring devices and sensors to perform observations
as well as human activity recognition (HAR) that are required sources for the
higher, human-centric block - plays an intermediate role. Additionally, IoT devices
form a complex system, which requires them to be managed in a separate segment,
as the variety of smart devices and sensors is diverse.
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The Human-centric block consists of the Monitoring, Evaluating and Operator-
support ontologies, which aim to collect as well as process all the applicable in-
formation about the production process, collaboration, human activities or work-
ing conditions on the shop floor. The main goal of this block is to keep the oper-
ator in the loop and support in ergonomic, collaboration and other aspects. In a
human-robot collaborative environment, feedback can be important not only from
monitoring or machine side, but also from the "human" side, focusing on what are
the real ergonomic characteristics, process parameters and other feedback from
the operator. Operators of the shopfloor may provide valuable information for
the Operations Response of the MOM, which shall be bypassed into the semantic-
based data management, aims to support the CI/CD (Continuous Integration and
Continuous Delivery) best practice.

Finally, the Application block contains all the information value that HCKG can
provide and utilize for scheduling, resource allocation, improving KPI and HRI
factors, evaluating collaboration aspects or performing simulations. The end user,
who might be a process engineer, shop-floor workers, or the production respons-
ible are only concerned with this segment, as it delivers the final result of the
semantic-based analysis. The application block can facilitate the study of integ-
rated uncertainty using simulations and evaluate the collaboration or business
processes. Additionally, scheduling or allocations can be optimized based on the
resulting performance metrics.

Additional topics, such as the cyber-security issues of large-scale infrastructure
which are not addressed here, will probably remain one of the main issues for
years to come.

After presenting the HCKG design concept, the following section discusses briefly
the relevant human-robot collaboration scenarios.

I.3.2 Human-robot collaboration scenarios

This section discusses the different types of workstations and collaboration scen-
arios, which are important in the scope of the applied case study.

Different types of workstations can be distinguished depending on the allocated
human or robot workforce. Three types of workstations, depending on human or
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robot actors, are presented in Figure I.3.5 [27]. In the presented case study, all
three types can be found. Crimping stations 1 and 3 are manual workstations,
while Crimping stations 2 and 4 are automatic ones. The case study contains four
collaborative workstations, namely Assembly stations 1 -4.

To obtain a more detailed case study, in the case of a collaborative workstation,
a further classification is made depending on the interaction between the human
and robot actor in terms of work. Three different types of collaboration are shown
in Figure I.3.6 [198, 199]:

1. Separate work

Human and robot tasks are kept apart and they do not share workspaces,
tools or workpieces.

2. Sequential collaboration

Although the human and robot actors are in a shared process flow of a
workpiece, tasks are completed in succession. The workspaces, tools and
workpieces may be shared, but the tasks are strictly serialized such that any
sharing is temporally separated.

3. Simultaneous collaboration

The human and robot tasks are executed concurrently, moreover, may in-
volve working on different parts of the same workpiece, but are focused on
achieving separate task goals.

4. Supportive collaboration

Humans and robots work together and on the same workpiece to complete
a common task.

Figure I.3.5: Manual, automatic and collaborative types of workstations [27]
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Figure I.3.6: Sequential (2.), simultaneous (3.) and supportive (4.) types of
human-robot collaborations [198]

In the presented wire harness assembly-based case study (Appendix C.2), collab-
oration types 3. and 4. are discussed. A concrete example of the simultaneous and
supportive types of collaboration is given in Figure I.3.7. In the case of Result 28

and 31, since the human and the robot actors perform the same types of activities
on the same product, these are supportive collaborations performed to achieve the
same assembly result. On the other hand, Result 29 and 30 are related to different
types of activities, so the human and robot actors work on the same product at
the same time but for different goals.

Figure I.3.7: Gantt chart of collaboration scenarios

The following section introduces the key performance indicators, which are relevant
with regard to the case study of a human-centric knowledge graph.

I.3.3 Performance indicators of collaborative man-

ufacturing

This section provides an overview of the most relevant key performance indicators
in the form of a human-centric, ergonomic and human-robot collaboration.

In the presented framework, one of the operator monitoring features druing human
activity recognition is to analyse the movements with an ergonomic point of view
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[122]. Using image processing techniques the skeleton model of the worker can be
analyses, and adding taxonomies, it can be broken down into parts, movements,
elementary postures, for which ergonomic models can be assigned [200].

Besides the MOM-related metrics in the case of Industry 5.0, designing a human-
centered smart environment requires even more factors to prioritise human well-
being while maintaining production performance. Defining the appropriate eval-
uation factors for human-robot-machine-collaborations and the mentioned ergo-
nomic factors of factory workers is in high demand [201]. A comprehensive frame-
work for the evaluation of human-machine interfaces (HMI) and human-robot in-
teractions (HRI) in collaborative manufacturing applications is needed [198]. An
outstanding systematic review [16] identified and categorised the measures, met-
rics and quality factors adopted or applied in the HRI literature using a systematic
approach. The categories of metrics with regard to aspects of Industry 5.0 research
are the following [16]: Physical ergonomics (Safety, Physical workload, Workplace
design), Cognitive ergonomics (Mental workload, Awareness), Performance (Effi-
ciency, Effectiveness) and Satisfaction/Hedonomics with regard to user experience
( Emotional responses, Acceptance, Attitudes, Trust).

Although this work does not give a systematic overview of this topic, a paper
evaluating the quality of human-robot interaction [16] has been partly adapted.
Additionally, from a semantic technology point of view, a publication of ontology-
driven KPI metamodelling [15] has also been considered in this case study.

The human-centric KPIs advised for this case study are summarized in Table
I.3.1, using six different categories, namely Time behaviour, Physical measures,
HR physical measures, Efficiency, Effectiveness and Ergonomics. Furthermore, in
the second column, the Operator 4.0 types [37] have been added to these KPIs,
representing the potential to support the development of human-automation sym-
biosis.

The utilized methods and software tools for KG creation, mapping and analysis
are presented in the following section.
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Table I.3.1: The categorised human-centric KPIs for the case study
KPI description Operator 4.0 type

Time behaviour category
Average time to complete task Analytical operator
Collaboration time - Type-3 and Type-4 Collaborative operator
Functional delays Analytical operator
Human operation time Analytical operator
Interaction time Collaborative operator
Response time Collaborative operator
Robot action time Collaborative operator
Robot functional delay Collaborative operator
Robot operation time Collaborative operator
Task completion time Analytical operator
Total assembly time Analytical operator
Total operation time Analytical operator

Physiological measures category
Biosignals (temperature, tactile, etc.) Healthy operator
Ergonomics improvement Healthy operator
Muscle activity Healthy operator
Ocular behavior Healthy operator

HR physical measures category
Avg./min. length between a human hand and robot hand Collaborative operator
Human-robot distance Collaborative operator

Efficiency category
Availability Collaborative operator
Average robot velocity Collaborative operator
Concurrent activity Collaborative operator
Degree of collaboration Collaborative operator
Layout efficiency Analytical operator

Effectiveness category
Accuracy Analytical operator
Interaction accuracy Collaborative operator
Level of assignment Collaborative operator
Level of interaction Collaborative operator
Overall equipment effectiveness Analytical operator
Real-time human fault Analytical operator
Real-time robot fault Collaborative operator

Ergonomics - environmental category
Environmental condition - noise Healthy operator
Environmental condition - humidity Healthy operator
Environmental condition - temperature Healthy operator
Environmental condition - gases Healthy operator
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I.3.4 Applied methodologies and software tools of

the specific knowledge graph

This section briefly discusses the applied development methods and software tools
utilized in sections I.3.5 and I.3.6.

Several processing stages of a data pipeline based on a study [50], which aims to
create KGs for the automation industry, are presented in Figure I.3.8. Addition-
ally, an end-to-end digital twin pipeline [202] has been considered.

Figure I.3.8: Knowledge graph pipeline based on [50]

The data capture and import selection parts of the pipeline are beyond the scope
of this chapter. Only KG, ontology creation, data queries, mapping, and data
enrichment and visualization are discussed. The phases, applied methods and
different software stages of the presented industrial case study are shown in Figure
I.3.9.

Firstly, the sub-ontologies and entire KG were developed using Protégé [170] before
the TTL file was processed in a Python environment using Pyvis (a Python library
for visualizing networks) [203] and KGlab [204, 205]. The data imported into the
ontology skeleton as well as the creation of axioms and properties can be made
either with Protégé or KGlab in Python. For each data query, the SPARQL
language was utilized [206], for that Pyvis offers graphical visualization as well.

Figure I.3.9: The steps of the applied method
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After mapping the semantic data, it was further aggregated in Python, in order
to obtain data-enriched graphs for analysis. The graph-based visualization of KG
data can also be normal, directed or a hypergraph. Finally, as a concept (denoted
by a dashed line in Figure I.3.9), the key information, created charts, statements
or messages can be displayed on dashboards and DAS devices or fulfill any other
elements of the application layer with data, as previously presented in Figure I.3.4.

The description of human-centric KG creation for the industry-specific case study
is discussed in the following section.

I.3.5 Development of the use case-specific human-

centered knowledge graph

The development of the case study-specific KG, which aims to demonstrate the
proposed HCKG concept, is described in this section.

The main development framework is applied, which has been discussed earlier in
Figures I.3.1 and I.3.4 of Section I.3.1. Figure I.3.10 shows a part of the developed
KG, without the different data properties of the ontology classes. The applied case
study is presented in the Appendix C.2 of Chapter C. A more detailed structural
diagram of the KG can be found in Figure C.5 of Appendix C.3. As the KG
consists of several sub-ontologies, the structural diagram is also divided into six
groups of ontology classes in Figure I.3.10. Additionally, the object properties,
in the form of relations within classes, are labeled on the arrows. The names of
the ontology classes contain prefixes, which show the adapted namespaces from
other industry-specific ontologies. These prefixes and the applied ontologies are
summarized in the following list:

• smo - Smart Manufacturing Ontology [207]
An ontology to model I4.0 production lines and smart factories based on
RAMI 4.0. It highlights the sequence of processes and machines required for
a produced workpiece.

• SOSA - Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator ontology [98]
For modeling the interactions between the entities involved in terms of ob-
servation, actuation and sampling. Together with SSN (Semantic Sensor
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Figure I.3.10: Partial structural diagram of the developed wire harness
assembly-specific knowledge graph

Network), can be used to describe sensors and their observations, the in-
volved procedures, the studied features of interest, the samples used to do
so, the feature’s properties being observed or sampled, as well as actuators
and the activities they trigger [208].

• var ontology [78]
A core ontology for data exchange in a semantic-oriented framework to sup-
port adaptive, interactive, assistive and collaborative assembly workplaces.

• hckg - Human-centric knowledge graph

The authors created a set of classes and properties to model the wire harness
assembly-based case study semantically.

The Product ontology contains three classes, namely Product, Part and Compon-
ent. Since this aspect of the wire harness assembly was discussed more in-depth
in the previous Chapter I.2, the complexity of this field is not examined here.
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The Process ontology consists of the following classes: Activity, Result and Manu-
facturingFacility, which is comprised of other sub classes such as Storage, Buffer,
AssemblyStation, CrimpingStation and Capability.

The main class of Resource ontology is the Resource, which consists of several sub
classes, that is, Tool, Machine and Robot. The Robot class is divided even further
into MobileRobot and IndustrialRobot. Furthermore, the EnergySupply class is also
involved in Resource ontology.

Given that the Operator class is the main element of the human-centric KG, it is
denoted in green in the middle of the KG structure in Figure I.3.10. Six different
object properties are linked to the Operator class, which semantically describes
the processes and effects in connection with the personnel on the shop floor.

The Monitoring ontology consists of three classes, namely Sensor, Observation
and HAR_Analysis. The semantic model of sensor devices as well as their meas-
urements, observation and human activity recognition are stored in this ontology.
The Evaluating ontology is designed to manage the data originating from the pre-
vious three classes and consists of two classes, that is, KPIStore and LogDataStore.
Finally, in the Operator support ontology, the DAS class describes the digital as-
sistance system.

As the Operator and Activity classes can be regarded as key classes of the KG,
Tables I.3.2 and I.3.3 describe the related object properties.
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Table I.3.2: Object properties of the Activity class
hckg:Activity

componentRequiresActivity Connects individuals from the Com-
ponent and Activity classes as well
as provides information about the re-
quired activity to assemble a specific
component on the wire harness.

activityHasPrecedence Since the assembly procedure requires
a specific sequence, certain activities
must be finished before another can be
started. This is known as the preced-
ence criteria.

activityHasResult Describes the intended result of a par-
ticular activity. In the case of collabor-
ation, several activity individuals may
be connected to the same result indi-
vidual.

activityRequiresResource Interlinks Tool, Machine or Robot in-
dividuals to an activity as a resource
requirement.

activityRequiresManufacturingFacility Workstation requirement of an activity.
Connects activity individuals with the
ManufacturingFacility individuals such
as Storage, Buffer, AssemblyStation or
CrimpingStation.

activityRequiresOperator Connects operator individuals to an
activity as a personnel requirement.

activityRequiresCapability Describes the capability requirement of
a specific assembly activity, which has
to be conducted by an Operator or In-
dustrialRobot.

Table I.3.3: Object properties of the Operator class
smo:Operator

activityRequiresOperator It provides information about a certain operator in-
volved in certain activities.

operatorAllocation Semantically connects operators with Manufactur-
ingFacility individuals such as Storage, Buffer, As-
semblyStation or CrimpingStation. It provides inform-
ation about where the operator performs his/her work.

performedBy Connects Results with Operators and shows which op-
erator was involved in which result(s).

equippedTo Describes the usage of Digital Assistance System
devices by operators.

SOSA:observes Semantically connects sensor individuals with operat-
ors and shows how the personnel are monitored.

smo:hasCapability Shows which capabilities require a specific operator.
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After creating the use case-specific knowledge graph and importing the required
data for the semantic network, the next step is to form queries and analyse the
results. Therefore, the utilized examples of KG-based analytics are discussed in
the following section.

I.3.6 Discussion on KG-based analytics of the use

case

This section presents the utilization of visual analytics tools in the resulting in-
dustrial case study-related KG. Ontology-compatible queries, data aggregations
and several graph visualizations are presented to facilitate human-centered pro-
cess analysis.

First, the graph visualization of the entire KG of the wire harness assembly-based
case study is shown in Figure I.3.11. This semantic representation offers a visual
verification of the manufacturing process. The entire network is visualized on
the left-hand side containing each property and individual of the KG, while a
minor detail is presented on the right-hand side of Figure I.3.11. The orange
node represents equipment E5 and some of the connecting data properties such as
locationID (18-4), equipmentCondition (86), equipmentID (E5), equipmentName
(ScrewdriverC) and equipmentType (Screwdriver).

Figure I.3.11: Visualization of the entire knowledge graph of this case study
(on the left-hand side) and some of the data properties of equipment E5 (on the

right-hand side)
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The first example of SPARQL [206] query-based data mapping is presented in
Figure I.3.12. The detailed SPARQL query can be found in Figure I.3.13. On
the left-hand side of Figure I.3.12, the graph visualization of the query can be
seen, where four different rules are defined to achieve the desired result. This
example is looking for RobotAssets that have an IndustrialRobot type, moreover,
aims to list three corresponding data items, namely the Location, EnergySupply
and ManufacturingFacility. A graph of the query result is shown on the right-
hand side of Figure I.3.12. The IndustrialRobot-type robot assets are presented
as orange nodes, each of which requires an EnergySupply called g2 (Electricity).
Each IndustrialRobot node is connected to the relevant node of the workstation
(ManufacturingFacility), which are different Assembly stations denoted in purple
in these cases. Finally, the location data properties of the robots are labeled with
blue nodes (the robots require two zones on the shop floor). This type of visual
analytics can support the investigation of dependencies in the case of specific
assets.

Figure I.3.12: Visualization of the RobotAsset query (on the left-hand side)
and the graph visualization of the result (on the right-hand side)

Figure I.3.13: SPARQL query - RobotAsset
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The query and resulting graph of Actors (operators or robots) as well as the Cap-
ability individuals with whom they are connected are presented in Figure I.3.14.
The detailed query in SPARQL can be found in Figure I.3.15. This example can
serve as an visual analysis of the manufacturing capability. It can be seen in Figure
I.3.14 that capability C8 (AGV loading/unloading) is possessed by most actors.
Additionally, while robot actors possess a maximum of two capabilities, operators
(denoted with green nodes) may even have four capabilities simultaneously.

Figure I.3.14: Visualization of the Actors - Capability query (on the left-hand
side) and the graph visualization of the result (on the right-hand side)

Figure I.3.15: SPARQL query - Capability
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A more complex data query is summarized in Figure I.3.16, to identify warning
messages from sensors sent to DAS devices. First, the KG is reduced to the sensor,
observation and observed nodes, which are also filtered down to the sensor indi-
viduals whose type names begin with "env" or "body", corresponding to environ-
mental or body sensors. Next, further data are added to the list and characterised
as observationValue, warningLimit, and alarmLimit of the affected data sets. An-
other filter is applied to identify the cases when the observationValue is higher
than the warningLimit. Finally, the name of the DAS device, the message and the
location of the equipment are listed. The detailed SPARQL query can be found
in Figure I.3.17. On the right-hand side of Figure I.3.16, only the most relevant
part of the query result is graphically visualized, where the purple node denotes
the location of the sensor, the red ones represent the message sent to the DAS,
and the green node corresponds to the specific operator to which the DAS device
is equipped, e.g. smart glass. Regarding the graph in the bottom-right corner of
the figure, the locations of the observing sensor and DAS device are identical as
they are body sensors.

Figure I.3.16: Visualization of the sensor - observation - DAS query (on the
left-hand side) and a graph visualization of the result (on the right-hand side)
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Figure I.3.17: SPARQL query - DAS

Figure I.3.18 represents the result of the SPARQL query in Figure I.3.19, which
lists the Result individuals of specific ManufacturingFacility, namely SA4 and
SC4, Assembly station 4 and Crimping station 4, where Operator 7 (O7), Robot
6 and 7 (R6 − R7) are performing assembly activities, that create the visualized
15 different result (red nodes). Figure I.3.18 also serves as a visual analytic tool to
investigate the collaboration between human-robot actors. The presented graph
visualization methods can show supportive collaboration (type-4), such as res63

and res66 are performed at the same time on the same workpiece by O7 and R6.
Another type-4 collaboration occurs in case of res61, performed by O7 and R5.

Figure I.3.18: Visualization of the result - workstation - actor query (on the
left-hand side), and graph visualization of human-robot actors and the performed
results at Assembly station 4 and Crimping station 4 (on the right-hand side)
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Figure I.3.19: SPARQL query - result - workstation - actor

An application of the human-machine collaboration time KPI-related statement is
given by the following result in Figure I.3.20, continuing the previous example with
Operator 7 (O7) and Robots 6-7 (R6 − R7), while working on Assembly station
4. The total times of supportive collaboration (type 4) are presented in the chart
visualized in Figure I.3.18. It should be noted that O7 spent more assembly time
collaborating supportively with Robots 5 and 6 than performing individual work.
Additionally, in the last two columns of the graph, simultaneous collaboration
(type 3) is also highlighted, performed by Operator 7 and Robot 6.

To visualize and analyse type 3 as well as the simultaneous collaborative assembly
activity sequence, the results and precedence of the activities need to be investig-
ated. Therefore, in Figure I.3.21, the result of a query on a KG is presented and
visualized with directed graphs, creating precedence graphs. The detailed query in
SPARQL language can be found in Figure I.3.22. The yellow nodes represent the
activities, while the purple ones depict the results. The directed edges represent
different object properties of the KG, namely:

Figure I.3.20: Distribution of assembly work in terms of operator O7, includ-
ing the total supportive, simultaneous and individual times
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• done - activityHasResult object property
Shows the result condition of a specific activity if the assembly task is ac-
complished.

• prec. - activityHasPrecedence object property
Represents the precedence criteria of an activity that has to be carried out
before the specific activity can be started.

• perform - performedBy object property
Describes the human or robot actor that performs the activity.

The activities and results, which can serve as a basis for the analysis of process flow,
where the sequence of procedures and criteria can be followed from activities a75

to a83 are shown on the left-hand side of Figure I.3.21. An extended visualization,
where the perform edges are added showing that a human or robot actor has
performed a specific activity, is presented on the right-hand side of this figure.

The study of the in- and out-degrees of a directed graph [209] makes it possible to
create clusters [210] in the network. Utilizing this method, it can be stated that
if a result node contains more than one done in-degree, it has been performed by
type-4 supportive collaboration of actors, as it is labeled in the cases of activities
a77−a78 and a81−a82. In these cases, the actors need to wait for the same result
(precedence is given) before starting to perform different activities simultaneously
on the same workpiece.

Figure I.3.21: Directed graph result and activity nodes (on the left-hand side)
as well as the same result, including the human-machine actor nodes (on the

right-hand side)
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Figure I.3.22: SPARQL query - collaboration at station SA4

According to the precedence graph, if two (or more) activity nodes are given the
same precedence (prec. edge) but yield different results (done edge), a type-3
simultaneous collaboration has occurred. It can also be observed in Figure I.3.21
that activities a79 and a80 are performed at the same time after being given the
same precedence (res63), but yielding different results once completed (res64 and
res65).

The final result in this section is a conceptual dashboard shown in Figure I.3.23,
where the percentages represent the levels of competence of the operators and the
conditions of the robots. The previously presented query result as well as the KPIs
in Subsection I.3.3 can be a source of data for smart glass, dashboards on the shop
floor, the DAS or other smart devices.

Figure I.3.23: Conceptual dashboard for human-centric manufacturing
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In this section, the formation of the KG in this industrial case study and the
analytical methods were presented with detailed examples. The following section
summarizes the contributions of this chapter.

I.3.7 Summary of human-centric knowledge graph

framework

The design concept of a human-centered knowledge graph (HCKG) based on in-
dustry standards and semantic technologies associated with Industry 5.0 techno-
logies is presented in this chapter. An extended version of the MOM model and
the development framework were introduced in the form of a layered structure.
The activities performed by an operator full within the scope of this study, includ-
ing the evaluation of movements, collaboration with machines, work steps and
ergonomics amongst conditions. Additionally, it is highlighted that activity re-
cognition technologies can enhance the utilizable data in a knowledge graph in a
smart factory environment.

This chapter aimed to summarize the existing methods and tools of semantic
development as well as proposed a concept to create standard models of human-
centered collaboration, which has been demonstrated in an industrial use case.
The contributions of this chapter are as follow:

• Highlighted the need for integrating human factors in cyber-physical systems.

• Suggested an extension of the automation standards (ISA-95, AutomationML,
B2MML) with human-related processes and presented applications of se-
mantic technologies.

• The concept was tested on a reproducible industrial case study. Several
graph-based analyses were performed using normal, directed or hypergraphs
such as resource allocation analysis, KPI evaluation and the integration of a
DAS.

• The HCKG-based application made it possible to detect different types of
collaboration between human and machine actors in the assembly process.

• Additionally, a conceptual application was proposed for a human-centric
manufacturing dashboard.



Part II.

Network science based process

optimization - Advanced

manufacturing analytics

This part discusses the network science-based process optimization and presents
several detailed application aspects in Chapters II.2-II.4. First, Chapter II.1 high-
lights the problem statement and introduces the theoretical and research back-
ground of network science-based process optimization, such as assembly line balan-
cing, community detection or hypergraph-based analytics. Chapter II.2 presents
a detailed method for solving assembly line balancing with the combination of
analytic hierarchy process and multilayer network-based modeling. Additionally,
a complex, multilayer analysis of a wire-harness assembly graph network is de-
scribed. Chapter II.3 presents an efficient network community detection algorithm
based on crossing minimization and bottom-up segmentation. Finally, Chapter II.4
discusses the hypergraph-based analysis of a collaborative manufacturing process.
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Chapter II.1

Problem statement of network

science-based process optimization

The previous part of this doctoral thesis showed a variety of applications and high-
lighted the advantages of semantic technologies in modern industry. Following the
advised graph-based data access approach, this chapter aims to give an overview
of some of the possible analytic methods and optimization procedures that can be
utilized on graph networks. The motivation is to provide effective optimization
for complex production processes of an Industry 4.0 environment and to handle
the dynamically changing conditions and requirements on a shop floor.

The contents of this introduction section are the followings:

• First Section II.1.1 gives a summary about application options of semantic
features for optimization.

• Section II.1.2 describes how to convert raw or ontology data into a graph
network and create multilayer network representation.

• In Section II.1.3 the assembly line balancing problem is presented in general.

• Section II.1.4 discusses the field of community detection algorithms and
methods.

• Finally, Section II.1.5 presents the hypergraph-based production analytics.
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II.1.1 Application of semantic features for optim-

ization

First, some of the main features of utilizing semantic technologies and graph ana-
lytics from a human-centered approach are presented in Table II.1.1 [211]. These
analytical methods can help to monitor and understand HRE [212] as well as KPI
[213] factors better. Additionally, an example of its application is given in Table
II.1.1 for each network metric.

Table II.1.1: Knowledge graph metrics and analytical features
Network
metrics

Analytical features of KGs

Centrality
computation

Which are the critical objects in the
network?
Detect the most significant influen-
cing factors in the operator’s envir-
onment.

Similarities
between
nodes and edges

How similar are two objects based
on their properties and how are they
connected to other objects?
Solve allocation problems concerning
operators and resources.

Flows
and
paths

What is the shortest, cheapest or
quickest way to perform a process
step?
Optimize the shop floor layout to best
match operator needs.

Cycles Are there any cycles in the graph? If
so, where are they?
Analyse tasks allocated to humans
and machines in a collaborative work
environment

Network
communities

What communities can be found in
the production network?
Facilitate the design of human-
machine collaboration or cell form-
ation.

To discuss data interoperability briefly in the case of optimizing semantic data in
other graph-based ways, the following section introduces how to convert product
information into graph databases.
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II.1.2 Convert data into graph network and mul-

tilayer network representation

Figure II.1.1 represents the three stages of data processing: converting raw data
to a graph network and then to a multilayer graph network. The first step is
to transform the collected data from the production system into ontology-based
datasets (linked data as RDF). Then if the ontology skeleton is complete (also
referred to as system modelling), connect the production datasets with the onto-
logy. During the third phase, the created RDF based semantic network is turned
into a multilayer network. To perform these tasks, vector- and matrix-sorted data
aggregation methods can be utilized.

Usually, production systems include multiple subsystems and layers of connectiv-
ity. Thus, although research-based solutions for classical operations typically use
a graph-based representation of problems and flow-based optimization algorithms,
conventional single-layer networks quickly become incapable of representing the
complexity and connectivity of all the details of the production line. With the
overlapping data in Industry 4.0 solutions, it should be highlighted that mul-
tilayer networks are expected to be the most suitable options for representing
modern production lines. The concept of a multilayer network was developed
to represent multiple types of relationships [214], and these models have been
proven to be applicable to the representation of complex connected systems [215].
Network-based models can also represent how products, resources and operators
are connected [216], which is beneficial in terms of solving manufacturing cell
formation problems [217].

Figure II.1.1: The steps of data transformation towards creating a process-
specific ontology and graph-based multilayer network
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Once the data is accessible for optimization algorithms, different methods can be
utilized, such as assembly line balancing or community detection, as presented in
the following two sections.

II.1.3 Algorithmic solutions to the assembly line

balancing problem

This section briefly presents the assembly line balancing problem in production,
which is one of the most common optimization tasks.

Assembly lines in production are still one of the most widely applied manufacturing
systems [218]. Assembly-Line Balancing (ALB) [219] deals with the balanced
assignment of tasks to the workstations, resulting in the optimization of a given
objective function without violating precedence constraints [220]. The efficiency of
these optimization tasks is mostly determined by the model of the manufacturing
process represented [221].

Line balancing is a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) optimiza-
tion problem, which means that the computational complexity of the optimization
problem increases exponentially as the dimensions of the problem increase. This
challenge explains why numerous approaches such as simulated annealing (SA)
[222, 223], hybrid heuristic optimization [223, 224], chance-constrained integer
programming [225], recursive and dynamic programming [226], as well as tabu
search [227] have been utilized in the field of production management. The fuzzy
set theory provides a transparent and interpretable framework to represent inform-
ation uncertainty and solve the ALB problem [228, 229]. Among the wide range of
heuristic methods capable of achieving reasonable solutions [230], SA is the most
widely used search algorithm [231], so it has already been applied to solve mixed
and multi-model line-balancing problems [232].

The following section continues with another common optimization problem of
complex networks, with community detection.
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II.1.4 Community detection algorithms

The community structure is one of the essential features of networks [233, 234].
Community detection algorithms are fundamental tools to uncover how the net-
works are structured [235]. Identifying communities and their boundaries are cru-
cial to classifying nodes according to their structural position in the community
[236, 237]. Recently, more and more community detection algorithms are appear-
ing [238, 239, 240, 241]. In the case of large networks [242, 243], the modularity
optimization-based approach is highly studied and applied [244, 245] because of
the outstanding effectiveness and low computation time.

Many community detection algorithms are based on node sorting, and serializa-
tion, where the basic idea is to use an efficient clustering in the order of network
nodes [246, 247, 248]. Serialization is the basis of community detection proced-
ures in networks, which is directly related to modularity property and modularity
optimization algorithms as spectral clustering [249, 250]. The spectral clustering
method consists of transforming the initial set of objects into a set of points in
space, whose coordinates are elements of eigenvectors: the set of points is clustered
via standard techniques [248, 251].

After the general optimization method, the following section presents a more com-
plex analytic method with the so-called hypergraphs.

II.1.5 Introduction to hypergraph-based analytics

A hypergraph is a mathematical structure consisting of a set of nodes and a set
of hyperedges, where each hyperedge is a subset of nodes. Unlike in a traditional
graph where edges connect pairs of nodes, hyperedges in a hypergraph can connect
any number of nodes [252].

Hypergraphs provide a sufficient description of a system with hierarchical and
multilevel model techniques to describe collaboration between larger groups or
complex networks. In operations research, one of the most dynamically develop-
ing fields is related to hypergraphs [253, 252] and higher order interactions [254].
In traditional networks, only pairwise interactions are defined within the vertices,
which is suitable for describing collaborations between two participants but insuf-
ficient in the case of complex networks, describing collaborations between larger
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groups. Therefore, formalising a multilayer higher-order network can help uncover
network properties such as the community structure, various centrality measures
[254] and efficient clustering of data [255]. Hypergraphs are also increasingly being
used in cooperative game theory [256, 257] as well as in cooperative multi-agent
reinforcement learning [258].

It is believed that hypergraph models will be much more widely applied in the
analysis and design of manufacturing systems. The applicability of this modeling
approach has already been proven in the design of knowledge-centric robot systems
where, based on a structural meta-model and the related domain-specific language,
a hypergraph has been designed [259].

The analytical techniques of hypergraphs can also support the design of smart
manufacturing applications. The clustering-based Cloud Manufacturing Service
Management Model has been developed to manage the high number of instances
in which dynamically changing cloud services are applied, using three different
layers [260]. Allocation problems of flexible manufacturing systems, e.g. tool
switching problems, can also be handled more efficiently with hypergraphs [261].
Another application is a hypergraph convolutional network, developed to predict
the removal rate of material in chemical mechanical planarization, the benefit of
which is to identify the structure of underlying equipment containing essential
interaction mechanisms among different components [262].

As a manufacturing cell can be identified as a part of a hypergraph, it can also
support the field of cell formation in Flexible Manufacturing, creating multidimen-
sional layout diagrams and analysing the internal mechanism [263]. Furthermore,
the framework of a hypergraph can facilitate the optimal model-based decompos-
ition (OMBD) of engineering design problems [264]. A Cell Formation algorithm
called Hypergraph BFS (Breadth-First Search) has been developed by Kandiller,
which is another efficient machine-grouping procedure [265]. The algorithm ex-
amines the vertex set of the hypergraph and tries to form machine cells based
on their similarities by partitioning the dataset as well as selecting key vertices
and using them as roots in each search process [266]. Furthermore, hypergraphs
can also support allocation problems in the era of Industry 4.0, e.g. in robot
task allocation, where a multilevel framework is required to handle assignments
[267, 268].
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Another field where the outstanding network analysis techniques of hypergraphs
can be utilized is competency mapping, an approach highlighting expertise, reusing
knowledge or monitoring key performance indicators (KPI) to increase productiv-
ity. The investigation of multi-hypergraph structures offers an effective solution
for competency mapping [269].



Chapter II.2

Analytic hierarchy process and

multilayer network-based method

for assembly line balancing

This Chapter introduces an optimization method that combines the analytic hier-
archy process and the multilayer network-based production representation to solve
the assembly line balancing problem.

Assembly line balancing improves the efficiency of production systems by the op-
timal assignment of tasks to operators. The optimization of this assignment re-
quires models that provide information about the activity times, constraints and
costs of the assignments. A multilayer network-based representation of the as-
sembly line-balancing problem is proposed, in which the layers of the network
represent the skills of the operators, the tools required for their activities and the
precedence constraints of their activities. The activity-operator network layer is
designed by a multi-objective optimization algorithm in which the training and
equipment costs as well as the precedence of the activities are also taken into
account. As these costs are difficult to evaluate, the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) technique is used to quantify the importance of the criteria. The optimiz-
ation problem is solved by a multi-level SA algorithm, that efficiently handles the
precedence constraints. The efficiency of the method is demonstrated by a case
study from wire harness manufacturing (described in the Appendix C.1), which is
a subset of the complex wire harness assembly production model, discussed earlier
in Chapter I.2.

94
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In the proposed novel network model, the layers represent the skills of the oper-
ators, the tools required for the activities, and the precedence constraints of the
activities. At the same time, a multi-objective optimization algorithm designs the
assignment of activities and operators to network layers. The proposed multilayer
network approach supports the intuitive formulation of multi-objective line bal-
ancing optimization tasks. Besides the utilization of operators, the utilization of
the tools and the number of skills of an operator are also taken into account. The
main advantage of the proposed network-based representation is that the latter
two objectives are directly related to the structural properties of the optimized
network.

To deal with the complexity of the ALB problem, an SA algorithm was also
developed. The developed algorithm utilizes a unique problem-oriented sequen-
tial representation of the assignment problem and applies a neighbourhood-search
strategy that generates feasible task sequences for every iteration. Since the al-
gorithm has to handle multiple aspects of line balancing, the AHP technique is
used to quantify the importance of the objectives, also known as Saaty’s method
[270]. AHP is a method for multi-criteria decision-making which is used to evaluate
complex multiple criteria alternatives involving subjective judgments [271]. This
method is a useful and practical approach to solving complex and unstructured
decision-making problems by calculating the relative importance of the criteria
based on the pairwise comparison of different alternatives [272]. The method has
been widely applied thanks to its effectiveness and interpretability. Two papers
were found in which it has already been applied to determine the cost function
of multi-objective SA optimization problems. In the first case study of supplier
selection, AHP was applied to calculate the weight of every objective by applying
the Taguchi method [273] (Adaptive Tabu Search Algorithm - ATSA [274]). In
contrast, in the second report, this concept was applied to the maintenance of road
infrastructure [275].

The novelties of this chapter are the following:

• In Section II.2.1, the main problem formulation is introduced, including the
multilayer network representation of multiple aspects concerning the balan-
cing of production lines, and the details of the objective function.
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• In Section II.2.2, an SA algorithm is introduced based on a novel sequential
representation of the line-balancing problem and the search algorithm that
guarantees the fulfilment of the precedence constraints.

• Section II.2.3 demonstrates how AHP can be used to aggregate the multilayer
network-represented objectives of the line-balancing problem for SA.

• Section II.2.4 presents the parameter testing result of the proposed method.

• In Section II.2.5 a more complex multilayer analysis is presented, which
includes community detection as well.

• Finally, Section II.2.6 summarizes the contributions of this chapter.

II.2.1 Problem formulation of multilayer based,

multi-objective assembly line balancing

In this section, the problem formulation is presented. First, the representation
of production line modelling with the multilayer network is introduced in Section
II.2.1.1. The details of the minimized function and its AHP-based aggregation are
given in Section II.2.1.2.

II.2.1.1 Multilayer network-based representation of produc-

tion lines

The proposed network model of the production line consists of a set of bipartite
graphs that represent connections between operators, o = {o1, . . . , oNo}; skills of
the operators needed to perform the given activity, s = {s1, . . . , sNs}; equipment,
e = {e1, . . . , eNe}; activities (operations), a = {a1, . . . , aNa}; and the precedence
constraints between activities, a

′
=

{
a1

′
, . . . , a

′
Na

}
. The relationships between

these sets are defined by bipartite graphs Gi,j = (Oi, Oj, Ei,j) represented by
A[Oi, Oj] biadjacency matrices, where Oi and Oj denote a general representation
of the sets of objects, such that Oi, Oj ∈

{
s, e, a

′
, a,o

}
.

The edges of these bipartite networks represent structural relationships; e.g., the
biadjacency matrix A[a, a′] represents the precedence constraints or A[a,o] rep-
resents the assignments of activities to operators. Moreover, the edge weights can
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be proportional to the number of shared components/resources or time/cost (see
Table II.2.1) [216].

Table II.2.1: Definition of the biadjacency matrices of the bipartite networks

used to illustrate, how a multidimensional network can represent a production

line.

Nodes Description

–
W

Activity (a) - Operator (o) Operator assigned to the activ-
ity

S Activity (a) - Skill (s) Skill/education required for a
category of activities

E Activity (a) - Equipment (e) Equipment which is in use in
an activity

A′ Activity (a) - Activity (a′) Precedence constraint between
activities

As can be seen in Figure II.2.1, these bipartite networks are strongly connected.
The proposed model can be considered as an interacting or interconnected network
[214], where bipartite networks define the layers. Since different types of connec-
tions are defined, the model can also be handled as a multidimensional network.
As illustrated in Figure II.2.2, when relationships between the sets Oi and Oj are
not directly defined, it is possible to evaluate the relationship between their ele-
ments oi,k and oj,l in terms of the number of possible paths or the length of the
shortest path between these nodes [216].

In the case of connected unweighted multipartite graphs, the number of paths
intersecting the set O0 can be easily calculated based on the connected pairs of
bipartite graphs as follows:

AO0 [Oi, Oj] = A[O0, Oi]
T ×A[O0, Oj] . (II.2.1)

In the proposed network model, the optimization problem is defined by the alloca-
tion of tasks that require the allocation of different skills and tools to an operator
that might necessitate extra training, labour and investment costs. The main be-
nefit of the proposed network representation is that these costs can be directly
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Figure II.2.1: Illustrative network representation of a production line. The
definitions of the symbols are given in Table II.2.1.

Figure II.2.2: Projection of a property connection

evaluated based on the products of the biadjacency matrices S and W:

A[s,o] = A[s, a]A[a,o] = SW. (II.2.2)

The resultant network A[s,o] represents how many times a given skill should be
utilized by an operator, while its unweighted version Au[s,o] models which skills
the operators should have.

The design of the presented network model is based on the analysis of the semantic-
ally standardized models of production lines [276], and the experience gained in
the development project connected to the proposed case study. The details of the
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multilayer network-based modelling of a wire-harness production process can be
found in [216].

II.2.1.2 The objective function of assembly line balancing

A simple assembly line balancing problem (SALBP) assigns Na tasks/activities to
No workstations/operators. Each activity is assigned to exactly one operator, and
the sum of task times of workstation should be less or equal to the cycle time Tc

[277]. Precedence relations between activities must not be violated [278]. There
are two significant variants of this problem [279], SALBP-1 aims to minimize No

for a given Tc, while the goal of SALBP-2 is to minimize Tc for a predefined
No [218, 280, 281]. In this work, the SALBP-2 problem was investigated and
extended to include the following skill and equipment-related objective functions
as described with equations in the followings.

Station-time-related objective: The main objective of line balancing is to minimize
the cycle time Tc, which is equal to the sum of the maximum of the station times
Tj. The utilization of the whole assembly line can be calculated as follows:

Tc = argmax
j

Tj =
Na∑
i=1

wi,jti, (II.2.3)

where ti represents the elementary activity times of the ai-th activity.

As the theoretical minimum of Tc is

T ∗
c =

∑Na

i=1 ti
No.

, (II.2.4)

the following ratio evaluates the efficiency of the balancing of the activity times:

QT (π) =
T ∗
c

Tc

=

∑Na
i=1 ti
No∑Na

i=1wi,jti.
(II.2.5)

Skill-related (training) objective: The training cost is calculated with the node
degree between skill-operator elements s − o. The number of skills Ns is divided
by the sum of the node degrees ki between sub-networks s and o in the multilayer
representation:
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QS(π) =
Ns∑s−o,o

i ki.
(II.2.6)

Equipment-related objective function: The equipment cost is calculated with the
node degree between equipment-operator elements e− o. The number of pieces of
equipment Ne is divided by the sum of the node degrees ki between sub-networks
e and o in the multilayer representation:

QE(π) =
Ne∑e−o,o

i ki.
(II.2.7)

Since the importance of these objectives is difficult to quantify, a pairwise com-
parison is used to evaluate their relative importance, and the AHP is used to
determine the weights λ in the objective function:

Q(π) = λ1QT (π) + λ2QS(π) + λ3QE(π), (II.2.8)

where QT (π) ∈ [0, 1] represents the balance of the production line, and QS(π) ∈
[0, 1] and QE(π) ∈ [0, 1] measure the efficiency of how the skills and tools are
utilized, respectively.

The application of AHP-based weighting is beneficial to integrate the normalised
values of the easy to evaluate station-time and equipment-related objectives, and
the less specific training-related costs. Although the pairwise comparison of the
importance of these objectives and cost-items is subjective, the consistency of
the comparisons can be evaluated based on the numerical analysis of the resulted
comparison matrices (which will be shown in the next section), which clarifies the
reason for the choice of AHP as an ideal tool to extract expert knowledge for the
formalisation of the cost function.

II.2.2 Simulated annealing-based line-balancing op-

timization

This section presents the proposed optimization algorithm, introduces the repres-
entation of the SA problem, and discusses how the precedence constraints of the
activities are represented. Additionally, it is presented how a sequencing problem
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formulates the assignment of activities to operators that the proposed simulated
annealing algorithm can efficiently solve.

In the proposed network representation (Figure II.2.1), the assignment of activities
to operators is defined by the elements wi,j of the matrix W that represent the ith

activity assigned to the jth operator. Instead of the direct optimization of these
Na×No elements, a sequence Nπ = Na+No−1 is optimized, where Na represents
the number of activities and No denotes the number of operators.

The concept of sequence-based allocation is illustrated in Figure II.2.3, where the
horizontal axis represents the fixed order of the operators oj and the vertical axis
stands for the activities ai , where π(i) represents the index of the activity by
the ith sequence number. The ordered activities are assigned to the operators by
No − 1 boundary elements, represented as aπ(i) = ∗, which ensure that the next
activity in the sequence is assigned to the following operator.

In addition to these three objectives of the simulated production line, a so-called
soft limit is also defined, which is the amount of the unaccomplished precedence
of the activities (A′). This limitation of the order with regard to the activities is
stored in the multilayer network.

The completion of a task is a precondition for the start of another because tasks
depend on other tasks. The π sequence has some constraining condition and cannot

Figure II.2.3: Illustration of the sequencing method. The activities are separ-
ated into the different groups of activities that are assigned to different operators
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Figure II.2.4: Precedence graph of the example problem taken from Jackson
[284, 279]

be entirely arbitrary. The precedence graph is used to represent these dependencies
in SALBP [218, 282, 283]. Figure II.2.4 shows a problem from a well-known
example by Jackson [284] with Na = 11 tasks, where task 7 requires tasks 3–5 to be
completed directly (direct predecessor) and task 1 indirectly (indirect predecessor).
The precedence graph can be described by matrix A′(i, j), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , Na, where
A′(i, j) = 1 if task i is the direct predecessor of task j, otherwise, it is 0 [279]. The
precedence graph is partially ordered if tasks cannot be performed in parallel. It
must be determined whether a permutation π = (π1, π2, . . . , πNa) is feasible or not
according to the precedence constraint.

Based on the transitive closure A∗ of A′, π is feasible if A∗(pj, pi) = 0, ∀i, j, i < j;
otherwise, π is infeasible [279]. A sub-sequence (πi, πi+1, . . . , πj), where i < j of
π, can be defined by π(i:j). For example, a feasible sequence π of the precedence
graph in Figure II.2.4 is π = (1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 7, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11) and π(2:4) = (4, 3, 2) is a
sub-sequence of π.

As will be presented in the next subsection, the key idea of the algorithm is that it
determines the interchangeable sets of activity pairs and uses these in the guided
simulated annealing optimization.

The developed optimization algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1 and consists of the
following steps, which are the main novelties with the boundaries integration:

• Generating the initial feasible sequence.

• SA I: Optimization of the sequences of the activities.

– SA II (embedded in SA I): in the case of a specific sequence, the activ-
ities are assigned to the operators by optimizing the location of the
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boundary elements in sequence π as has been presented in Figure II.2.3,
so SA I uses a cost function that relates to the optimal assignment.

Thank to the integration of the embedded two SA algorithms with the π boundary
elements the method can result a more fast and favorable sequence.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the proposed SA-ALB algorithm
Input: s, e, T ime, Precedence
Output: π,Q(π)
Annealing: maxiter, T, Tmax, Tmin,mmax,mmin

1 α = ( Tmin

Tmax
)1/maxiter, T 1 = Tmax

αm = (mmin

mmax
)1/maxiter,m1 = mmax

2 Begin
T = Tmax; Tmax = maximum value of temperature
while T < Tmin;Tmin = minimum value of temperature

Generate initial sequence π, which satisfies the constraints
Generate initial placement of the boundary elements
Evaluate the cost function Q(π), as functions (II.2.5), (II.2.6) and (II.2.7)

3 for i = 1 to maxiter do
4 Select randomly one interchangeable activity pair

Interchange the activities and evaluate the new solution by implementing
SA II that optimizes the placement of the boundary elements in this se-
quence
// SA II is working with the same principle as this main SA I

5 NewQ(πnew) = Q(πnew)
∆ = Q(πnew)−Q(π)

6 if ∆ < 0 then
7 π = πnew

Q(π) = Q(πnew)

8 else
9 if random() < exp(−∆

T i ) then
10 π = πnew

Q(π) = Q(πnew)

11 T i+1 = αT i,mi+1 = αim
i

End
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II.2.3 Solving ALB with multilayer and AHP ap-

proach

The development of the proposed line-balancing algorithm is motivated by a de-
velopment project which was defined to improve the efficiency of an industrial
wire harness manufacturing process [285]. In this work, a subset of this model is
used which consists of 24 activities, five operators, six skills and eight pieces of
equipment as described in more details in Appendix C.1 (Chapter C). The applied
benchmark data illustrates that the practical implementation of line balancing
problems is also influenced by how much equipment is needed for the designed
production line and how many skills should be learnt by the operators.

All the collected information is transformed into network layers, as shown in Figure
II.2.5. The top of the figure shows the bipartite networks that represent the details
of the assignments, while the bottom of the figure represents the tree layers of the
network that define the activity–operator, skill–operator, and equipment–operator
assignments. As can be seen, this representation is beneficial as it shows how
similar operators, skills and equipment can be grouped into clusters.

Although this is not shown in the figure, the weights of the edges represent the
costs or benefits of the assignments. The final form of the network is formed based
on a multi-objective optimization of the sets of active edges.

As some of these objectives are difficult to measure, the proposed AHP-based
method is utilized to convert the pairwise comparisons of the experts into weights
of criteria. The structure of the decision problem is represented in Figure II.2.6. As
this figure illustrates, the AHP is used to compare difficult to evaluate equipment
and skill assignment costs and the importance of the objectives. The pairwise
comparison was performed by a process engineer, and the resulting comparison
matrices can be found in Tables II.2.2–II.2.4. Based on the analysis of the the
eigenvalues of these matrices [272], it can be stated that the evaluations were
consistent.

Since the activities cannot be performed in parallel, a precedence graph defines
the most crucial question, namely whether a permutation of sequence π is feas-
ible. Based on the transitive closure of the adjacency matrix of the graph, the
interchangeable sets of activities can be defined as depicted in Figure II.2.7.
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Figure II.2.5: Illustration of the skill-operator and equipment-operator assign-
ments after line balancing

The result of the optimization is shown in Figure II.2.5, which illustrates that the
five operators assigned to different skills and pieces of equipment.

The reliability and the robustness of the proposed method are evaluated by ten
independent runs of the optimization algorithm to highlight how the stochastic
nature of the proposed method influences the result, as well as showing the effect
of the number of operators on the solutions. The aim of the analysis of the
independent runs was to estimate the variance of the solutions caused by the
stochastic nature of the process and the optimization algorithm. The sample size
of such repeat studies can be determined based on the statistical tests of the
estimated variance. In the analysis, ten experiments were found to get proper
estimation of the variance (which is in line with the widely applied ten-fold cross-
validation concept).
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Figure II.2.6: Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) used to solve a decision prob-
lem

Table II.2.2: AHP TOP matrix that shows the relative importance of the

objectives. It can be seen that, in this pair-wise comparison, the skill-related

cost is evaluated as being twice as important as the equipment-related costs.

Balancing Equipment Skill

Balancing 2.00 4.00

Equipment 0.50 2.00

Skill 0.25 0.50

Table II.2.3: AHP equipment matrix that shows the relative importance of

the equipment.

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8

E1 1 0.33 0.50 2 3 3 2

E2 1 0.33 0.50 2 3 3 2

E3 3 3 2 5 7 7 5

E4 2 2 0.50 3 5 5 3

E5 0.50 0.50 0.20 0.33 2 2 1

E6 0.33 0.33 0.14 0.20 0.50 1 0.50

E7 0.33 0.33 0.14 0.20 0.50 1 0.50

E8 0.50 0.50 0.20 0.33 1 2 2
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Table II.2.4: AHP skill matrix that shows the relative importance of the skills.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

S1 0.20 0.30 0.50 0.50 0.14

S2 5 2 3 3 0.50

S3 3 0.50 2 2 0.33

S4 2 0.30 0.50 1 0.20

S5 2 0.30 0.50 1 0.20

S6 7 2 3 5 5

Figure II.2.7: Possible path (left), precedence (middle) and transitive closure
(right) of the activities (the unmarked pairs are interchangeable)

Figure II.2.8 shows the different total activity times of each operator during the
simulation. In this case, the station times do not differ greatly, and the result is
optimal [216]. The developed algorithm was implemented in MATLAB and the
presented problem can serve as a benchmark for constrained multi-objective line
balancing. Additionally, a red horizontal line in the figure shows the Tc mean cycle
time of the five operators.
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Figure II.2.8: Summarized activity time comparison of the five allocated
operators

II.2.4 Parameter testing

This section presents the parameter testing results of the assembly line balancing
problem, solved with proposed method.

In the first test, the modification of the cost function has been tested, as apply
all three cost elements, compared to use only the time-related goal. Figure II.2.9
represents two cases, which have the biggest difference from each other in terms
of the objective function. The top of the figure shows the original case of the
assembly line balancing, where all three types of cost are taken into account, such
as time, skill, and equipment-related costs, and the algorithm uses the AHP to
handle their hierarchy. Additionally, with all three objective function elements,
the costs are the followings: 94% of time cost, 38% of skill cost and 36% of equip-
ment cost. The second case (at the bottom of the figure) represents a simplified
cost function, where only the time-related optimization goal is applied. The sim-
plification of the objective function results an even better, 97% of time cost. As
the skill and equipment objectives were not taken into account, the skill-operator
and equipment-operator allocations are also different, and the edge numbers are
increased. Compared to the first scenario, the number of skill-operator allocations
(edges) changed from 8 to 12, furthermore, the number of equipment-operator
allocations also changed from 11 to 15. In conclusion, it can be stated, that the
modification of the cost function had a significant influence on the number of
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skill and equipment assignments to operators, while resulting slightly better cycle
times.

Figure II.2.9: Assembly line balancing result of the proposed method with
time-skill-equipment cost included (on the top), and considering only time re-

lated cost (on the bottom side)

The second test is focusing on the sensitivity of the ALB solution to changes in
activity times, and deviation if i.e. a specific operator performs a certain assembly
activity with a delay. Figure II.2.10 shows the test of how an individual activity
time deviation affects the cycle time. The figure represents three different assembly
line balancing results with five operators, where in each case, one of the 24 activities
has been performed for a longer than ideal time. In the first scenario activity 2

(connector handling) has been performed for 10 seconds, instead of the expected 3

seconds. This delay had a serious effect on the balancing as the time cost decreased
to 77% and the mean activity time is 41 seconds. In the second scenario activity
16 (insertion 2nd end) has been performed for 10 seconds, instead of the expected
5 seconds. This deviation caused an even better, 97% of time cost, while skill and
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Figure II.2.10: Change of line balancing time results in the case of an activity
has been performed for longer than ideal time, with a delay by the allocated

operator - three different scenarios

equipment costs are still the same, 38% and 36%. Finally, in the third scenario
activity 24 (QC final) has been performed for 20 seconds, instead of the expected
10 seconds. This delay had also a significant effect on the balancing as the time
cost decreased to 78% and the mean activity time is 42 seconds.

In the third experiment, the assembly line balancing result has been tested with
different number of operators (the original activity time list has been used, as
listed in Table C.2 of Appendix C.1). Figure II.2.11 represents four scenarios of
ALB result with three, four, five and six operators. By increasing the number
of allocated operators, the mean cycle time is decreasing and the cost values are
also changing. Table II.2.5 summarizes the cost results in further cases from two,
to eight operators. Additionally, the mean cycle time, and the best cost of SA
optimization algorithm (the weighted total cost of the multi-objective optimization
function) are also listed in the table below.

Table II.2.5: Assembly line balancing result with different number of operators
Number
of operat-
ors

Mean
cycle
time

Station-
time-related
objective

Skill-related
(training)
objective

Equipment-
related
objective

Best
cost

2 99 sec 98% 43% 44% 38%
3 66 sec 90% 38% 40% 44%
4 50 sec 93% 38% 40% 50%
5 40 sec 94% 38% 36% 40%
6 33 sec 79% 38% 36% 49%
7 28 sec 66% 38% 40% 52%
8 25 sec 83% 30% 31% 52%
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Figure II.2.11: The change of sum activity times and mean cycle time in the
case of different number of allocated operators, three to six

Finally, Figure II.2.12 presents the different time, skill and equipment-related ob-
jectives in the case of different operators. As the results show, the increase in the
number of operators decreases the efficiency of the utilization of the tools and skills
(this trend is the main driving force for forming manufacturing cells). The process
can be well balanced in the case of 3–5 operators; e.g., in the case of five operat-
ors, in one of the best solutions, the balancing objectives are a time cost of 94.3%,
training cost of 75.0% and equipment cost of 72.8%.
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Figure II.2.12: Boxplot of time, skill and equipment-related objectives for dif-
ferent independent runs of the algorithm and with different numbers of operators

II.2.5 Complex, multilayer analysis of a wire-harness

assembly graph network

This section describes the creation of RDF-based multilayer network to visualize
and analyse the connectivity between the individuals of a production network.
The collected manufacturing data is based on the same wire harness assembly case
study presented in Appendix C.1 (Chapter C). After that the method is evaluated
to discover the potential of community detection. The field of community detection
in graph networks is presented in more detailed in the following Chapter II.3.

MuxViz [286] has been utilized to create multilayer graph representations and
source other networks analyse. By graphically examining process networks, dif-
ferent inhomogeneities can be identified and analysed. Identifying the core nodes
and investigating the critical edges or node-degree distribution within the network
structure can provide internal information about the production process.

In this approach, the analysis scope is the skill, equipment, and workstation as-
signment in assembly activities. Figure II.2.13 shows the multilayer visualization,
which contains three different layers, representing the connectivity of the 653 as-
sembly activities to other classes of the ontology as Skills, pieces of Equipment and
Workstations. Unique colours denote the core nodes of the network as five Skills
(green), five pieces of Equipment (blue) and ten Workstations (red). Additional in-
formation is presented by internal edges within these three layers, connecting the
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core nodes and representing assignments as Workstation-Skill, Skill-Equipment
and Workstation-Equipment.

The Activity-Workstation layer is investigated in more detail to uncover the pos-
sibility of merging activities within w3 − w8 stations. Figure II.2.14 presents the
discovered communities based on multilayer connectivity, where workstations are
classified into five communities (φ1 − φ5), which are listed in Table II.2.6. It can
be concluded that the identified, highly related workstations are included in the
same community based on several attributes. The multilayer analyses confirmed
that merging these stations would be beneficial.

Figure II.2.13: Multilayer visualization of wire harness manufacturing data

Table II.2.6: The distribution of workstations into five different communities
Workstation Community Workstation Community

w1 φ2 w6 φ4

w2 φ2 w7 φ4

w3 φ3 w8 φ5

w4 φ4 w9 φ1

w5 φ4 w10 φ1

In conclusion, the multilayer-based analyses can make the discovery of communit-
ies and critical elements of the production system more efficient, and it shows the
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Figure II.2.14: Activity-Workstation layer and the identified communities

possibilities for process engineers to solve the line balancing problem considering
all production parameters.

II.2.6 Summary of the proposed assembly line bal-

ancing method

An assembly line balancing algorithm has been proposed to improve the efficiency
of production systems by the multi-objective assignment of tasks to operators.
The optimization of this assignment is based on a multilayer network model that
provides information about the activity times, constraints and benefits (objectives)
of the assignments, where the layers of the network represent the skills of the
operators, the tools required for their activities and the precedence constraints of
their activities. The training and equipment costs as well as the precedence of the
activities are also taken into account in the activity–operator layer of the network.
As these costs and benefits are difficult to evaluate, the AHP technique is used
to quantify the importance of the criteria. The optimization problem is solved
by a multi-level SA algorithm, that efficiently handles the precedence constraints
thanks to the proposed problem-specific representation.

The results show that the developed algorithm can be adapted to different scen-
arios, which has been represented by the comparative results, where the case study
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has been tested with a variety of different parameters. The scalability of the al-
gorithm was not investigated, although it is already a well studied field in the case
of simulated annealing algorithms [287, 288].

The AHP-based pairwise comparison of the importance of the nodes, edges and
complex paths of this network can be used to evaluate the objectives of the optim-
ization problems. The integration of the network-based knowledge representation
and the AHP-based knowledge extraction makes the application of the proposed
methodology attractive in complex optimization problems.

The developed algorithm was implemented in MATLAB and the applicability of
the method demonstrated with an industrial case study of wire harness manu-
facturing. The results confirm that multilayer network-based representations of
optimization problems in manufacturing seem to be potential promising solutions
in the future. The main contribution of the work is that it presents tools that can
be used for the efficient representation of expert knowledge that should be utilized
in complex production management problems. The proposed multilayer network-
based representation of the production line supports the incorporation of advanced
(ontology-based) models of production systems and provides an interpretable and
flexible representation of all the objectives of the line balancing problem.

Additionally it has been stated, that the multilayer graphs are suitable tools for
analysing data stored in ontologies. Network and data science can support the
analysis of complex systems represented by ontologies, and the multilayer-network-
based analysis of ontologies supports production management.
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Efficient network community

detection algorithm based on

crossing minimization and

bottom-up segmentation

This chapter presents how communities in networks can be detected by integrat-
ing barycentric serialization-based co-clustering and bottom-up segmentation. Be-
cause the nodes are efficiently ordered according to their neighbors by barycentric
serialization, the segmentation algorithm provides modules in a computationally
more efficient manner than the most frequently used Louvain community detec-
tion algorithm. The efficiency of the method is compared with other community
detection algorithms based on benchmark problems.

Considering the circumstances, communities in large networks are also aimed to
find, and a community detection algorithm is presented that is based on the compu-
tationally efficient barycentric serialization of the nodes and bottom-up segment-
ation of the node orders. The key idea is that after the barycentric serialization
of the adjacency matrix of the network, the detection of the communities can be
considered as a segmentation where the segmentation cost is based on the mod-
ified cost function of the Louvain algorithm [289], which is the most frequently
applied solution to handle the resolution limit problem [290]. This approach offers
a robust solution that can provide results in a short time, even on large networks.

116
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This chapter is structured as the following:

• Section II.3.1 presents the developed method in details as:

– Modularity based analysis of communities in graph networks described
in Section II.3.1.1.

– The first module of the combined algorithm, the barycentric serialization-
based crossing minimization, is discussed in Section II.3.1.2.

– The second part of the algorithm, the community detection process, is
presented in Section II.3.1.3, where the so-called bottom-up method is
applied to perform modularity-based segmentation.

– In Section II.3.1.4 the complexity analysis is discussed.

• Section II.3.2 evaluates the developed algorithm and presents several bench-
mark applications to prove the efficiency of the developed method.

– First, subsection II.3.2.1 introduces the applied metrics for evaluation
and the other algorithms for comparison.

– In subsection II.3.2.2 the performance test results are presented.

– Subsection II.3.2.3 discusses the merging process and the tuning oper-
ator test.

II.3.1 Crossing minimization and bottom-up seg-

mentation based community detection method

This section describes the main steps and features of the combined algorithm.
The base theory of modularity as a cost function is detailed in Section II.3.1.1.
The serialization of the node adjacency matrix is discussed in Section II.3.1.2,
that is based on barycentric coordinates and performed with crossing minimiza-
tion. Therefore after that, the task is only to perform the segmentation of the
already arranged nodes. In addition to that, the communities can be interpreted
as segments. For the segmentation of the nodes, a bottom-up algorithm is ap-
plied (proposed in Section II.3.1.3), where the merging benefit of segmentation
is equivalent to the value of modularity if the emerging modularity value of the
new community is considered after the merging. The adjacent nodes (segments)
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are merged in the bottom-up algorithm to get the most favourable aggregation as
the highest modularity value. The procedure merges the communities as long as
the merged variant is favourable, which increases the modularity. The developed
method provides a better performance, similar to other more complex algorithms,
but at the same time, the algorithm has effective scalability, as presented in Section
II.3.1.4.

II.3.1.1 Cost function - Modularity

This subsection discusses the theoretical background of network modularity Louv-
ain algorithm.

Modularity is a measure of the structure of a graph or network, measuring the
density of connections within a module or community. It was designed to meas-
ure the strength of the division of a network into modules (also called groups,
clusters or communities). Networks with high modularity have dense connections
between the nodes within modules but sparse connections between nodes in dif-
ferent modules. The modularity can be either positive or negative, with positive
values indicating the possible presence of community structure. Modularity is
commonly applied in optimization methods for detecting community structure in
networks, where the optimization algorithm tries to detect communities in the
graph or network based on their modularity [291].

Figure II.3.1 represents an illustrative example of four different scenarios of graph
network (consist of 9 nodes and 13 edges) partitioning and also the related mod-
ularity values, where the color of the nodes represent the belonging to communit-
ies. Figure II.3.1-a. shows an optimal partition, where five nodes (green) form
a commnunitiy in the network, and four others ones (purple) form another one.
The modularity value of omptimally partioned network a is 0, 41. Figure II.3.1-b.

shows and subomptimal network partition, where the nine nodes are grouped into
communities in a different way, therefore the modularity value is only 0, 22. In the
third scenario, in Figure II.3.1-c., all nodes are part of the same single community,
therefore the value of modularity is 0. Finally, Figure II.3.1-d. represents a scen-
ario, where each nodes belong to different communities, which results a negative
network modularity value −0, 12.
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Figure II.3.1: Different type of graph network partitions and modularity
values [291]

In summary, community detection algorithms aim to detect communities (parti-
tions) in a network by maximising the modularity value of the network. Based
on the literature review [248, 238], it can be stated that modularity is one of the
most suitable optimization metrics in the community detection scenario.

The network is represented with a complete list of the links as A adjacency matrix,
which is an undirected symmetric network, and the elements are ai,j = aj,i = 1 if
the i and j nodes are linked and 0 if not. Consider a network with N nodes, L
links, the size of A adjacency matrix is [N ×N ] and while partition them into C

communities, in each Cc community c = 1, . . . , C having Nc nodes connected to
each other by Lc links.

The connectedness quality of the communities is referred to as partitions and
measured by the modularity of the partition. The iteration continues until no
more change in the community network structure, while changes are observed and
maximum modularity is reached. The Louvain algorithm does not require the
number of communities as an input or their sizes before the execution. Louvain
method consists of two parts, modularity optimization, and community aggrega-
tion, and both are performed until there is no change in the network and the max-
imum modularity is achieved. The high value of modularity means the network
is partitioned well. Additionally, the modularity allows deciding if a particular
community partition is better than other ones [292, 249].
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Considering these, the formalised calculation of the modularity value is handled
with equation (II.3.1), where M means the total modularity of a complex network,
and Mc stands for the modularity of a given c-th community within the network.
The total degree of the nodes in the Cc community is described with kc =

∑Nc

n=1 kn

[291], where kn is the actual node degree. The variances are evaluate within the
nodes of the network (ai,j) and the expected number of links between i and j nodes
if the network is randomly wired (pi,j) as modularity (Mc). The probability of the
randomly wired nodes with degrees ki and kj linking to each other is pi,j =

kikj
2L

[291], and the modularity of the entire network is the sum of the modularity of
communities:

M =
C∑
c=1

Mc =
1

2L

∑
(i,j)∈Cc

(
ai,j −

kikj
2L

)
=

C∑
c=1

[
Lc

L
−

(
kc
2L

)2
]

(II.3.1)

When the Lc number of links in a node is larger than the expected number of
links between the Nc nodes, then the nodes of the sub-graph Cc can be a part of
a true community [293]. When Mc is positive, then the sub-graph Cc represents
a potential community because it has more links than expected by chance. When
Mc is zero, then the connectivity between the Nc nodes is random, fully explained
by the degree distribution, while if Mc is negative, then the nodes of Cc do not
form a community [291].

In the case of a directed network, the so-called Directed Louvain method [294] can
be applied for modularity maximization. The behavior of the Louvain algorithm is
the same in the directed case, the main difference is in the calculation of the gain
of modularity obtained by adding vertex i to the community C [294]. In case of
an weighted network the algorithm gets more complex with an additional input as
a weight matrix describing the extents of interactions between the components of
the network adjacency matrix [295]. The edge weights have to be also implemented
into the modularity maximization algorithm as an additional cost of the function.

Important to mention and handle the so-called resolution limit of the modularity
maximisation-based community detection methods. When the kc total degree of
the communities satisfies kc ≤

√
2Lc, then modularity increases by merging two

communities into a single community, even if these two communities are otherwise
distinct [296, 291].
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The novelty of the developed approach is that the adjacency matrix of the network
(using crossing minimization) is serialized before the calculation of modularity, as
it has to check only the neighbors. On the other hand, different methods need
to analyse all edge pairs and node assignments. Thanks to this approach, the
community detection procedure can be more efficient and faster than the basic
Louvain algorithm.

II.3.1.2 Crossing minimization based serialization

This subsection introduces the serialization method, which aims to increase com-
munity detection efficiency, resulting in fewer iterations because, in a pre-serialized
network, not all nodes have to be checked for modularity.

Graph network serialization has several forms and names in the literature, such as
crossing minimization or bipartite clustering methods [297]. The crossing minim-
ization algorithm has also been used for the so-called graph-drawing-based biclus-
tering, which can successfully perform biclustering even with overlapping rows
and columns in the presence of noise [298]. The crossing minimization reduces the
number of edges between two sets of bipartite graphs by re-ordering the nodes,
resulting in the ’similar’ nodes being closer to each other. Moreover, the algorithm
[217] provides an efficient co-clustering for bipartite graphs, where the barycentric
ordering is applied during the crossing minimization. The algorithm arranges the
rows and the columns of the adjacency matrix simultaneously. Because of the
identical row orders, the barycenters are calculated as the weighted sum of the
row barycenters of the individual matrices.

Figure II.3.2 represents a simple example of how the barycentric coordinates of
bipartite graphs are formulated and how the node order can be serialized based
on these values to reach fewer crossing edges in the graph.

The crossing minimization algorithm defines the ranked order of nodes as x =

[x1, . . . , xN ]
T vector and calculates the b = [b1, . . . , bN ]

T barycentric coordinate
vector as:

bi =
ωi

∑N
j=1 ai,jxj

ki
∀ i, (II.3.2)

where ωi is the weight of the i-th node.
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In the method, random initialization is performed if there is no prior knowledge
of the structure of the network, which may contain problem-relevant information.
Also, each node of the network has a "order number". Furthermore, if there is no
prior knowledge and the network is complex, random initialization with multiple
runnings of the algorithm can help ensure that the method does not get stopped at
a local optimum point. Multiple runnings are also required to handle this problem,
as a random initialization itself may cause an uncertain result. In the case of a
highly complex problem, random initialization of the nodes may be necessary for
this purpose.

The HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) centrality [299] has been applied to
define the ωi weight, which is a specific eigenvector technique for assessing the
centrality of nodes in directed graphs [300]. The HITS algorithm, primarily used
in search engines and web pages, distinguishes two types of web pages hubs and
authorities. A node can be defined as an authority if many high-quality nodes link
to it or a hub if it is linked to many high-quality nodes. Nodes (or pages in the
case of web applications) pointing to a relevant node are likely to point as well
to other relevant nodes, so to create a sort of bipartite structure where relevant
nodes (authorities) are cited by particular nodes (hubs). Such bipartite structures
allow the identification of the relevant pages for the user query [301, 302].

The algorithm (see in Algorithm II.3.1.2) is updating the value of x, based on
the barycentric coordinate values (Equation II.3.2) with the implementation of a
rank correlation method [303]. The x̃ vector is storing the x node order from the
previous iteration. The utilization of these vectors is beneficial as the algorithm
does not modify the original adjacency matrix (A), ensuring fast and memory-
effective implementation. Additionally, α is defined as a termination parameter of

Figure II.3.2: Barycentric coordinates of bipartite graphs and node reordering
with less edge crossing
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Algorithm 2 Crossing minimization based serialization - Re-ordering with row-
column changes based on barycentric coordinates
Initialisation: A,x,b, α
Initialisation for the loops: iter,maxIter
while ( ||x− x̃|| < α ) OR (iter ≤ maxIter) do

x̃ := x - store the order of nodes
Calculate the b barycentric values based on the order of nodes (x) - Equation
II.3.2
Calculate the rank order of the barycentric coordinates: x
iter+ = 1

Result: x as the ordered sequence of nodes

the algorithm, which aborts the iteration if the benefit decrease below this limit.
The tuning of this stopping criterion (α > 0) makes it possible to adjust the
accuracy of the serialization, and the maxIter value is the maximal number of
iterations.

II.3.1.3 Bottom-up segmentation based community detec-

tion

Thanks to the nodes are already serialized, the communities can be interpreted
as segments of serialized time series, therefore the segmentation-based community
detection (the second part of the developed method) is discussed in this subsection.
The bottom-up algorithm is applied to merge the previously serialized nodes and
segments while using modularity as a cost function. An advantage of this method
is that the nodes are already serialized; therefore, the modularity test can be
performed by evaluating which node is on the left and the right border of a specific
community in the sequence. Thanks to this feature, the bottom-up algorithm can
be applied very effectively.

The bottom-up algorithm can offer a solution for modularity optimization, as ini-
tially has been developed for time series segmentation in data mining and can
support classification and clustering during the analysis of process data [304]. The
principle of a bottom-up method is to start from the most satisfactory approxima-
tion, then continuously merge the segments (or communities) until one of the stop-
ping criteria becomes true [305]. The bottom-up segmentation has a wide range
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of applications nowadays, as semantic segmentation based object detection [306],
or optimizing a convolutional neural network with bottom-up clustering [307].

Segmentation algorithms simultaneously determine the parameters of the models
used to approximate the behavior of the system in the segments and the borders
of the segments by minimizing the sum of the costs of the individual segments
[308], which is the M =

∑C
c=1Mc in this case.

The principle of the merging method is visualized in Figure II.3.3. On the vertical
and horizontal axes, the serialized adjacency matrix is shown as the result of
the crossing minimization, and also the potential communities are represented.
During this merging procedure, data points are assigned to segments, therefore,
the axes are duplicated as the Communities and the Nodes. An example for merge
together two pre-arranged node communities is marked with ∆Mc,c+1 (with light-
blue color).

Figure II.3.3: Merging method of serialized node adjacency matrix based on
modularity

The modularity of the merged communities (c-th and c + 1-th) is described in
Equation (II.3.3) based on the total modularity values (Equation (II.3.1)), where
the total degrees of the merging communities are denoted by kc and kc+1 [291, 309].
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∆Mc,c+1 =

[
Lc,c+1

L
−

(
kc,c+1

2L

)2
]
−

[
Lc

L
−

(
kc
2L

)2
]
−

[
Lc+1

L
−
(
kc+1

2L

)2
]

(II.3.3)

Furthermore, Lc+1 = Lc + Lc+1 + lc,c+1 and lc,c+1 is the number of direct links
(edges) between the nodes of communities c and c+ 1 (Lc and Lc+1 are the total
number of links within the communities), and kc,c+1 = kc+ kc+1 is the final degree
of the merged communities.

The so-called Potts and the RB (Reichardt and Bornholdt) method has been
applied to handle the resolution limitation [310, 311]. The γ > 0 value is imple-
mented as a tuning operator to avoid the resolution limit problem and works as a
threshold to filter out the weak connections between the segments, that aimed to
merge.

The simplified formula of the modularity change after merging with the γ tuning
operator is the following:

∆Mc,c+1 =
lc,c+1

L
− γ

kckc+1

2L2
(II.3.4)

The crucial step of the segmentation is to find the border elements of individual
communities in the barycentric coordinate-based serialized adjacency matrix. Bound-
aries of the segments (communities) are defined as l and r, herewith lc is the left
and rc is the right segment boundary of the c-th community and the following
community (in the sequence) will be bounded by lc+1 = rc (or lc = rc−1).

The cost function gives back a change of the modularity value after merging two
segments of nodes, which have been pre-serialized, so the modularity value of the
nodes within the start and the end node of the specific cluster lc and rc. If the
algorithm merges the c-th segment with the next, c + 1-th, than the modularity
change will be cost(lc, rc+1). The mergecost function defines the difference between
the merged modularity and the two individual modularity, therefore mergecostc =

cost(lc, rc+1). The goal is to monitor the rate of changes in modularity and detect
if there is a significant improvement in the case of merging segments. Considering
these, the mergecost is the change of modularity after merging segments will be:

mergecostc = cost(lc, rc+1) = ∆Mc,c+1 − (Mc +Mc+1) (II.3.5)
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In general, there is no guarantee that serialization will always provide a better
modularity basis for graph segmentation-based community detection algorithms.
The effectiveness of serialization can depend on various factors such as the specific
algorithm, the network structure and the used parameter settings [247]. Studies of
various community detection algorithms showed that serialization can improve the
modularity of the resulting partition, but note that the effectiveness can depend
on the specific algorithm and network structure [246, 312]

Important to mention the philosophy of setting the size of the initial segments.
The pre-serialized adjacency matrix is split into equal parts in the first step. If
each node is an initial starting community, the merging cost of their vicinity is
not necessarily positive. Therefore, it is advisable to set the size of starting blocks
equivalent to the value of lc as the ’lower limit’. The larger the division of com-
munity size, the faster the algorithm, but the less efficient it can find the highly
connected nodes as segments. Furthermore, the initial community size also de-
termines the resolution, in case of a too large value, it can be assumed that the
actual community border will be inside the starting block. If there is no inform-
ation about the tested network, equally distributed initial module sizes are used
and resolution = N/1, which provides the most accurate result, but with a high
number of iterations. In other cases with large networks, the resolution ratio is
increased, and the runtime becomes shorter.

Algorithm II.3.1.3 describes the second part of the developed method.

Algorithm 3 Bottom-up segmentation based on modularity
Input : The boundaries (lc and rc) based on the re-ordered adjacency matrix with
crossing minimization (based on the x from Algorithm II.3.1.2)
Calculate the initial modularity (M) of the segmentation costs, based on Equa-
tion II.3.1
Calculate the merging costs of each community (mergecostm) based on Equation
II.3.5
while max(mergecost) > 0 do

Find the best pair to merge: p = argmaxm(mergecostm)
Merge the two communities and recalculate the merging costs
mergecostp = cost(lp, rp+1)
Update M,C, lp and rp
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II.3.1.4 Complexity analysis of the algorithm

Due to the fact that an NP-complete problem [313] is investigated, the analysis of
the computational complexity [314] has high importance in the case of community
detection algorithms. This subsection summarizes the main characteristic and
efficiency of the most relevant community detection algorithms. Furthermore, the
computational performance of the developed method is also discussed.

Several approaches have been compared for community structure identification,
where the correlation between the accretion of the models and the cost of the com-
putation [315]. The complexity of the classical barycenter technique is O(|N | +
|L|logL) [297]. The algorithm solves the crossing minimization rapidly, and sim-
ilarly to, the multilayered application of crossing minimization usually stops after
5 − 10 iterations [297]. The procedure calculates the node ranks in each set of
nodes linear algebraic way with matrix and vector multiplication. It should be
noted that matrices describing the cell formation problem are sparse so that they
can be stored and handled efficiently [297].

In case of Ravasz [316], Girvan-Newman [317], and Greedy Modularity [242] the
computational complexity of the algorithm is O(N2), with Louvain [244] the com-
plexity is O(L). The Louvain algorithm is more limited in case of storage demand
than by computational time [291, 315].

The benefit of the developed algorithm depends only on the nodes, so it is not
needed to get through on every edge (L), therefore instead of the O(L) the com-
plexity is O(N).

II.3.2 Results and discussion of the developed com-

bined algorithm

This section discusses the test results of the developed, combined algorithm. First,
subsection II.3.2.1 introduces the applied metrics for evaluation of community de-
tection performance and the other algorithms, which are used for comparison. In
subsection II.3.2.2 the performance test results are discussed, where the developed
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method is compared with other algorithms on several benchmark networks. Fi-
nally, subsection II.3.2.3 presents the merging process and the gamma value testing
of the developed algorithm.

II.3.2.1 Details of the applied metrics and other algorithms

to compare

The developed algorithm has been tested on several benchmark networks, which
are summarized in Appendix C.5 in Table C.12 (Chapter C). The test networks
are coming from different studies, related to network science, community detection
methods [318, 319], and from the networkrepository.com webpage [320].

In order to test various community detection algorithms, Girvan and Newman
firstly gave an artificial network [317], called GN benchmark. Due to its simple
structure, most community detection algorithms perform very well on the GN
benchmark. Although, standard benchmarks, like that by Girvan and Newman, do
not account for important features of real networks, as the fat-tailed distributions
of node degree and community size. Therefore, LFR (Lancichinetti-Fortunato-
Radicchi) benchmark graphs offer a solution, in which the distributions of node
degree and community size are both power laws, with tunable exponents [234]. In
a LFR benchmark graph, the degree of nodes and the size of communities obey
the power law distributions. Additionally, there are several parameters involved
in LFR benchmark, among them, N is the total number of nodes, < k > and kmax

are the average degree and maximum degree, respectively. m(min) and m(max)

denote the minimum and maximum community size. The parameter µ represents
the ratio of the external degree of each node. Obviously, with the increase of the
mixing parameter µ, the community structure of LFR network is more indistinct.

In the experiments, the community membership of the nodes is compared with a
so-called reference community list, that contains the memberships of each node
as integer label numbers starting with 1. A big advantage of LFR benchmark
networks is that the graph-generating algorithm provides not only the edge list of
the network but this reference community list as well.

The calculation of the modularity value during the benchmark is performed with
the classical Newman-Girvan modularity evaluation [249], based on the detected
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final communities and how the serialized nodes are segmented into modules. Ad-
ditionally, evaluation metrics for testing besides modularity are the followings:

• NMI (Normalized Mutual Information) [321]:
This criterion is calculated for measuring the similarity between two clusters.
For a given network with N nodes, the NMI value between two divisions
X = {X1, X2, ..., Xm(X)} and Y = {Y1, Y2, ..., Ym(Y )} can be defined as:

NMI =
−2

∑m(X)
i=1

∑m(Y )
j=1 nijlog(

nij ·N
nXi·nXj

)∑m(X)
i=1 nXi · log(nXi

N
) +

∑m(Y )
j=1 nXj · log(nXj

N
)
. (II.3.6)

In the above equation, m(X) and m(Y ) denote the community numbers of
partitions X and Y , respectively, nij is the number of common nodes in
communities Xi and Yj. For the variables W = {nX1, XX2, ..., nXm(X)} and
Z = {nY 1, nY 2, ..., nY m(Y )}, nXi and nY j represent the numbers of nodes in
Xi and Yj. The denominator of NMI is just the sum of the entropies of W
and Z. Note that the value of NMI is in the range [0, 1] and equals 1 only
when two community divisions are exactly consistent.

• ARI (Adjusted Rand Index) [322]:
Adjusted rand index is based on pair counting and computed as follows:

ARI =

∑m(X)
i=1

∑m(Y )
j=1

(
nij

2

)
− Ω[∑m(X)

i=1

(
nXi

2

)
+
∑m(Y )

j=1

(
nY j

2

)]
/2− Ω

, (II.3.7)

where Ω is given by Ω =
∑m(X)

i=1

(
nXi

2

)
·
∑m(Y )

j=1

(
nY j

2

)
/
(
N
2

)
.

Modularity reflects the closeness of the internal connection of the community
through the difference between the strength of the connected edges in the actual
community and the strength of the connected edges in the network under random
division. NMI and ARI indicate the accuracy of community detection mainly by
comparing the consistency between the results of community detection and the
"true" community division (reference community list). The larger the NMI and
ARI values, the better the effect of community detection is. The values of NMI
and ARI are in the range [0, 1] and equals 1 only when two community divisions
are exactly consistent.
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The efficiency of the presented method was compared with other modularity max-
imization procedures, listed in Table II.3.1. In each case, the input of the al-
gorithms is the adjacency matrix of the graph.

Table II.3.1: List of the benchmark algorithms, using modularity maximiza-
tion

Short method description Ref.
GCDanon Danon’s greedy community detection agglom-

erative method.
[323]

GCModulMax3 Newman’s greedy agglomaerative modularity
maximization method.

[324]

GCModulMax2 Fast greedy modularity maximization method. [242]
GCModulMax1 Method of Blondel, Guillaume, Lambiotte and

Lefebvre.
[244]

GCReichardt Gamma-modularity maximization. [236]

II.3.2.2 Comparing the performance of the algorithm with

other methods

This subsection discusses the result of the algorithm test, using several perform-
ance metric and several type of networks.

In the first case such networks have been tested, which have available reference
community lists as well, and thanks to that NMI and ARI values are computable.
Table II.3.2 contains the parameters of three LFR networks, with different mixing
parameter (µ) values. In Table II.3.3 details of real-life networks can be found,
which examples have also a reference community list, in the case of the Lesmis
network it is based on [325], and in the case of the Karate network it is based on
[326].

Table II.3.2: The parameters of the LFR networks: node number (N), edge
number (L), average degree (< k >), maximum degree (< kmax >), minimum
community size as number of nodes (m(min)), maximum community size as
number of nodes (m(max)), the ratio of external degree of all nodes (µ), and

community number (m), based on the reference community list
N L < k > kmax m(min) m(max) µ C

LFR-1 1.000 19.922 20 50 20 100 0,1 24
LFR-2 1.000 19.420 20 50 20 100 0,4 19
LFR-3 1.000 19.898 20 50 20 100 0,75 24
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Table II.3.3: The statistical properties of the real-life networks, which include:
node number (N), edge number (L), average degree (< k >), clustering coeffi-
cient (< c >), average path length (< d >) and community number (m), based

on the reference community list
N L < k > < c > < d > C

Karate 34 78 4.558 0,588 2.408 2
Lesmis 77 254 6.597 0,736 2.641 8

Figure II.3.4 represents a benchmark test of NMI, ARI and modularity applied on
the LFR networks of Table II.3.2 and real-life networks of Table II.3.3. Figure II.3.5
represents the efficiency of detecting the right number of communities, applied on
the LFR networks of Table II.3.2 and real-life networks of Table II.3.3.

Based on the result of Figures II.3.4 and II.3.5 the following conclusions can be
made:

• In the case of LFR networks the developed algorithm performs lower modu-
larity value, but can detect the number of communities accurately (as shown
in Figure II.3.5), and also get better NMI and ARI.

• If the µ mixing parameter is large (0, 75) all six algorithms have a low per-
formance in NMI and ARI metrics, which is resulted by the very noisy net-
works structure.

• As the value of µ is increasing in LFR networks, as worse is the accuracy
of the other five methods in finding the right number of communities. In
case µ = 0, 75 only the developed algorithm is able to find the original 24
communities, while the other methods find only 6-11 communities.

• In the case of the Karate and the Lesmis, real-life networks the NMI and ARI
values are significantly better than others, while the value of the modularity
is in the same range. Furthermore, only the developed method can find the
exact number of original communities, 2 and 8.

Figure II.3.6 shows one benchmark result from the test, where the sub-plots rep-
resent the original adjacency matrix of the network, the serialized node structure,
furthermore the Modularity and Runtime results. The detected communities are
also highlighted on the serialized network. In this example, the network contains
4941 nodes, and after the crossing minimization based serialization, the bottom-up
algorithm performs 451 merges to get 43 final communities. The parameters were
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Figure II.3.4: Comparison of NMI, ARI and Modularity results of the al-
gorithms, using two real-life networks and three different LFR networks

γ = 6 and resolution = N/10. It can be noted that the developed algorithm has a
significantly faster Runtime, while the Modularity value is still in the same range
as other methods. The runtime of the developed algorithm is 0, 21 second, the
second fast method, the GCModulMax2 did run for 4, 82 seconds, the GCModul-
Max1 finished in 119 seconds, while each other methods have a runtime above 500

seconds.
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Figure II.3.5: Comparison of the number of found communities, compared
with the original (red) reference, using two real-life networks and three different

LFR networks

In the followings the test focus on variety type of real-life and generated networks
with different node numbers. The value of modularity, the number of detected
communities, and the runtime results have been analysed on different benchmark
networks. Table C.12 (in Appendix) summarizes the test results on real-life and
artificial networks. Figure II.3.7 visualizes the result of real life networks, below
500 nodes and Figure II.3.8 shows the result of benchmark networks, above 1.000

nodes. Most methods take significantly more runtime to finalise the community
detection procedure if the network contains more than ∼ 500 nodes, as it is visu-
alized on the bottom side of the figure, where the time axes are on a logarithmic
scale.

Figure II.3.9 visualizes a test on generated network [327], where the size of the
network has been increased from 500 nodes with 400 steps, till 2.900 nodes. Other
parameters of the generated networks are 6 modules, 0, 5 total link density, and
20 ratio of the nodal degree to nodes within the same module. Each procedure
detected 6 communities with each network size therefore, only the modularity
values and the runtimes are visualized. The developed method was applied with
N/3 resolution and γ = 10 in all scenarios.
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Figure II.3.6: Benchmark on infpower network, with 4941 nodes, visualiz-
ing the Original adjacency matrix (a), the serialized adjacency matrix with the
detected communities (b), the number of detected communities, and their mod-
ularity values in the case of the six different algorithms (c), and the runtime of

the six different community detection procedures (d)
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Figure II.3.7: Modularity (top), number of detected communities (middle)
and the runtime on logarithmic scale (bottom) results of 6 different real life
networks: karate - Zachary’s karate club [328] (34 nodes and 2 official com-
munities), dolphins - Dolphin social network [329] (62 nodes and 2 official com-
munities), lesmis - Les Miserables [330] (77 nodes), polbooks - Books about
US politics [331] (105 nodes and 3 official communities), football - American
college football [317] (115 nodes and 12 official communities), celegansneural

- Neural network [332, 333] (297 nodes)
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Figure II.3.8: Modularity (top), number of detected communities (middle)
and the runtime on logarithmic scale (bottom) results of 7 different networks:
email-Eu-core - Email flow between research institution members [334, 335]
(1.005 nodes), graph-1964804849 [318] (2.400 nodes), graph-1337233344
[318] (4.800 nodes), inf-power - Western States Power Grid of the United States
[333, 320] (4.941 nodes), citDBLP - Citation Network [320] (12.591 nodes),
caAstroPh - Astro Physics collaboration network [334, 320] (17.903 nodes),

socepinions - Epinions social network [336, 320] (26.588 nodes)
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Figure II.3.9: Modularity (top) and the runtime (bottom) test results of the
generated network, with seven different network sizes and six communities
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II.3.2.3 Merging process and gamma value testing of the

developed algorithm

This subsection presents the merging process of the developed algorithm, and also
shows a sensitivity test for γ value, which is the tuning operator to handle the
resolution limit problem.

Figure II.3.10 represents the hierarchical grouping process in the bottom-up seg-
mentation, where it is stored, which segments are merged and in which iteration.
Demonstrating the philosophy, a different benchmark network has been applied
in this case, with 105 nodes and 20 initial segments. The procedure performs
16 iterations to get the 4 final communities, and the final network modularity
is 0.71. The serialized adjacency matrix is visualized on the left, with the four
detected community blocks. On the right of the figure, the merging process is
visualized with a dendrogram, where the horizontal dimension is proportional to
the increment steps of the modularity value after merging communities together.

Figure II.3.10: Detected communities on the serialized adjacency matrix (left)
and a dendrogram of the iteration steps while merging communities - Books

about US politics network (105 nodes)

On Figure II.3.11 a test example is visualized about how many final communities
could be find with different γ values. This test has been performed on a generated
network [327], where the parameters are the followings: 500 nodes, 6 modules,
0, 5 total link density, and 20 ratio of the nodal degree to nodes within the same
module. The result of the γ test highlights that after a particular value of γ, the
algorithm rapidly resulting significantly more detected communities and then sets
this amount as a plateau maximum.
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Figure II.3.11: Number of detected communities with different gamma values,
where the curve shows the lower- , the upper plateau, and also the ramp-up

section - Generated network with 6 modules (500 nodes)

II.3.3 Summary of the developed network com-

munity detection method

In this chapter, a modularity-based community detection method has been de-
veloped, using the combination of barycentric serialization-based crossing minim-
ization and bottom-up segmentation. The developed method can perform scalable
and time-efficient community detection compared with other Louvain algorithm-
based procedures. Thanks to the pre-serialization of the adjacency matrix, the
method has reduced iteration cost, as it does not need to test the entire data set.

This work highlights that the integration of barycentric serialization with mod-
ularity maximisation based bottom-up segmentation offers an efficient solution,
especially on large data sets (above ∼ 1.000 nodes), which has been proved on
benchmark problems using real-life, and generated networks. Additionally, the de-
veloped method is able to detect the right number of communities in the network,
compared with a reference list. The study contains a test about the γ tuning oper-
ator that aims to investigate the resolution limit of the algorithm, and the number
of the detected communities, with different setpoints. Furthermore, clustering and
dendrogram visualization about the detected communities have been created.
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Hypergraph-based analysis of

collaborative manufacturing

This chapter aims to present a hypergraph-based analysis method. The design of
these Operator 4.0 solutions requires a problem-specific description of manufac-
turing systems, the skills, and states of the operators, as well as of the sensors
placed in the intelligent space for the simultaneous monitoring of the collaborative
work. The design of a collaborative manufacturing requires the systematic ana-
lysis of the critical sets of interacting elements. The proposal is that hypergraphs
can efficiently represent these sets, moreover, studying the centrality and modu-
larity of the resultant hypergraphs can support the formation of collaboration and
interaction schemes and the formation of manufacturing cells.

The main finding of this chapter is that the development of these solutions can
be applied in collaborative manufacturing. Collaborative manufacturing aims to
achieve real-time monitoring-based control for semi-automated production sys-
tems, thereby creating more precise collaboration between human workers and
machines. The key idea is that hypergraphs can efficiently represent these sets,
moreover, studying the centrality as well as modularity of the resultant hyper-
graphs can support the formation of collaboration and interaction schemes in ad-
dition to the creation of manufacturing cells.

This work aims to analyse how hypergraphs can be used to design collaborative
manufacturing. According to this aim, the main contributions and structure of
this chapter are as follows:

140
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• The problem formulation and the background of collaborative manufacturing is

discussed in Section II.4.1.

• The methodology of higher-order network representation to facilitate collaboration

is described in Section II.4.2.

– Firstly, in Section II.4.2.1 hypergraph-based modeling of complex manufac-

turing systems is presented.

– In Section II.4.2.2, the main principles of hypergraphs are discussed.

– A simple example of hypergraph-based modeling and theoretical visualization

of a production process is given in Section II.4.2.3.

– Finally, in Section II.4.2.4, the hypergraph centrality measures are proposed

to identify the key elements and relationships according to collaborative man-

ufacturing.

• A hypergraph-based case study of collaborative manufacturing and the discussion

of the results are presented in Section II.4.3.

– In Section II.4.3.1, several representation methods of the hypergraph-based

wire harness manufacturing model are shown.

– Section II.4.3.2 describes the identification methods of the critical elements

and collaboration scenarios.

– In Section II.4.3.3, the segmentation analysis of the production process is

discussed.

– Section II.4.3.4 summarizes the benefits of hypergraph-based analysis and

discusses some further application possibilities.

• Finally, in Section II.4.4 the types of information that can be extracted from the

network analysis and how those can be utilized for the redesign of manufacturing

systems are concluded.
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II.4.1 Collaborative manufacturing

Today, as manufacturers struggle with shortages of highly skilled personnel, the
value of effective collaboration is more significant than ever, e.g. workers will need
to share more tasks in the future [337]. Among the top manufacturing executives,
43% think that collaboration can shorten the time to market for new products and
26% expect that improvements in terms of collaboration can reduce operational
costs [338]. The necessity of better collaboration between humans and machines
is highlighted by the following important statement: "Humans should never be
subservient to machines and automation, but machines and automation should be
subservient to humans" [339].

Therefore, future human-machine teams should be defined based on the three main
features of human-machine symbiosis, namely human centrality, social wellness
and adaptability [340]. The development of these balanced automation systems
requires human-centred automation reference architectures to integrate the life
cycle and human aspects into the Enterprise Architecture Body of Knowledge
[341]. Human-machine collaborative intelligence is a partnership to optimize the
benefits of teams and maximise their long-term returns with regard to interactions
with the environment and other agents [340].

A part of the emerging smart factory development trend is to enhance the cap-
abilities of human workers, where a significant part of the formalisation is the
so-called smart operator (or smart worker) development field. Technologies sup-
porting complex man-machine interactions play an essential role in improving the
learning curves of operators, as presented in a study [342], which focuses on Aug-
mented Reality and vocal interaction-based personal digital assistant solutions.
As wearable devices and smart sensors become more widespread, they offer a way
to integrate operators into the concept of smart factories and develop intelligent
operator workspaces [343]. Further studies on Operator 4.0 and approaches for
smart factory integration have also been considered. There are promising studies
about cognitive solutions [344], or semantic approaches for knowledge represent-
ation, knowledge and, digital contents management within the Smart Operator
domain [345].

In the next section, the methodology of higher-order network representation is
described along with the possible analytics and benefits of hypergraph-based ap-
proach.
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II.4.2 Higher-order network representation to sup-

port collaboration

In this section, first the modeling and mathematical tools of high-order network
representation and analytical methods with hypergraphs are discussed. The back-
ground of modeling a manufacturing system is presented in Section II.4.2.1 discuss-
ing the theoretical background of hypergraph-based modeling in Section II.4.2.2.
Section II.4.2.3 presents more detailed examples of hypergraph-based production
processes models. Finally, the applied analytical methods of hypergraphs are out-
lined in Section II.4.2.4.

II.4.2.1 Hypergraphs for modeling complex manufacturing

systems

The goal of high-order network representations is to identify collaboration scen-
arios of different actors and elements of the manufactruing process. Hypergraphs
are applied for the purpose of production modeling, not only because of their
efficient community structure, centrality and data clustering features but since
non-pairwise interactions in the production space in the form of multiple complex
relations can be described. As in the case of the network of a trivial graph, vertices
and edges are also present in a hypergraph, however, the data, which is described
by these network elements, can be more sophisticated. Since edges and vertices
can have multiple meanings, a distinction is made between different types. This
chapter only discusses undirected hypergraph networks, which means that the pre-
cedence that should be given to the process steps of the production is beyond the
scope of this study.

To represent the capabilities and resources of the manufacturing, elements that
are compatible with the ISA-95 standard [63, 346], the B2MML [5], or semantic
representation methods of manufacturing systems were used [347, 348]. Another
method that has been considered in modeling is the UML, which can be utilized
to describe flexible manufacturing systems in an object-oriented way [349]. For
example, the BOM of a complex product can also be represented in a semantic
hypergraph-based way according to a recent study [350].
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II.4.2.2 Basics of hypergraph analytics

In this section, the basic definitions and properties of hypergraphs are discussed.
Furthermore, a manufacturing example for each property of the hypergraph is
provided.

Formally, a hypergraph is a structure denoted by the incidence matrix H =

⟨V,E⟩, where V = {vj}nj=1 denotes a set of vertices and E = {ei}mi=1 a family
of hyperedges with each ei ⊆ V [252]. In collaborative manufacturing, different
types of vertices and hyperedges can be defined. Types of vertices can be, for
example, resource-based such as robots and operators or defined as event-based,
which can be elements of the concerning different products or steps of material
handling. The hyperedges of the collaborative manufacturing model also can differ,
e.g. production flow- or attribute-based hyperedges, that connect certain vertices
required for a specific activity or involved in a specific capability.

In Table II.4.1, the different types of vertices in a collaborative scenario along with
their characteristics are summarized. Additionally, in Table II.4.2, an overview
of the possible types and the properties of the hyperedges in the collaborative
manufacturing model is given. Two types of hyperedges are defined by, dividing the
network into "classes" as the steps of production flow and the utilized attributes.
Furthermore, some of the different network properties of these types of hyperedges
are also described.

Table II.4.1: Vertex types and characteristics of the collaborative manufac-
turing model

Event-based ver-
tex

Resource-based
vertex

Capability-based
vertex

Properties Probability of
utilization, failure
rate and takt
time.

Physical charac-
teristics, capacity
and availability.

Qualitative and
quantitative
factors of a pro-
duction element.

Aggregation Based on similarit-
ies between prop-
erties.

Based on similarit-
ies between prop-
erties.

Based on similarit-
ies between prop-
erties.

Corresponding
sub-groups

Events that hap-
pen at the same
time or in a se-
quence.

Resources with the
same usage char-
acteristics.

Network elements
related to the
same resources.
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Table II.4.2: Types of hyperedges and characteristics of the collaborative man-
ufacturing model

Production flow hyperedge Attribute hyperedge
Definition Represents the flow of ma-

terial, energy or informa-
tion within vertices.

Represents the correlation
between the properties of
the vertices.

Direction of
the edge

The direction of the hyper-
loop shows the sequence of
the vertices during the pro-
cess step.

Directed only if the utiliza-
tion of the attributes is im-
portant.

Weight of the
edge

A quantitative property of
the material, energy or in-
formation flow such as cost,
time or quantity.

Only directed if the utiliza-
tion of the attributes is im-
portant.

Hyperedges can come in different sizes |ei|, ranging from singletons {v} ⊆ V

(distinct from the element v ∈ E ) to an entire vertex set V. Since a hyperedge
e = {v1, v2} where |e| = 2 is the same as a graph edge it follows that all graphs
are hypergraphs, specifically identified as being "2-uniform" [351]. The size of a
hyperedge that is, how many vertices belong to a set, includes information about
the complexity of a particular step in the manufacturing process, how large a
human- or machine-based workforce is required, or what type of skill configuration
is necessary for a procedure.

A hypergraph H is determined uniquely by its Boolean incidence matrix Bn×m,
where Bj,i = 1 if vi ∈ ei and 0 otherwise [352]. Therefore, during the modeling, the
interconnecting relationships of the collaborative process in the form of a matrix
can be described.

The degree of a vertex is the number of hyperedges to which it belongs, d(v) =
|{e : v ∈ e}|, and the size of a hyperedge is its cardinality, |e| [353]. In other
words, if a vertex represents a robot in the collaboration, then the degree of the
vertex shows how many work processes the robot is involved in. Furthermore, if
a hyperedge represents the allocation of an operator to a workstation, then the
size of that hyperedge corresponds to the importance of the process with a higher
number of involved members.

Let H be a simple example of a manufacturing scenario, where different groups and
working procedures are defined. Let V denote different activities ai and operators
oj as vertices of the network. A hypergraph can be built in the following way:
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• The set of vertices is the set of manpower and activities:
V = {o1, o2, a1, a2}

• The family of hyperedges (ei)i∈{1,2,...k} is built in the following way:
- (ei), i ∈ {1, 2, ...k} is the subset of operators or activities, which are involved
in the i-th production step.

In Figure II.4.1, the example hypergraph is visualized with an Euler diagram
[354], where three different hyperedges can be seen, as follows: e1 = {o1, o2},
e2 = {o1, a1}, e3 = {a1, a2, o2}. Furthermore, in Table II.4.3, the incidence matrix
of example hypergraph H is shown. As an example, hyperedge e3 represents a
production step, which requires two activities, a1 and a2, as well as the operator
o2, who performs these activities. The same information is stored in the third line
of the incidence matrix (Table II.4.3).

Figure II.4.1: The Euler
diagram of the example hy-

pergraph H

H o1 o2 a1 a2
e1 1 1 0 0
e2 1 0 1 0
e3 0 1 1 1

Table II.4.3: The incid-
ence matrix of example hy-

pergraph H

The dual hypergraph H∗ = ⟨V∗,E∗⟩ of H has a E∗ = {e∗i }mi=1 vertex set and
a family of hyperedges V∗ = {v∗j}nj=1, where v∗j := {e∗i : vj ∈ ei}. Therefore, H∗

is the hypergraph with the transposed incidence matrix BT and (H∗)∗ = H [352].
Thanks to the dual hypergraph attribute, the hyperedges can be converted into
vertices and vice-versa. This feature can facilitate the more in-depth structural
investigation of a complex manufacturing system. For example, a hypergraph
model about the investigated production system can be created, where hyperedges
show the resources or actors of the process, and the vertices belong to work steps.
After that, the visualization can be very quickly "inverted" to a dual form, where
the hyperedges stand for the resources or actors of the system, while vertices
highlight the related work steps.

In Figure II.4.2, the dual hypergraph version of the previous example is visualized,
and the incidence matrix of H∗, where o1 = {e1, e2}, o2 = {e1, e3}, a1 = {e2, e3}
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and a2 = {e3}, is presented in Table II.4.4. As a result, it can be said that H∗ swaps
the roles of vertices and hyperedges. Thanks to the dual graph feature, certain
elements of the system can be modeled in several ways in a hypergraph-based
manufacturing model. It is possible to represent a resource allocation scenario
with a hyperedge or with different vertices as well.

Figure II.4.2: The Euler
diagram of the example dual

hypergraph H∗

H∗ e1 e2 e3
o1 1 1 0
o2 1 0 1
a1 0 1 1
a2 0 0 1

Table II.4.4: The incid-
ence matrix of the example

hypergraph H∗

The line graph L(H) of hypergraph H consists of a vertex set {e∗1, ..., e∗m} and
an edge set {(e∗i , e∗j)|ei ∩ ej ̸= ∅, i ̸= j} [355]. In order to additionally capture
information about the size of intersecting hyperedges, line graphs of hypergraphs
may be defined with additional edge weights, where {e∗i , e∗j} has the weight |ei∩ej|
[353].

The weight of a hyperedge ωi is related to the frequency of occurrence of the
hyperedge (multiplicity) and the cardinality of the hyperedge. There are different
approaches of the hyperedge weights, namely as a constant, frequency-based, or
according to the definitions by Newman, Gao or Network Theory [356]. In the
case of a production environment, the weight of a hyperedge can hold information
about the relevancy of a set of production members (as machines and operators in
a production process step) or other cost parameters such as the training or time
cost of a vertex set connected by the hyperedge.
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II.4.2.3 Hypergraph-based modeling of a production pro-

cess

This section aims to provide more details about how hypergraphs can be used for
the modeling of the production environment.

In the case of vertices, a distinction is made between several types, such as
resource-, capability- and event-based vertices, which are summarized in Table
II.4.5. Resource-based vertices of the collaborative manufacturing are the human
and machine members of the production process, such as operators, robots or
machines. The machining-based vertices stand for manufacturing activities such
as milling, drilling and material handling. Furthermore, the event-based vertices
cover the production steps of manufacturing Product A or Product B.

Table II.4.5: Examples of different types of vertices
Resource-based vertices

Operator {vo1, vo2 . . . voNo
} ⃝

Robot {vr1, vr2 . . . vrNr
} ⃝

Machine {vm1 , vm2 . . . vmNm
} ⃝

Machine-based vertices
Milling {vmi

1 , vmi
2 . . . vmi

Nmi
} □

Drilling {vd1 , vd2 . . . vdNd
} □

Material handling {vha1 , vha2 . . . vhaNha
} □

Event-based vertices
Production of A {vpa1 , vpa2 . . . vpaNpa

} △
Production of B {vpb1 , vpb2 . . . vpbNpb

} △

In the proposed example model, activity and attribute-based edges are included as
listed in Table II.4.6. An activity-based hyperedge connects the vertices involved
in a specific production procedure or can be defined as a set of vertices which
represent collaborating resources that perform an activity. The weight of an edge
can equate to the time or cost of the whole activity. Furthermore, the weight
of the same hyperedge can differ within vertices which are connected to it. The
other type of hyperedge in the proposed modeling methodology is attribute-based,
which connects vertices with a specific type of attribute or characteristic and the
weight of these edges determines the suitability.

It is important to mention that in a hypergraph network, some of the vertices and
edges are convertible such as capability which can occur as an edge or as a vertex.
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Table II.4.6: Examples of different types of hyperedges
Hyperedges

Activity-based {ea1, ea2 . . . eaNa
} |

Attribute-based /capability/ {ec1, ec2 . . . ecNc
} ∥

Moreover, a further generalization in a hypergraph is that a hyperedge as well may
not only contain vertices but other hyperedges [252].

In Figure II.4.3-a, a hypergraph representation example is visualized, where there
are two different types of hyperedges and three types of resource-based vertices.
In Table II.4.7, the incidence matrix of hypergraph H1 is listed from Figure II.4.3-
a. To accomplish the activity covered by hyperedge ea1, the following vertices
need to be involved: vo1, vo2 and vm1 , so two operators and one machine. Another
hyperedge referred to as ec1 connects vertices vr1 and vo2 and acts as an attribute-
based hyperedge, which connects a robot and an operator -type, resource-based
vertex.

In Figure II.4.3-b, a bit more complex hypergraph representation of a manufactur-
ing process is visualized. To accomplish the activity covered by hyperedge ea4, the
following vertices need to be involved: vPa

1 , vPa
2 , vmi

1 and vd1 . Therefore, Product

Figure II.4.3: H1 = ⟨V1;E1⟩ is a hypergraph representation of resource-
based vertices allocated by different types of hyperedges where V1 =
{vo1, vo2, vo3, vo4, vm1 , vr1} and E1 = {ea1, ea2, ea3, ec1} moreover, H2 = ⟨V2;E2⟩ is a
hypergraph representation of machine and event-based vertices allocated by
different types of hyperedges where V2 = {vpa1 , vpa2 , vmi

1 , vd1 , v
ha
1 , vpb1 , vpb2 } and

E2 = {ea4, ea5, ea6, ec2}
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Table II.4.7: The incidence matrix of example hypergraph H1

vo1 vo2 vo3 vo4 vm1 vr1
ea1 1 1 0 0 1 0
ea2 0 1 1 0 0 1
ea3 0 0 0 1 0 1
ec1 0 1 0 0 0 1

A-type, event-based, and two other machining-based vertices are found in this
set. However, in the next set of vertex connected by activity-based hyperedge ea5

three different types of machining-based vertices are covered, namely vmi
1 , vha1 and

vd1 . Finally, hyperedge ea6 contains two types of Product B , that is event-based
vertices (vPb

1 and vPb
2 ) and two other machining-based vertices (vmi

1 and vha1 ). An
attribute-based hyperedge on this visualization is also present, where ec2 connects
the vertices vPa

2 and vPb
1 , providing an example where hypergraphs, edges and

vertices can deliver the same information as all three can describe attributes here.

After describing the principles and modeling examples of hypergraphs, more com-
plex network analytical methods are discussed in the following subsection.

II.4.2.4 Advanced hypergraph-based analysis of a collabor-

ative manufacturing

This subsection aims to provide network-based metrics that are suggested for
hypergraph-based analysis of the collaborative manufacturing model. In Table
II.4.8, the studied hypergraph-specific centrality and analytical methods were sum-
marized and examples of application scenarios in manufacturing analytics given.

In order to define the hypergraph centrality measures, first, the notions of a hy-
pergraph walk and distance are introduced [353]. Given two hyperedges e, f ∈ E,
an s-walk of length k between e and f is a sequence of hyperedges e0, e1, ..., ek such
that e0 = e, ek = f and s ≤ |ei ∩ ei+1| for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. In other words, an

Table II.4.8: Types of hypernetwork measures and their application in collab-
orative manufacturing model analysis

Centrality metric Application in collaborative manufacturing
S-betweenness centrality Show the importance of the elements
S-closeness centrality Show how an element is shared
Modularity of the hypergraph Show how modular the production process is
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s-walk is a sequence of edges such that the size of pairwise intersections between
neighboring edges is at least s.

The s-distance, for a fixed s > 0 is defined as ds(e, f) between two edges e, f ∈ E,
as the length of the shortest s-walk between them. If no s-walk is found between
two edges, then the s-distance is infinite [353]. Two edges e, f ∈ E are defined
as s-adjacent if |e ∩ f | ≥ s for s ≥ 1 [357]. In addition, the s-diameter is defined
as the maximum s-distance between any two edges and the s-component as a set
of edges connected pairwise by an s-walk [352]. The s-path is referred to in the
case of s-walks, where the edges are not repeated, so any hyperedges from the
hypergraph can participate only once in the path.

Furthermore, the walks in hypergraphs also have a certain width. In Figure II.4.4,
three examples of walks in hypergraphs (based on Ref. [352]) are shown. In the
first simple example (a), a 2-uniform hypergraph is presented. The length of the
walk between hyperedges e1 and e3 is two (as the walk needs to go through e1 and
e2 to reach e3), and its width is one (as the number of vertices at interconnecting
hyperedges is one). In the second scenario (b), a hypergraph is presented where
the length between e1 and e3 is two and the interaction is one. While in the third
case (c), its length is still two, but the interactions are stronger as its width is
three (because the minimum number of vertices at interconnecting hyperedges is
three).

Aksoy et al. [353] defined several network science methods generalized from graphs
to hypergraphs, including vertex degrees, diameters and clustering coefficients.
In this paper, their generalization of the betweenness centrality and closeness
centrality with regard to hypergraphs is applied using the stratification parameter
s.
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Figure II.4.4: Examples of walks in hypergraphs: (a) a 2-uniform hypergraph
of length two and width one between e1 and e3, (b) one of length two and width
one between e1 and e3, and (c) another of length of two and width three between

e1 and e3
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The s-betweenness centrality of edge e is:

BCs(e) :=
∑

f ̸=e̸=g∈E

σs
fg(e)

σs
fg

, (II.4.1)

where σs
fg denotes the total number of the shortest s-walks from edge f to edge

g and σs
fg(e) represents the number of those shortest s-walks that contain edge e

[351].

The harmonic s-closeness centrality of an edge e is the reciprocal of the harmonic
mean of all distances from e:

HCCs(e) :=
1

|Es| − 1

∑
f∈Es,f ̸=e

1

ds(e, f)
, (II.4.2)

where Es = {e ∈ E : |e| ≥ s} [351].

In order to take into account multiple s values simultaneously in the analysis, the
average of the centrality values across a range of s values is calculated and the
average s-betweenness centrality [351] is defined as:

BCs(e) =
1

s

s∑
i=1

BCi(e), (II.4.3)

and the average harmonic s-closeness centrality [351] as:

HCCs(e) =
1

s

s∑
i=1

HCCi(e). (II.4.4)
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An example visualization is presented in Figure II.4.5 to demonstrate the behavior
of centrality metrics in hypergraphs. The s-closeness centrality can be represented
by a hyperedge (or hyperedges), which can most easily reach all other hyperedges
in the hypergraph. In Figure II.4.5, the high closeness centrality element is high-
lighted in purple as the average distances from edges i, g, k and h are minimal com-
pared to other groups. The s-betweenness centrality provides information about
which hyperedge (or hyperedges) has the most control over the flow between other
hyperedges and groups. In Figure II.4.5, the high betweenness centrality element
is denoted in brown, as the maximum number of shortest paths go from edges k

and m since they bridge two parts of the network.

Furthermore, in Figure II.4.5, two examples of s-walks on this slightly more com-
plex hypergraph are presented. Wa−e s-walk on the left-hand side has a length
of four between a and e as well as a width of one, and the s-component is 19 as
Wa−e contains 19 vertices. Wm−o s-walk on the right-hand side is of length one
between o and m as well as has a width of two, and the s-component is five as
Wm−o contains five vertices.

Figure II.4.5: Example hypergraph to demonstrate closeness and betweenness
centrality metrics and s-walks
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Based on the previous discussion and Table II.4.8, it can be concluded that
hypergraph-based centrality metrics can be utilized in the design of collaborat-
ive manufacturing, if:

• a job competency has a high degree of centrality, then it is highly utilized and

critical in the production process;

• an operator has a high degree of centrality, then the scheduling of his/her work is

critical (assembly line balancing);

• the path between two elements (as work areas) is relatively large, then it can be

decomposed and the procedure reallocated.

II.4.3 Designing collaborative manufacturing for

a wire harness assembly process

This section presents how the proposed method can be applied to the analysis and
redesign of a manufacturing system. The case study of this chapter also comes
from the field of the wire harness assembly industry. Based on the production
processes, the case study is motivated by a multinational wire harness factory.
However, due to confidentiality policies, detailed information cannot be published,
but the validation of the proposed methodology is continuous with the production
experts.

To present the hypergraph-based methodology, a more complex, wire harness
assembly-based benchmark problem has been applied, which is described in Ap-
pendix C.2 of Chapter C. A small production line with batch and conventional
production was chosen and Figure C.4 of the Appendix shows the process flow,
which is based on a real assembly line. The process contains two assembly lines
that produce shared tasks and resources in parallel.

In Section II.4.3.1, several visualization applications with hypergraphs are shown.
Section II.4.3.2 describes the analytical method to identify critical elements and
collaborations of the manufacturing process. In Section II.4.3.3, the segmentation
process is presented. Finally, Section II.4.3.4 discusses the benefits of the proposed
hypergraph-based methodology.
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II.4.3.1 Hypergraph-based representation of collaborative

manufacturing designed for the wire harness as-

sembly line

In this subsection, the designed collaborative manufacturing is presented by visu-
alizing the hypergraph model in three different ways, which correspond exactly to
the data, however, different valuable conclusions can be drawn from them.

First, the serialized incidence matrix of the hypergraph is presented (Figure II.4.6),
then the normal- (Figure II.4.7) and dual- (Figure II.4.8) hypergraphs of the wire
harness assembly process are shown. In Figure II.4.6, the serialized incidence
matrix of the wire harness manufacturing-based case study is visualized. On the
vertical axes, the 70 different activities are listed having been re-ordered, while on
the horizontal axes, the human-machine resources, capabilities, and other tooling
or sensor elements of the collaborative manufacturing example are provided.

In Figure II.4.6, after serialization of biadjacency matrix (B) and identifying
clusters in the data. The closely connected activities and items of the collab-
orative manufacturing are highlighted. The top bicluster, highlighted in yellow,
is denoted by a vertex set, namely capability vc7, machine vm1 , and operator vo2,
in the case of the following activities: ea5, ea6, ea7, ea8 and ea9. Since activities ea6

and ea7 from this group also connect with the vs3 sensor, these five activity-based
hyperedges create a bicluster in the collaborative manufacturing model because
the same operator, machine and capability are utilized in these production steps.
The second bicluster, denoted in purple, consists of sensor vs1, AGV va and the
capability vc8 in the case of the following activity-based hyperedges: ea17, ea33, ea38
and ea19 as ll as ea1, ea35, ea36 and ea70. Another bicluster denoted in red is related to
AGV va and sensorvs2, in the case of activity-based hyperedges ea2, ea18, ea34, ea37, ea53
and ea69. Furthermore, more possible clusters are highlighted with dashed lines in
Figure II.4.6.

In Figure II.4.7, the normal hypergraph of the production network is visualized,
which shows how activities involve the elements of collaborative manufacturing.
This representation helps to identify what central elements affect the activities
most, e.g. activity-based hyperedge ea31 connects vertices vd2 , vs3, vr3, vo4 and vc6.
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Figure II.4.6: The serialized incidence matrix of the collaborative manufac-
turing concerning wire harness manufacturing. Some biclusters of the closely

connected activities and items are also highlighted.

Figure II.4.8 shows a dual hypergraph with opposite meaning to the previous fig-
ure, as it represents the assets and workers with regard to the activities involved,
transposed form of the previous visualization. For example capability-based hy-
peredge ec3 connects the following activities in the form of vertices: va11, va27, va46
and va62. Alternatively, in a similar way, it can be sees that screwdriver D1-based
hyperedge ed1 is denoted by activities va15 and va50. In this representation, hyperedge
es1 is the largest as it contains 24 different activity-based vertices, while ed1 and ed2

(screwdriver-based hyperedges) are the simplest ones with only one vertex each.
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Figure II.4.7: Hypergraph visualization of the wire harness benchmark (on
the left-hand side) - The activities become involved as a result of the elements
of collaborative manufacturing and activity-based hyperedge a31 (on the right-

hand side)

Figure II.4.8: Dual hypergraph visualization of the wire harness benchmark
(on the left-hand side) - The elements of collaborative manufacturing become

involved as a result of the activities and hyperedges D1, S1, C3 and D2

II.4.3.2 Identification of the critical elements and collabor-

ations

The critical elements and collaboration scenarios of the collaborative manufactur-
ing can be identified based on the s-closeness and s-betweenness measures presen-
ted in Section II.4.2.4. The closeness centrality measure indicates how close a
vertex is to all other vertices in the network, while the betweenness centrality
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detects the degree of influence a vertex has over the flow of information in the
hypergraph.

Based on the s-closeness and s-betweenness metrics, the most important elements
are vs2 (sensor S2 as a vertex - RTLS (Real-time locating system)) and vs3 (sensor
S3 as a vertex - machine log) as the s-closeness values are 0.77 and 0.75 and the s-
betweenness ones are 55.68 and 45.57, respectively. The results show that the most
important elements (as central elements are present) of the modeled process are the
sensors, given that they are connected to the most activities. The central operators
are vo3, vo4, vo6 and vo7 with values of s-closeness and s-betweenness of 0.6 and 16,
respectively. A similar conclusion can be reached if the dual hypergraph in Figure
II.4.8 is investigated, where the central elements are determinative cooperation or
interaction. The four operators mentioned above are found in the same vertices
to the left of the center of the figure and several overlaps can be noticed.

The average s-closeness centrality value of the wire harness benchmark network is
0.598, which means the vertices have a higher probability of being closer to each
other in a network than far apart. Additionally, the average s-betweenness of the
hypergraph network is 9.393, although it has a high deviation because most of the
vertices have a high influence on the hypergraph.

Based on the determinative hyperedges, in the case of closeness and betweenness,
the same activity type was the most significant, that is t19 (Positioning of a crimp
into a vise), which is usually handled by two operators or one robot, while applying
capability C7 and monitoring the process using sensor S2 (RTLS). The related
activities to activity type t19 are va5 , va21, va40 and va56, which are visualized in Figure
II.4.9 with a dual hypergraph.

The representation of the hypergraph can show the central element of the com-
plex system based on the higher-order network representation. In the following
subsection, how these higher order connections can be investigated with the s-
walk analysis will be shown and be used for segmentation tasks such as forming
manufacturing cells.
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Figure II.4.9: Dual hypergraph representation of activity type t19 related
assembly activities (hyperedges), and the resources, actors are shown as vertices

II.4.3.3 Segmentation of the collaborative manufacturing

model

The centrality metrics presented in the previous subsection facilitate the detec-
tion of the critical or potential collaboration areas in the manufacturing network.
While this subsection describes in detail how the system can be segmented, which
helps to investigate them more in-depth. The hypergraph representation provides
information to determine the strongly interdependent elements as the modules can
be identified. These modules are the bases for forming manufacturing cells, since
they show what elements should be planned together and how the process can be
decomposed. The first task is to determine the strongly connected elements.

The s-walk methods are applicable to measure the connectedness in the collabor-
ative processes where multiple participants exist. The benefit of the hypergraph
representation is that the second and third walks between the vertices where these
walks represent closely connected elements can also be seen. For example, the s-
betweenness value in the case of vs1 (sensor S1 as a vertex (camera) - highlighted in
orange in the figure) is significantly higher when the second walk is calculated, as
it rises from 13.99 (7th place) to 102.53 (2nd place). Furthermore, the betweenness
value of vc7 increases by more than ten times, as it is a required capability (C7 -
highlighted in blue in the figure) for the crimping step. The graph representation
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of the connections between the elements in the case of the first and second s-walks
can be seen in Figure II.4.10. Based on the resulting graph of the second s-walk
and the s-betweenness value of two (as described below), it can be noticed that the
centrality of S1 and C7 with regard to betweenness is described by the influence
of the vertex.

The crimping competency (C7) is highly relevant as the production flow has four
crimping stations with several shared resources. Logically, S1, that is, the camera
sensor used to monitor many collaborative tasks such as AGV loads and transport
between operators, should be given a high level of importance. In Figure II.4.8,
it can be noticed that S1 covers a lot of activities. This vertex (S1) is denoted
by the red line in the middle of Figure II.4.8 which covers many activities and is
connected to several other elements.

The significant connections can be determined by modularity analyses. Several
algorithms are used to identify modules in a network. The Louvain algorithm was
applied to find some communities based on the activities and elements (human
workers, robots, etc.). The algorithm identifies five activity-based communities:

Figure II.4.10: The s = 1 and s = 2 walks highlight the connectedness of the
elements of the designed collaborative manufacturing model
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1. Crimping 3 - related activities

2. Assembly 1− 4 - related activities

3. AGV - related activities

4. Crimping 1− 2 - related activities

5. Crimping 4 - related activities

The Louvain algorithm is applied to the dual hypergraph to analyse the main
elements of the collaborative manufacturing model. Three modules were identified
from the elements, the first contains all AGV-related vertices such as the AGV , the
loading of the AGV capability and operator O1 as they only work together with
the AGV . Since this module also includes the camera and machine-log sensor, it
determines the elements that are collaborative at multiple stations. The crimping
machine-related elements are found in the second module, e.g. robots, crimping
machines, related operators and capability C7. The third module consists of the
elements related to the assembly stations with the RTLS sensor.

The central element is the key to collaboration, and this result shows what is
the most critical. The central elements are the s-walk method, which provides
valuable information about the complex collaborative processes, where multiple
resources work together and cooperate with each other. In this case, the crimping
capability is significant (in the case of the second s-walk), which shows us that
training more and more operators to use the crimping station together with robots
should be considered. The modules help to discover the joint elements and divide
the complex problem into the most significant parts. The results identify the three
significant parts of the investigated use case.

In Figure II.4.11, a part of the wire harness assembly-based case study is visualized.
At the top of the figure, the hypergraph network is presented with activity-based
hyperedges, where robot R2, operator O3, robot R1, and the AGV are chosen as
key elements based on centrality metrics. The four elements are visualized at the
bottom along with all the other related activities as vertices in the dual hypergraph
to demonstrate the benefit of dual hypergraph representations. This approach
could give further information about the other related assembly activities with
the dual graph form after determining the four central elements. Furthermore, on
the bottom dual hypergraph visualization, activities va17 and va19 as interconnecting
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Figure II.4.11: Hypergraph (at the top) and dual hypergraph (at the bottom)
representations of a collaboration scenario, where operator O3, robots R1-R2

and the AGV are the focal points

steps within the AGV and operator O3 or robot R2 can also be seen. An example
of collaboration is the overlapping section of robot R1 and operator O3 on the
bottom dual graph representation, where va12, va13, va14 and va15 vertices belong to
activities.

Figure II.4.12 aims to demonstrate the features of the hypergraph-based visualiz-
ation of the collaboration analysis of a manufacturing system. Robots, operators,
and the AGV are visualized in the form of hyperedges, while the red vertices
belong to assembly activities. Within the AGV hyperedge in Figure II.4.12 the
activity vertices (red dots) overlapped with other hyperedges show scenarios when
operator or robot actors work together at the same time and "share" activities.
Collaboration cases are also highlighted on the hypergraph, such as operator O7

collaborating with robot R6 and having a shared activity with robot R5 and with
the AGV . In a more complex, real industrial environment, the proposed method
can also facilitate the detection of critical zones, scheduling processes, improve
ergonomic aspects during collaboration or layout design.
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Figure II.4.12: Dual hypergraph representation of the collaboration between
Operators, Robots, and the AGV, where the red vertices belong to different

activities

II.4.3.4 Discussion on the benefits of the hypergraph-based

analysis and suggestions for future research

The wire harness assembly case study-based examples presented in the previous
subsection highlighted how an existing production system could be analysed as
a hypergraph network. Compared to classical and advanced multilayer network-
based analysis [216], the main benefit of hypergraphs is that it allows the set-
theory-based analysis of the system. Sets represented by hyperedges can be used
to study redundancy and resilience, and the intersection of sets can explore the flex-
ibility of configurations. Higher-order network representations can better represent
the superstructures of complex manufacturing systems where the superstructure
is constructed from a set of alternatives.

A critical aspect of the research is the technologies needed to utilize the proposed
concept in a real-world industrial application. Complex manufacturing system
representation and analytics require a comprehensive data management system
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that covers all aspects of production. Information management of future manu-
facturing requires an effective solution as knowledge graphs or knowledge hyper-
graphs [358]. These solutions use a graph-based data model to capture knowledge
in application scenarios that involve integrating, managing and extracting value
from diverse data sources, even at a large scale [359]. Knowledge graph meth-
ods can mine information from structured, semi-structured, or even unstructured
data sources and finally integrate the information into knowledge, represented in
a graph [360]. Enabling technologies for the proposed hypergraph-based approach
are the adequate MES and MOM supported by semantic technologies, such as
ontologies and knowledge graphs [94].

An essential additional question is what can be done with the analysis results and
how the uncovered knowledge can be applied to improve the manufacturing pro-
cess. It has been demonstrated that the wide range of hypergraph-based metrics
provides much more possibilities than classical network centralities, mainly when
collaboration should be analysed. Collaborating actors whit a high influence on
the production are detectable with s-walks, and the central collaborators of the in-
telligent manufacturing network can be found with s-closeness and s-betweenness
metrics.

A non-applied but beneficial analysis tool of hypergraphs is the so-called vertex
simplification, which can be used to redesign the systems by exploring the bottle-
necks and critical elements of the collaborations. A method for this is a (weighted)
clique expansion performed on the line graph of the dual of a hypergraph generated
based on the similarities between vertices [355].

A further advantageous feature worth studying in the future is the utilization of
fuzzy set memberships in fuzzy hypergraphs [361]. A fuzzy representation of a
collaborative process makes it possible to store even more detailed information in
the model, such as the availability or the effectiveness of allocating an operator
or activity. Such representation would allow to calculate the total of the rows
of the fuzzy incidence matrix. Additionally, the total FTE (Full-Time Equival-
ent) of the allocated operators can be obtained by summarizing the weights of
vertices. A so-called Fuzzy Competition Hypergraphs method [362] can facilitate
decision making, which could also be adaptable in an intelligent manufacturing
environment.
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II.4.4 Summary of hypergraph-based analysis of

collaborative manufacturing

This work investigated the support of human-machine and human-human cooper-
ation in manufacturing. Based on the simultaneous and integrated monitoring
of the activities of the machines, robots, operators and mobile robots, additional
functions that facilitate cooperation can be developed. The analysis and design
of collaborative manufacturing require a tool that provides information about the
impacts of their interactions.

This work highlighted that hypergraphs could support the analysis and design
of manufacturing systems. The vertices of the hypergraph can represent events,
resources/assets or capabilities, while the hyperedges represent the sets formed ac-
cording to the activities/cooperations or attribute-type relationships. The hyper-
graph centrality measures and clusters/modules of the resultant network highlight
the critical elements and interactions.

When necessary, the highlighted weakly connected components could be integ-
rated by redesigning the system. The model also supports the analysis of the
robustness of the manufacturing. As it is unclear what kind of simulated perturb-
ations should be studied and which network measures should be analysed for this
purpose, developing the proposed method for business process redesign could be
the main research topic in this new field.



Chapter B

Conclusions and thesis findings

The previous chapters discussed the theoretical and practical results of my doctoral
program. The present chapter aims to summarize the contributions made to the
research of ontology-based development of Industry 4.0 & 5.0 solutions.

The motivation behind the work was pointed out in Chapter A, which are the
horizontal and vertical integration in the industry while aiming for interoperab-
ility and standardization, and improved data access in ERP and MES systems.
Additional goals were to develop efficient analysis and optimization methods us-
ing pre-structured, graph-based data and focus on Industry 4.0 aspects, especially
Industry 5.0, where the support of collaboration and shop floor workers are aimed
at the human-centric approach. Based on the problem statement, a framework for
ontology-based development of Industry 4.0 & 5.0 solutions has been proposed. I
highlighted, that semantic technologies make it possible to adapt network-based
process models to industry standards and contextualize process data with graph-
based representation, enabling interoperability and re-usability factors and making
accessible a variety of process analysis and optimization methods.

As the motivation of this work consisted of modeling and optimization tasks as
well, therefore the chapters are divided into two parts. First, in Part I., the
semantic-based modeling, using ontologies and knowledge graphs, was presented,
followed by two detailed application examples. Then in Part II., the network
science-based process optimization was discussed, advanced manufacturing ana-
lytics was applied using graph-based data access, and three different methods
were presented.

167
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As the main introduction of this work in Chapter A, I investigated the main re-
lated research topics of industrial application of semantic technologies, such as the
standards and ontology-based modeling of manufacturing, the field of production
models, and the human-centric and collaborative approach as main challenges of
Industry 5.0. After that, I made the problem statement and proposed an ontology-
based framework to solve the formulated problems.

Starting Part I., first, in Chapter I.1, I presented a systematic overview of onto-
logies that can be utilized in building Industry 4.0 applications and highlighted
ontologies that are suitable for manufacturing management. Additionally, I also
discussed the industry-related standards and other related models. At the end
of the introduction to the semantic technologies chapter, I summarized the main
benefits and general application examples of semantic technologies, such as model
digital twins, data mining, root cause analysis, or performing intelligent resource
allocation.

In chapter I.2, I presented a detailed ontology-based modeling method in a wire
harness manufacturing-based case study. Starting with the applied software tools
of ontology-based modeling, I guided the reader through each step of development
as the creation of a production-based knowledge graph, the data queries, and the
evaluation of ontology data.

After that, in Chapter I.3, I discussed a more complex, knowledge graph-based
framework to support human-centered collaborative and ergonomic manufactur-
ing in Industry 5.0. First, I introduced the Human-centered knowledge graph
design concept in detail and then demonstrated its application in an industrial
case study. In this chapter, I investigated the simultaneous and supportive human-
robot collaboration scenarios and related performance indicators. I presented the
development steps of the human-centric knowledge graph, using the specific use
case data and several graph-based analytics, such as robot allocation or capability
analysis. Additionally, I highlighted in the results that the developed knowledge
graph is capable of detecting different types of collaboration between human and
machine actors in the assembly process.

In Part II. of the doctoral thesis, first in Chapter II.1, I highlighted the problem
statement and introduced the theoretical and research background of network
science-based process optimization, such as graph-based analytics, assembly line
balancing or community detection.
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As the first optimization application, in Chapter II.2, I presented a method to
solve assembly line balancing with the combination of analytic hierarchy process
and multilayer network-based modeling. I demonstrated the simulated annealing
algorithm-based method with a complex, multilayer analysis of a wire-harness
assembly graph network, where I aimed to perform multi-objective optimization.

With the second optimization algorithm in Chapter II.3, I aimed to create a
modularity-based network community detection method integrating crossing min-
imization and bottom-up segmentation. The presented method can perform scal-
able and time-efficient community detection compared with other Louvain-based
procedures. Thanks to the pre-serialization of the adjacency matrix, the algorithm
reduced the iteration cost, as it does not need to test the entire data set. I high-
lighted that integrating barycentric serialization with modularity maximisation
based bottom-up segmentation offers an efficient solution, especially on large data
sets. I proved the efficiency of the developed method on benchmark problems
using real-life and generated networks.

Finally, in Chapter II.4, I proposed a hypergraph-based analysis method to invest-
igate collaborative manufacturing processes. I utilized the concept of intelligent
space, which supports the design of human-machine and human-human cooper-
ation in manufacturing. I also demonstrated the efficiency of hypergraph-based
analysis on a collaboration-related industrial case study. I highlighted that the
hypergraph centrality measures and clusters/modules of the resultant network
could show the critical elements and interactions. Additionally, the vertices of
the hypergraph can represent events, resources/assets or capabilities, while the
hyperedges represent the sets formed according to the activities, cooperations or
attribute-type relationships.

As a graphical summary, Figure B.1 represents the above-discussed theoretical and
practical sections of this work. The blue-colored line stands for the two modeling
applications of chapters I.2-I.3, which are the first two findings. While the orange-
colored optimization line is related to the network science-based applications of
chapters II.2-II.4 and forms the three additional findings of the thesis.
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Figure B.1: The graphical summary of the thesis findings, divided into mod-
eling and optimization, aims to support the framework for ontology-based de-
velopment of Industry 4.0 & 5.0 solutions. - The purple titles show the chapter

numbers of the related thesis findings.
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The following list contains the new scientific results in five thesis findings, numbered
in the same way as visualized in Figure B.1:

1. I highlighted and verified on a wire harness assembly process, that
ontology-based modeling can be utilized to create structured and contextual-
ized models that can support the development of the manufacturing process.

1.1. I developed an ontology-based framework for analysing industrial pro-
cesses, using RDF graph data queries. The proposed framework effi-
ciently integrates information based on industrial standards and process
data, which is beneficial for data mapping and system analysis.

1.2. I demonstrated the applicability of ontology-based process modeling
and data analysis on a wire-harness assembly-based benchmark, where
semantic modeling and data query analysis was performed.

Related publication: László Nagy, Tamás Ruppert, János Abonyi: Ontology-
Based Analysis of Manufacturing Processes: Lessons Learned from the Case
Study of Wire Harness Production, 2021, Hindawi, Complexity [363]

2. I have demonstrated that knowledge graph-based framework can

support the development of human-centered collaborative and er-

gonomic manufacturing in Industry 5.0. solutions.

2.1. I developed the Human-Centric Knowledge Graph (HCKG) framework,
which adapts ontologies and standards and can model operator-related
factors, such as monitoring movements, work conditions, or collabora-
tion with robots. The work performed by the operator is in the scope,
including the evaluation of movements, collaboration with machines,
ergonomics and other conditions.

2.2. I demonstrated the utilization of the framework in a complex assembly
line-based use case, with application examples of resource allocations
and comprehensive support of the shop floor workers in collaboration
and ergonomics aspects. I verified that knowledge graphs and ontology-
based models can support human-centric manufacturing, with several
graph-based data queries, visualization, and query analytics presented.
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Related conference paper: László Nagy, Tamás Ruppert, János Abonyi:
Human-centered knowledge graph-based design concept for collaborative man-
ufacturing, 2022 IEEE 27th International Conference on Emerging Techno-
logies and Factory Automation (ETFA) [364]

3. I introduced a novel, combined analytic hierarchy process and mul-

tilayer network-based method for assembly line balancing.

3.1. I proposed a multilayer network-based representation of the assembly
line-balancing problem, where the layers of the network represent the
skills of the operators, the tools required for their activities, and the
precedence constraints of their activities. The activity-operator network
layer has been designed by a multi-objective optimization algorithm,
where the training and equipment costs as well as the precedence of the
activities are taken into account.

3.2. I utilized the analytic hierarchy process technique to evaluate the costs
and quantify the importance of the criteria. I verified that the op-
timization problem can be solved by a multi-level simulated annealing
algorithm, that efficiently handles the precedence constraints.

3.3. I demonstrated the efficiency of the method in a case study of wire
harness manufacturing. The applicability of the result relays on more
complex assembly lines, where several factors are required to be optim-
ized, and to find the optimal assignment of tasks to operators, aiming
to improve the efficiency of the production systems.

Related publication: László Nagy, Tamás Ruppert, János Abonyi: Analytic
Hierarchy Process and Multilayer Network-Based Method for Assembly Line
Balancing, 2020, Applied Sciences [365]

4. I developed an efficient network community detection algorithm

based on crossing minimization and bottom-up segmentation that

can facilitate graph-based analytics.

4.1. I integrated the barycentric serialization-based co-clustering and bottom-
up segmentation methods to get an effective algorithm to detect com-
munities in graph networks. Hence the nodes are efficiently pre-ordered
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according to their neighbors by barycentric serialization, the segment-
ation algorithm provides modules in a computationally more efficient
way, than the most frequently used Louvain community detection al-
gorithms.

4.2. I verified the developed method by comparing it with other community
detection algorithms using benchmark problems. The results have shown
that community detection and clustering can be more efficient in the
case of large, graph-based datasets with the combined method that can
support the ontology-based development of smart factory applications.

5. I validated a hypergraph-based method for analysis of collaborat-

ive manufacturing.

5.1. I developed a hypergraph-based analysis method to design Industry 5.0
solutions, which requires a problem-specific description of manufactur-
ing systems, the skills, and states of the operators, as well as of the
sensors placed in the intelligent space for the simultaneous monitor-
ing of the collaborative work. I highlighted that the proposed method
can detect collaboration types within human and robot actors and per-
form a systematic analysis of the critical sets of interacting elements in
collaborative manufacturing.

5.2. I demonstrated on several application examples, that studying the cent-
rality and modularity of the resultant hypergraphs can support the
formation of collaboration and interaction schemes and the formation
of manufacturing cells. The results proved that the hypergraph-based
method can be used for the investigation of collaborative manufacturing
and support the analysis of the robustness.

Related publication: László Nagy, Tamás Ruppert, Andreas Löcklin, János
Abonyi: Hypergraph-based analysis and design of intelligent collaborative
manufacturing space, 2022, Journal of Manufacturing Systems [366]



Chapter C

Appendix

This Chapter contains all appendix related to the presented doctoral thesis. First,
Section C.1 presents the general version of the wire harness assembly-based in-
dustrial case study, followed by the collaborative scenario in Section C.2. Section
C.3 presents the detailed structural diagram of the case study-specific knowledge
graph of Chapter I.3. In Section C.4, the abbreviations of the developed assembly
line balancing algorithm of Chapter II.2 can be found. Finally, in Section C.5,
the list of the used nominations and benchmark results, related to the community
detection algorithm of Chapter II.3 can be found.

C.1 Wire harness assembly based industrial case

study - general

This doctoral thesis has applied an open-source benchmark problem of a modular
wire-harness production system; therefore, this section describes the wire harness
assembly-based case study, which is studied in Chapters I.2 and II.2. Wire har-
nesses are produced by a typical complex modular production system [367]. In
wire harness manufacturing the operators work with several tools that perform
different activities at workstations to manufacture complex cables. In many cases
the assembly procedure is designed to be performed not only at fix work stations
but on different assembly tables (where several assembly zones are defined), placed
to a conveyor system, which is illustrated at Figure C.1.

174
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Figure C.1: A conveyor system of a wire harness assembly line, where parts,
connectors, clips, and wires are placed on tables by operators [285]

The case study assumes that it is possible to improve the manufacturing efficiency
if the resources, activities, skills and precedence are better designed. The challenge
is that the numerous activities and the highly manual assembly necessary require
optimum assembly line balancing. The information that needs to be acquired is a
precise prediction of the duration of these activities [285], which can be measured
by a fixture sensor.

The manufacturing is modular, that means, the products p1, . . . , pNp are built
from a set of modules m0, . . . ,mNm . The number of types of products Np was 64

and Nm was defined as a combination of 7 modules: m0 base module, m1 as left-
or right-hand drive, m2 normal/hybrid, m3 halogen/LED lights, m4 petrol/diesel
engine, m5 4 doors/5 doors and m6 manual or automatic gearbox. Na was defined
as 654 activities/tasks categorized into Nt which consisted of 16 activity types
with well-modeled activity times. These times are based on benchmarks from the
literature [368].

The types of activities and the related activity times according to wire harness
assembly practice [367] are summarized in Table C.1. Furthermore, Table C.1
defines which activity time depends on the number of wires. The activity times
are calculated using a direct proportionality approach, e.g. when an operator is
laying four wires over one foot, proportionally to the parameter t4, the activity
time will be 1× 6.9s+ 4× 4.2s = 23.7s.
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Table C.1: Details of the activities during the wire harness assembly
ID Activity Remark Unit Time [s]
t1 Point-to-point wiring on

chassis
Direct wiring Per wire 1.5

t2 Laying in U-channel 2.0
t3 Laying flat cable 4.0
t4 Laying wire(s) onto harness

jig
Laying flat
cable

Base time 2.5

Per wire 5.0
t5 Laying cable connector (one

end) onto harness jig
To the same
breakout

Base time 3.2

Per wire 2.3
t6 Spot-tying onto cable and cut-

ting it with a pair of scissors
3.3

t7 Lacing activity 1.25
t8 Taping activity 1.0
t9 Inserting into tube or sleeve 1.5
t10 Attachment of wire terminal Terminal-

block fastening
(fork lug)

6.5

t11 Screw fastening of terminal 7.55
t12 Screw-and-nut fastening of

terminal
12.35

t13 Circular connector Installation
only

5.65

t14 Rectangular connector Latch or snap-
on

11.0

t15 Clip installation 4.0
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Figure C.2: Illustration of the distribution of the fixtures on an assembly
table and the definitions of the zones. As the fixtures move according to the
assembly tables of the conveyor system, the fixtures are identically placed at

every workstation.

In these activities, Nc was equal to 653 different built-in parts (among these Cr =

299 terminals, Cb = 113 bandages, Cc = 38 connectors, Cd = 155 wires and
Cl = 48 clips). Nz was also defined as 6 zones for the workstations (see Figure
C.2) to determine where the components are placed on the assembly table.

The assembly line Nw consisted of 10 workstations (assembly tables). For every
assembly table, one operator is assigned therefore, No = 10. The required Ns was
also defined as 5 skills of the operators, namely: s1 - laying cable, s2 - bandaging,
s3 - attaching the terminal, s4 - installing the connector and s5 - inserting the clip.
A piece of equipment is required for every activity, therefore Ne = 5: e1 - cabling
tool, e2 - bandaging tool, e3 - terminal handler, e4 - connector handler and e5 -
clipping tool. Some tools require a resource (Nr = 2): r1 - compressed air and r2

- electricity.

Additionally, a subset of this model is described which consists of 24 activities,
five operators, six skills and eight pieces of equipment. The elementary activity
times that influence the assembly line balance were determined based on expert
knowledge [167] (see Table C.2). A more detailed description of the activities,
pieces of equipment and skills can be found in Tables C.2 - C.6.
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Table C.2: List of the elementary activities with time

Activity ID Description Time

A1 Connector handling 4 s

A2 Connector handling 3 s

A3 Connector handling 2 s

A4 Connector handling 3 s

A5 Insert 1st end + routing 10 s

A6 Insert 2nd end 5 s

A7 Insert 1st end + routing 10 s

A8 Insert 2nd end 5 s

A9 Insert 1st end + routing 10 s

A10 Insert 2nd end 5 s

A11 Insert 1st end + routing 10 s

A12 Insert 2nd end 5 s

A13 Insert 1st end + routing 10 s

A14 Insert 2nd end 5 s

A15 Insert 1st end + routing 10 s

A16 Insert 2nd end 5 s

A17 Insert 1st end + routing 10 s

A18 Insert 2nd end 5 s

A19 Taping 15 s

A20 Taping 13 s

A21 Taping 11 s

A22 Taping 17 s

A23 Taping 15 s

A24 Quality check 10 s

The following tables give a more detailed description of the activities, equipment
(Table C.3) and skills (Table C.4) which are involved in the proposed case study.
Furthermore, the activity–equipment (Table C.5) and activity–skill (Table C.6)
connectivity matrices show the requirements of the given base activity.
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Table C.3: List of equipment that can be allocated in the assembly process

Equipment ID Description

E1 Connector fixture

E2 Connector fixture

E3 Routing tool

E4 Insertion tool

E5 Taping tool (expert)

E6 Taping tool (normal)

E7 Taping tool (normal)

E8 Repair tool

Table C.4: Description of skills that can be used in the studied production

process

Skill ID Description

S1 Connector handling skill

S2 Insertion (normal) and routing skills

S3 Insertion (expert) skill

S4 Taping (normal) skill

S5 Taping (expert) skill

S6 Quality (expert) skill
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Table C.5: Activity–equipment matrix that defines which equipment are re-

quired to perform a given activity

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8

A1 1 1

A2 1 1

A3 1 1

A4 1 1

A5 1

A6 1

A7 1

A8 1

A9 1

A10 1

A11 1

A12 1

A13 1

A14 1

A15 1

A16 1

A17 1

A18 1

A19 1

A20 1

A21 1 1

A22 1 1

A23 1 1

A24 1
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Table C.6: Activity–skill matrix that defines which skills are required to per-

form a given activity

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

A1 1

A2 1

A3 1

A4 1

A5 1

A6 1

A7 1

A8 1

A9 1

A10 1

A11 1

A12 1

A13 1

A14 1

A15 1

A16 1

A17 1

A18 1

A19 1

A20 1

A21 1

A22 1

A23 1

A24 1

The tables illustrate that a complex assembly procedure is also influenced by how
much equipment is needed for the designed production line and how many skills
should be learned by the operators.
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C.2 Wire harness assembly based industrial case

study - collaboration

This section describes the wire harness assembly-based case study with collabora-
tion aspects, which is studied in Chapters I.3 and II.4. First, Figure C.3 represents
the shop floor grid layout, where a coordinate system provides the optional grid
to allocate operators or production resources, such as robots and machines. The
case study includes a real-time location system (RTLS) that tracks the position of
assembly workers and assets. The X and Y axes correspond to the possible RTLS-
based positions on the shop floor. The grid can also provide information about
the distances needed for material handling and transportation. Additionally, 18
different areas, e.g. ST_11, are defined, which are capable of providing space for
a workstation on the shop floor.

A double production line consisting of batch and conventional production was
defined and the process flow is shown in Figure C.4, which is based on a real as-
sembly line from the wire harness manufacturing industry. The process consists
of two assembly lines that share tasks and resources. The elements of these pro-
duction lines are listed in Table C.8. As for the shop floor, two Storage, several
Buffers, Crimping stations and Assembly stations are defined. The second group
of elements consists of the human-machine members, which can be Operators or
Robots, as well as the assets of the production line, namely Machines, Tools,

Figure C.3: The grid layout of the benchmark shop floor
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Figure C.4: The process flow of the wire harness assembly line benchmark

Screwdrivers and the AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle). Finally, Capabilities
are required to perform particular activities and Sensor elements to monitor the
collaborative space.

A specific list of activity types for this benchmark problem is given in Table C.7,
with categories, e.g. the crimping process, assembly process or material handling,
as well as the definitions of the results of these activity types. Defining not only
the activity types but their results afterwards is important in terms of tracking
the processes and collaboration.

In Figure C.4, the elements denoted in a brighter color represent Production line
1 and the darker ones Production line 2, while in the middle, the shared assets
and resources are visualized. The material handling steps during the production
process are highlighted with arrows, which can be a one-piece-flow performed by
operators or an AGV-based transport system. Additionally, the distances over
which material is handled are denoted by purple numbers. The process flow (visu-
alized in Figure C.4) starts at Storage 1, where the so-called jumper operator
O1 loads AGV 1 (using capability C8) with one batch and AGV 1 transfers it to
Crimping station 1 or 3 (using capability C9), where operator O2 or O5 unloads
it into the local buffer B1 or B5. The following steps are the same on both pro-
duction lines, moreover, the process description will be continued with Production
line 1. Based on the production plan, operator O2 performs the crimping-related
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Table C.7: The activity types in the wire harness assembly process and their
results

Crimping process

t18 Manual handling of a wire from a buffer
Result: One piece of wire is moved to the crimping station from the buffer.

t19 Positioning of a crimp into a vise
Result: Crimp is positioned into a vise.

t20 Inserting a wire into a crimp
Result: Wire is inserted into a crimp.

t21 Starting a machine
Result: Machine is running.

t22 Crimping
Result: Crimping is finished.

t23 Manual handling of a semi-finished product
Result: Semi-finished product is removed from the vise.

t24 Handover of a semi-finished product
Result: Semi-finished product is moved to another station.

Assembly process

t2 Laying in a U-channel
Result: U-channel is laid in the right assembly zone.

t4 Laying wire(s) onto a harness jig
Result: Wire(s) is (are) laid correctly onto a harness jig.

t9 Insertion into a tube or sleeve
Result: Tube is inserted into the correct sleeve.

t11 Fastening of the terminal with screws
Result: Terminal screws are fastened.

t25 Positioning of a crimp into a fixture
Result: Crimp is correctly positioned into the fixture.

t26 Manual handling of a semi-finished product into a buffer
Result: Semi-finished product is placed into the buffer.

Material handling

t16 Loading of the AGV
Result: Parts are loaded on to the rack of the AGV.

t17 Transportation by an AGV
Result: AGV moved the position from the source to its destination

t27 Unloading of the AGV
Result: Parts are unloaded from the rack of the AGV.
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activities listed in Table C.7 that require capability C7. Furthermore, machine
M1 is also utilized during these crimping activities. Finally, operator O2 hands
over the workpiece to operator O3 at Assembly station 1 (one-piece-flow). Oper-
ator O3 and robot R1 collaborate with each other, while capabilities C1, C3 and
C6-related activities are performed. Moreover, tools E1-3 are also used during
the activity steps of Assembly station 1. At the end of the procedure, operator
O3 places the workpiece into buffer B2. If a whole batch has been completed, the
same operator loads AGV 1, which delivers the batch of cables to the next buffer,
that is, B3. Afterwards robot R2 unloads the buffer and performs capability C7

and machine M2-related activities at Crimping station 2. Then robot R2 hands
over the workpiece (one-piece-flow) to operator O4 at the next station, namely
Assembly station 2. At the last workstation of Production line 1, operator O4

and robot R3 collaborate with each other to perform activities that require cap-
abilities C1, C3 and C6. At the end of the assembly line, operator O4 places the
workpieces into buffer B4. If a whole batch has been completed, the same oper-
ator loads AGV 1, which delivers the products to their final destination, namely
Storage 2.

Further attributes of the elements (besides the list of main elements in Table C.8)
are the following Capabilities, which are required to perform special activities: C1

- Inserting and laying of parts (cabling), C3 - Terminal handling, C6 - Fastening
the terminal with screws, C7 - Operation of the crimping machine, C8 - Loading
or unloading of the AGV and C9 - Transportation of the workpieces on the shop
floor. Special tools, which are partly shared assets of the procedure are also
present, namely E1 - wiring tool, E2 - tubing tool and E3-E5, screwdrivers.
Furthermore, several unique Machines (M) are allocated to different Crimping
stations and Tools (E) are regarded as shared assets within Assembly stations.

Additionally, it is important to mention that different types of sensors are also
parts of this case study, whose goal is to make observations about each activity,
human and machine member of the production line as well as monitor the working
conditions. These groups of sensors are as follows: Camera system, Real-time
locating system, Robot-embedded sensor data, Machine-embedded sensor data,
Environment sensor shield and Human body sensor.

In the following tables, a more detailed overview of the wire harness assembly
benchmark is provided, where first in Table C.9 each activity type of the complex
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Table C.8: The elements of the wire harness assembly lines
Work sections of the production lines

Storage [K1,K2]
Buffer [B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8]
Crimping stations [Crimping 1, Crimping 2, Crimping 3, Crimping 4]
Assembly stations [Assembly 1, Assembly 2, Assembly 3, Assembly 4]

Human-machine members and assets
Operators [O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6, O7]
Robots [R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6]
AGV [AGV 1]
Machines [M1,M2,M3,M4]
Tools [E1, E2, E3, E4, E5]

Capabilities [C1, C3, C6, C7, C8, C9]

industrial process is listed, then in Tables C.10-C.11 along with the details of the
sequence of activities, which is distinguished in chapters I.3 and II.4.

Table C.9: Description of the different activity types in the entire wire harness
assembly benchmark

Activity type ID Description of the activity type
t1 Point-to-point wiring on a chassis
t2 Laying in a U-channel
t3 Laying a flat cable
t4 Laying wire(s) onto the harness jig
t5 Laying one end of a cable connector onto a harness jig
t6 Spot-tying onto a cable and cutting it with a pair of scissors
t7 Lacing activity
t8 Lacing activity
t9 Inserting into a tube or sleeve
t10 Attachment of a wire terminal
t11 Screw fastening of a wire terminal
t12 Screw-and-nut fastening of a wire terminal
t13 Circular connector
t14 Rectangular connector
t15 Clip installation
t16 Loading of the AGV
t17 Transportation
t18 Manual handling of a wire from a buffer
t19 Positioning of a crimp into a vise
t20 Inserting a wire into a crimp
t21 Starting a machine
t22 Crimping
t23 Manual handling of a semi-finished product
t24 Handover of a semi-finished product
t25 Positioning of a crimp into a fixture
t26 Manual handling of a semi-finished product into a buffer
t27 Unloading of the AGV
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Table C.10: The sequence of activities as well as the results of the proposed
wire harness assembly benchmark and their details - Part 1

Activity ID Activity type ID Result ID resultTypeID Process step Number of process step
a1 t16 res1 res_type_16 Storage 1 - AGV1 1
a2 t17 res2 res_type_17 Storage 1 - Buffer1 1
a3 t27 res3 res_type_27 AGV1 - Buffer1 1
a4 t18 res4 res_type_18 Buffer1 - Crimping1 Batch size
a5 t19 res5 res_type_19 Crimping1 Batch size
a6 t20 res6 res_type_20 Crimping1 Batch size
a7 t21 res7 res_type_21 Crimping1 Batch size
a8 t22 res8 res_type_22 Crimping1 Batch size
a9 t23 res9 res_type_23 Crimping1 Batch size
a10 t24 res10 res_type_24 Crimping1 - Assembly1 Batch size
a11 t24 res10 res_type_24 Crimping1 - Assembly1 Batch size
a12 t25 res11 res_type_25 Assembly1 Batch size
a13 t02 res12 res_type_02 Assembly1 Batch size
a14 t02 res12 res_type_02 Assembly1 Batch size
a15 t04 res13 res_type_04 Assembly1 Batch size
a16 t04 res13 res_type_04 Assembly1 Batch size
a17 t09 res14 res_type_09 Assembly1 Batch size
a18 t09 res14 res_type_09 Assembly1 Batch size
a19 t11 res15 res_type_11 Assembly1 Batch size
a20 t11 res15 res_type_11 Assembly1 Batch size
a21 t26 res16 res_type_26 Assembly1 - Buffer2 Batch size
a22 t16 res17 res_type_16 Buffer2 - AGV1 1
a23 t17 res18 res_type_17 Buffer2 - Buffer3 1
a24 t27 res19 res_type_27 AGV1 - Buffer3 1
a25 t18 res20 res_type_18 Buffer3 - Crimping2 Batch size
a26 t19 res21 res_type_19 Crimping2 Batch size
a27 t20 res22 res_type_20 Crimping2 Batch size
a28 t21 res23 res_type_21 Crimping2 Batch size
a29 t22 res24 res_type_22 Crimping2 Batch size
a30 t23 res25 res_type_23 Crimping2 Batch size
a31 t24 res26 res_type_24 Crimping2 - Assembly2 Batch size
a32 t24 res26 res_type_24 Crimping2 - Assembly2 Batch size
a33 t25 res27 res_type_25 Assembly2 Batch size
a34 t02 res28 res_type_02 Assembly2 Batch size
a35 t02 res28 res_type_02 Assembly2 Batch size
a36 t04 res29 res_type_04 Assembly2 Batch size
a37 t09 res30 res_type_09 Assembly2 Batch size
a38 t11 res31 res_type_11 Assembly2 Batch size
a39 t11 res31 res_type_11 Assembly2 Batch size
a40 t26 res32 res_type_26 Assembly2 - Buffer4 Batch size
a41 t16 res33 res_type_16 Buffer4 - AGV1 1
a42 t17 res34 res_type_17 Buffer4 - Buffer9 1
a43 t27 res35 res_type_27 AGV1 - Storage 2 1
a44 t16 res36 res_type_16 Storage 1 - AGV1 1
a45 t17 res37 res_type_17 Storage 1 - Buffer5 1
a46 t27 res38 res_type_27 AGV1 - Buffer5 1
a47 t18 res39 res_type_18 Buffer5 - Crimping3 Batch size
a48 t19 res40 res_type_19 Crimping3 Batch size
a49 t20 res41 res_type_20 Crimping3 Batch size
a50 t21 res42 res_type_21 Crimping3 Batch size
a51 t22 res43 res_type_22 Crimping3 Batch size
a52 t23 res44 res_type_23 Crimping3 Batch size
a53 t24 res45 res_type_24 Crimping3 - Assembly3 Batch size
a54 t24 res45 res_type_24 Crimping3 - Assembly3 Batch size
a55 t25 res46 res_type_25 Assembly3 Batch size
a56 t02 res47 res_type_02 Assembly3 Batch size
a57 t02 res47 res_type_02 Assembly3 Batch size
a58 t04 res48 res_type_04 Assembly3 Batch size
a59 t04 res48 res_type_04 Assembly3 Batch size
a60 t09 res49 res_type_09 Assembly3 Batch size
a61 t09 res49 res_type_09 Assembly3 Batch size
a62 t11 res50 res_type_11 Assembly3 Batch size
a63 t11 res50 res_type_11 Assembly3 Batch size
a64 t26 res51 res_type_26 Assembly3 - Buffer6 Batch size
a65 t16 res52 res_type_16 Buffer6 - AGV1 1
a66 t17 res53 res_type_17 Buffer6 - Buffer7 1
a67 t27 res54 res_type_27 AGV1 - Buffer7 1
a68 t18 res55 res_type_18 Buffer7 - Crimping4 Batch size
a69 t19 res56 res_type_19 Crimping4 Batch size
a70 t20 res57 res_type_20 Crimping4 Batch size
a71 t21 res58 res_type_21 Crimping4 Batch size
a72 t22 res59 res_type_22 Crimping4 Batch size
a73 t23 res60 res_type_23 Crimping4 Batch size
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Table C.11: The sequence of activities as well as the results of the proposed
wire harness assembly benchmark and their details - Part 2

Activity ID Activity type ID Result ID resultTypeID Process step Number of process step
a74 t24 res61 res_type_24 Crimping4 - Assembly4 Batch size
a75 t24 res61 res_type_24 Crimping4 - Assembly4 Batch size
a76 t25 res62 res_type_25 Assembly4 Batch size
a77 t02 res63 res_type_02 Assembly4 Batch size
a78 t02 res63 res_type_02 Assembly4 Batch size
a79 t04 res64 res_type_04 Assembly4 Batch size
a80 t09 res65 res_type_09 Assembly4 Batch size
a81 t11 res66 res_type_11 Assembly4 Batch size
a82 t11 res66 res_type_11 Assembly4 Batch size
a83 t26 res67 res_type_26 Assembly4 - Buffer8 Batch size
a84 t16 res68 res_type_16 Buffer8 - AGV1 1
a85 t17 res69 res_type_17 Buffer8 - Buffer9 1
a86 t27 res70 res_type_27 AGV1 - Storage 2 1
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C.3 Detailed structural diagram of the case study
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C.4 Assembly line balancing algorithm - Nomina-

tions

The following nominations are used in Chapter II.2:

SA Simulated annealing
ALB Assembly line balancing
Gi,j Bipartite graphs between the ith and jth sets of objects
Oj, Oj General representation of a set of objects as Oi, Oj ∈

{
s, e, a

′
, a,w

}
a = a1, . . . , aNa Index of activities
o = o1, . . . , oNo Index of operators
s = s1, . . . , sNs Index of skills
e = e1, . . . , eNe Index of equipment
w = w1, . . . , wNw Index of workstations
W Workstation assigned for the activity, Na ×Nw

O Operators assigned for the activity, Na ×No

S Skills assigned for the activity, Na ×Ns

E Equipment assigned for the activity, Na ×Ne

A′ Precedence constraint between activities, Na ×Na

T = t1, . . . , tNa Activity time
c1 Station-time-related cost
c2 Skill-related (training) cost
c3 Equipment-related cost
Tc Cycle time
Tc Mean cycle time of No operators
Nw Number of workstations
No Number of operators
Ns Number of skills
Ne Number of pieces of equipment
Nπ Number of sequence elements
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C.5 Community detection - List of the used nom-

inations and benchmark results

List of the used nominations in Chapter II.3:

A Adjacency matrix of graph network (real wiring diagram of a network)
ai,j , aj,i Node elements of the adjacency matrix (0 or 1)
N Number of nodes in a network/graph
L Links or edges of the graph
C Number of communities
Cc One of the communities /strongly connected set of nodes/ in a network
Nc Number of nodes within a community
Lc Number of links which connect the nodes within a community
M The total modularity of the network
Mc The modularity value of a c community
kc Total degree of the nodes in the community Cc

pi,j The degree preserving null model
ki, kj Node degrees
b, bi The barycentric coordinate vector and the i-th element
x, xi, xj Sorted/serialised order of nodes and the i-th or j-th element
k Degree of each node in A adjacency matrix
ωi Weight of the i-th node
˜xold The x node order from the previous iteration

α Stopping criteria adjustment value
maxIter Maximum number of iteration in the crossing minimization algorithm
∆Mc,cc+1 The modularity after merge c and c+ 1 communities
kc, kc+1 Total degree values within c and c+ 1 communities
Lc, Lc+1 The total number of links within communities c and c+ 1
lc,cc+1 The number of direct links between the nodes of communities c and c+ 1
Lc,cc+1 Number of links after merge c and c+ 1 communities
kc,cc+1 Total degree value after merge c and c+ 1 communities
γ Tuning operator to handle the resolution limit problem
l, r The boundaries of the communities
lc, rc The left and the right segment boundary of the c-th community
mergecost The ’benefit’ of merging together the c-th and the c+ 1-th segment
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